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College lays 
out course 
cutting plan 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
CUTS PLANNED at Northwest Community College 
(NWCC) could reduce the number of university transfer 
courses the college offers by 25 per cent. 
But college president Michael Hill says that won't result 
in any dramatic hanges to course offerings. 
The college needs to eliminate an accumulated deficit of 
nearly $800,000. Colleges aren't allowed to run deficits, 
but the education ministry is giving NWCC some room to 
maneuver. The deficit is partially due to shrinking grants 
from the province, combined with a freeze on tuition fees. 
The ministry expects the college to have a balanced 
budget in two years and to start working on the accumu- 
lated deficit after that. 
A college committee is asking for cost-cutting advice 
from all areas. Hill said two weeks ago that the college 
will probably chop 15-20 full time equivalent positions. 
Now a draft report is going to the college board suggest- 
ing areas where those positions are to be cut. 
Academic Workers Union president Rocque Berthiaume 
says NWCC is looking at cutting $275,000 from university 
credit programs, as much as $450,000 from the natural 
resources worker program and 30 per cent of the budget 
from a program training health and social services 
workers. 
"The areas that are providing academic and career tech 
i L o c k , i t  up ~" .~ ,~r~,~ IowsPr°grams are going to behard hit ifthe administration f o l - t h r o u g h , , ,  saidBert i ume. 
He said the union is willing to deal with the deficit, but 
AUTO, CRIME has gonelway Up in Terrace over.the last yea/? This costs.~the ~insurance corporation well over $100 million annually, ' first wants to consider early retirement and voluntary work 
week, officers Wili: b~'out checking Car dbors t0make ~uretheyire 'That's Crime Prevention constable Tracy Harvie. She says slrnpl6 load reductions as options. 
locked. If not, owners will get a I;riendly:liRle reminder from the police things like locking doors, closing windows, keeping valuables out of "There's a high level of frustration and anxiety that this 
as part of their Lock Out Auto Crime program. The joint RCMP and sight and parking in well-lit areas can go a long way in preventing process is creating," said Berthiaume. 
ICBC program seeks to educate the public about auto crime, which vehicle theft and break-ins. And the short time frame doesn't help. "There's a 
certain level of cynicism that the process is not really con- 
sultative," he added. And he doesn't know how much 
• : room there is for alternatives. Petition underway Hill said although the college board wants to start some of the cost saving measures early in the new year, work on 
budget trimming will carry on until the end of the fiscal 
; year. And that should still leave time for all options. to dismiss the NDP Berthiaume says it's not just jobs that the union wants to protect. He says the north already has a low level of post- 
secondary participation, and he's concerned that would get 
worse with reductions to programs. 
A LOCAL man is distribut- During that time and dur. knew prior to the election People have to train for the new economy he said, and 
ing petitions he hopes will ing the election period this and afterward," said Liz he's worried those opportunities wen'the here. 
lead to a dismissal of the spring the NDP said there James. But Hill says he'll try to keep any impact o a minimum. 
provincial government, would be a balanced budget. The comment that put "Students will vote with their feet," said Hill. "I'm going. 
Wayne Kilgren, a laid off But the provincial govern- James into action came from to try and offer people's first choices to them." 
logger, says he's fed up with ment now says there's a forests minister Dave Zirn- This means popular first year university transfer courses 
NDP policies which he says deficit and is cutting $1.5 helt who, when defending won't likely be cut. But second year transfer courses could 
are driving up the debt and billion in spending, the plan to move money be trimmed, particularly those with less than 10 students. 
causing job losses. Kilgren's also incensed at from Forest Renewal B.C. Instead of face-to-face instruction the college could look 
The petition is one page the plans to take up to $400 into general government into offering second year transfer courses through the. 
and contains a number of million from the Forest revenue said governments World Wide Web, or the Open Learning Agency, sug- 
reasons why the government Renewal B.C. bank account could do whatever they gested Hill. 
should be dismissed, for general government want. The college will try to offer as wide a range of courses as 
It's addressed to spending. "I thought over my dead possible, but differently, he said. College board members 
Lieutenant Governor Garde "We have no jobs," said body," said James. look at a cost cutting report Dec. 14. 
Gardom who, under law, Kilgren of himself and other Not prepared to wait for 
can dismiss a government, loggers in the area affected 18 months after the May WAYNE KILGREN has been busy asking people to 1.4' ~ o f f i  
dissolve the legislature and by a downturn in the election to monna a recall sign a petitlon asking the Ueutenant.Governor t  dis. r~rg f~ c e r  
set a date for a provincial forestry sector here. campaign or for the next miss lhe NDP gov't and call an election. 
election. Kilgren heard about the election, James began her 
"This is just for dome- petition on a Vancouver plan to petition the the World'Wide Web and. "The issue forme is that p~n:~c '  p p o r e a r e '  
cracy. We've got to have a radio talk show and had Lieutenant Governor. James has an e-mail ad- no matter what government 
little bit of democracy in copies foxed to him. "I know there's plenty of dress, got it, I'd be doing the same 
Canada," said Kilgren last The petition is being faxing and photocopying James admits she did thing as I am now," James TERRACE RCMP wants to bring in a second drug on- 
week. organized by a North Van- going on," James added of some work for a federal continued. forcement officer and has asked the city to come up 
"Basically they're couver resident in a the petition's spread. Reform candidate in the last '* "I'm keeping this as a with the money. 
bankrupting B.C.," he said campaign called Dissolve ' She estimates that 2,000 federal election and, at one non-partisan effort. ] truly "There needs to be another person in the drugs sec- 
of the NDP. 96. petitions have been signed time, carried a provincial believe if you happen to be- tion to get any sort of effective nforcement," says 
The petition keys on what "I was getting more and in the Golden area, hard hit Social Credit card. . lieve in NDP policy that RCMP detachment commanding officer Inspector 
the NDP may have known more angry with every snip-: by the closure of a sawmill. "I chucked in that card doesn't mean as a taxpayer.. Steve Leach. "One person is simply not enough to 
about the province's pet of information coming A petition supporter has over the Vander Zalm is- and as a citizen you want to tackle this kind of problem. We really need that extra 
finances before the election, out as to what the NDP put up a Dissolve 96 site on sue," she said. be lied to," she said. officer." 
Leach is preparing for his traditional annual session 
with city council in which he lays out his reasoning for Open doors can be closed more officers. He faces another tradition of having city council turn 
down the requests. 
Councillor David Hull says that more money might 
By JEFF  NAGEL other meetings "bearing in mind whether public But he noted that when sensitive issues come not be the best answer. 
THE DOORS to the Nisga'a talks may have attendance would maintain, increase or interfere up, the parties can close the doors. "I'm certainly in favour of a new person on the drug 
cracked open for the first time last Thursday, with the effectiveness of the session" or There's also provision in the agreement for squad," Hull says. "But maybe we should be looking 
but there are still plenty of ways the negotiators prejudice negotiating positions or strategies, the release of documents ~ again only the ones at taking an officer away from traffic patrol and putting 
can keep them shut. The document also g;ves the teams different everyone agrees to release, them into drug enforcement." 
The Nisga'a, federal and provincial negotia- options on exactly how to make the talks "open Provincial officials weren't aware Thursday of Hull says the city already spends about $1.4 million 
tors signed an "openness protocol" setting out to the public." any documents that are now available to the on policing. 
just how open the Nisga'a negotiations towards For example,, the sessions could be wide open public pursuant to the openness protocol. "Flexibility is the thing of the '9~,"  he says. "Let,s 
a final treaty wili be in the months ahead, to anyone who wants tocomein. As for consultation, the parties can give in- seewhatwe can do with what we've goL" 
The document says the portions of main table Or they could be !'open to the public" by al- formation on the substance of selected issues to Hull admits that drugs are a problem in Terrace, but 
negotiating sessions dealing with "a general ex- lowing in just representatives of advisory corn- advisory committees and interested persons, he says that it's a problem in the rural areas, too. 
"The level of drug activity in this area is frightening change of information concerning the matters to mtttees ~ but not the public or news media, provided that doesn't breach the confidentiality 
be negotiated or a general discussion of techni. "I think most of the main table negotiations of other parties' positions, and unacceptable," hesays. "But drug dealers don,t. 
col or procedural matters" will be open. will be open," predicted chief provincial nego- . . . . . .  . . . .  • turn around at the bridge, Maybe we could look at get- 
The parties, if they agree, can also open up tlatorTrevor P overbs. F°rm°reontheNissa'atalks, seePageA9, ring some financlai support from the regional district," 
I I I I I . f "  
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Kitimat picked 
for gas plant 
By Malcolm Baxter 
UPTO 80 jobs will be created in Kitimat when Pat-Rim 
LNG Inc. completes amassive $1.4 billion liquefied natu- 
rE gas (LNG) plant and pipeline in 1999. 
The company this week picked Kitimat over Princce 
Rupert as the location for a plant shipping 3.5 million ton- 
nes of LNG to Korea each year. 
Approximately 3,000 man-years of employment will be 
created in constructing the facility but it's not yet known 
how much of that will be in Kitimat . . . . . . . . .  ; : 
The plant will be built at Bish Creek, 12km from Kitimat 
on Douglas Channel. That land belongs to Kitamaat 
Village and negotiations for its use have started, i 
The gas would come from northeastern B.C, via a 500- I 
kilometre pipeline from Summit Lake. [ 
Local employment hinges on a tight construction ~hed- ] 
ale leading up to the 1999 opening and on the effects win- ] 
ter weather might have, Pae-Rim vice president Wayne I 
Stanley said last week. 
Some of the plant's components will be manufactured 
down south, barged up and assembled on the Bish Creek 
site. The Lower Mainland also offers convenient access to 
fabrication shops and a qualified labour pool. 
But Stanley noted the amount of off-site work wouldn't 
really change anything as far as employment opportunities 
for locals were concerned. 
Welding will account for more than half the work and 
most of that would involve stainless alloy steel. That 
required asophisticated type of welding which would have 
meant bringing in welders from outside anyway. 
Kitimat was chosen for its deep water harbour and suit- 
ability as a home for Pac Rim's employees. 
Prince Rupert was also in the running tbr the plant's 
location but that would have meant an additional $100 mil- 
lion in pipeline costs, said Stanley. That more than out- 
weighed Kitimat being 24 hours more in sailing time from 
Korea than Prince Rupert, he added. 
Pae-Rim was also uncertain about getting environmental 
approvals for a pipeline to Prince Rupert compared to the 
Kitimat route which will run through "already disturbed" 
areas, said Stanley. 
While the Kitimat route is still subject o an environmen- 
tal assessment, S anley said his company isencouraged. 
While there had been minimal opposition to the project 
so far, it remained to be seen whether that changed as the 
project progressed. 
Stanley emphasized the project is designed to cause 
minimum impact and he described it as both "sellable 
(and) defensible". 
Preserve valley, 
new study says 
HAISLA natives and environmentalists are now calling for the 
preservation f the Kowesas River watershed south of Kitimat. 
• The 40,000-hectare valley is adjacent to the Kitlope River 
i ~at~s,l~ed:',wh!cl~ West Fraser Timber voluntarily gave up the 
. rights to log in 1994. ' 
A $100,000 study released by Ecotrust and Haisla natives last 
week concludes thin soils and steep slopes mean the valley 
shouldn't be logged. 
West Fraser plans to begin logging there starting in 2001. 
Wood from the valley would feed Skeena Sawmills and the 
Eurocan pulp and paper mill. 
The study says logging would threaten the river with large 
scale erosion and sedimentation, threatening oolichan and sal- 
mon stocks. 
Researchers also found 15 animal species on the province's 
blue or red list of endangered or threatened species, and a 
number of trees which show human use by the Haisla as far back 
as 395 years. 
West Fraser vice-president Wayne Clogg noted the provincial 
government's Protected Areas Strategy doesn't consider the 
Kowesas acandidate for protection. 
"The Kitlope was spared logging to protect hose values and 
the ecosection represented by the region now far exceeds the 
provincial goal of preserving 12 per cent of the land base." Clogg 
said. 
Forest Alliance of B.C. chairman Jack Munro ripped into those 
calling for the valley's preservation. 
"Ecotrust Canada claims to be concerned with economic 
development," he said. "Yet here they are calling for a reduced 
timber supply in the northwest just when major operators there 
have made it clear how tough it is already to maintain current 
lobs." 
"I think what we're seeing is the next step in the campaign to 
shut down logging along the north and central coast that a 
number of preservationist groups promised earlier last year," he 
said. 
Repap buys 
U.S. wood 
Alaskan logs milled here 
REPAP B.C. has turned to importing Alaskan timber because 
of the high cost of logging here. 
The company has bought four barge loads of what it calls 
prime spruce sawlogs from Alaska and is processing them at its 
mills in Ten'ace and Carnaby near Hazelton, 
"Guess what? Logs are cheaper in Alaska than they are in 
B.C,," said Derrick Curtis. Repap woods manager for Carnaby, 
Kitwanga nd Smithers. ~ ~ . . . .  . . . . . .  
Curtis said skyrocketing stumpage fees and operating costs 
make it cheaper for B,C companies to leave the province in 
search of timber. Some go as far afield as Saskaebewan, and, in 
the case of Repap, the Yukon and AlaSka, 
"It tells you that something's wrong with the system," Curtis 
.said. : 
Repap's operation in Terrace bought four barge loads - at 
18,000 cubic metres each ,  west of Anchorage on the Kenai 
Penninsula. 
The first barge arrived in September and went entirely to 
Terrace. The second ocked this monthi with the cargo split bet- 
ween Camaby and Terracel 
Pat Ogawa, vice,president and chief forester for Repap B.C., 
said the company reaches out to Alaska and the Yukon because 
the volume and species of sawlog Repap needs isn't available in 
the region. 
"It's fairly competitive (the market), so We've stretched out a 
] " • little b't further, he stud of the Alaska purchase. "If we log local- 
ly, for every stick of mwiog we get, we get a stick of pulp log," 
Sawmills must cut to the profile of the forest and not high- 
grade sawlogs. That's left companies with a glut of pulp logs. 
pushing prices down and leaving sawmills wamped with wood 
they can't use, Ogawa explained. 
Private contractors in Hazelton are upset because the Carnaby 
mill will stop buying local Wood this week until the new year, but 
continue processing the Alaska wood. 
Repap provided incorrect dates last week for the holiday shut- 
down of its Terrace mill. The correct dates for the closure are 
Dec, 20 to Jan. 1, Mill operations will restart Jan. 2, 
Love Your 
Children? 
Keep them safe! 
efuse to supply 
,Icohol to your 
wn teenagers or 
ieir friends!  
District Parent 
Adv isory  Counc i l  
Schoo l  Distr ict  #82 
Make your Christmas Shopping easy at 
The Skeena Valley 
Golf Club Pr -" 
We have a great selection o 
Bags, Shoes, Clubs and CIo' 
including stocking stuffers (£ 
passes and memberships). 
If you can't decide, get a GII 
CERTIFICATE. 
PRO SHOP 
HOURS ARE: 
FRIDAY, 
SATURDAY AND 
SUNDAY 1 1 AM 
TO 
5 PM 
Starting December 6, 
until Christmas. 
~ Box 865 Terrace, B,C, VSG 4R1 . 
(250)635 2542 
Bid you know that in 1995, Oak Tree Clinic provided ,.=~%qk t t #~,==, 
service for mere than 170 patient visits frm children 
all ever B.C. who are living with HIV and AIDS? -=.-, 
Children's Hospital 
I CATEGORY: 
Fax entries to board office at 638-1837 or drop off 
at any snonsor listed. 
.. 
Unbeatable Christmas Packages 
at the price you want! 
Buy a selected phone or Call Display 
Plus Unit from a BC TEL PhoneMaW = 
Store and get great savings PLUS a 
FREE unique Christmas Package, + 
,onl $ 99 
:: Limited or 11 lmth. $ 87 
Mickey Unlimited Call Display 
Plus Unit comes with this 
FREE Christmas Package: 
• 30 days Call Waiting 
• 30 days Call Display Plus" 
Disney ~ Character Novelty Unit features 
Call Display Plus with 60 name and 
number capability, Works with any phone. 
. . . . .  '~ . . . . . . . . .  t . . . . . .  v,~uu,=. ~,,aHu.a,lu.c, • rcuuLc u[, =, ,c t tcu pruuutt~ w. l l t  qU~[lUtlt~ ]~l~t, 3trvrctS art  avalraoie in most areas. -uas¢o on ~ monti l Iy payments U,A .C ,  " "  Call Display Plus {namt  plus number) available Janua~' 1997. 
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II Hip, hip hooray! 
couldn't be better. So Laureen Wesley, Becky Sundberg, Holly 
Nguyen, Catherine Zimmerman, Ed Curell and Maurine Ogawa 
were  definitely in a fest ive mood last week.  
UBRARY STAFF and board members celebrate the end of raising 
money to clear the building debt. With the help of the community 
and local businesses they're raised $87,000 in just two years. The 
deadline for the sum was the end of this year, and the timing 
This time, from Nigeria 
Another scam strikes area 
YET ANOTHER scare to separate people 
from their money has made an appearance 
in the area. 
It doesn't originate from back east or the 
United States but from Nigeria. 
Three letters from that country have been 
received in the last year from individuals 
purporting to be Nigerian government offi- 
cials or working for large Nigerian com- 
panies offering financial rewards. 
But first, say the letters, they need either a 
sum of cash or a bank account number. 
The most recent known letter;sent to a lo- 
cal business, is allegedly fr0/fi~'~: Nigerian 
official who says he and others have found 
a hidden Nigerian government bank ac- 
count containing (US) $33.5 million. 
The allegation is that the money was 
stolen by other officials. And the lure used 
to entice the unsuspecting is that the people 
writing the letter want to split the booty 
with overseas partners who first have to 
prime the pump. 
"'So far, much has been said and due to 
our sensitive positions, we cannot afford a 
slip in this transaction, either can we give 
out our identify as regards our respective 
offices," says the letter. 
"'But where relationship is established 
and smooth operation commences, you will 
be  fumished~:with all you deserve to 
know," it continues. 
Staff Sergeant Doug Wheler of the local 
RCMP detachment says seams from 
Nigeria aren't hat unusual. 
"These kinds of letters have been 
received in various areas and we've for- 
warded them to our commercial crime sec- 
tion," he said. 
Wheler says people should never respond 
to such letters, or to other schemes, asking 
for money or for bank account numbers. 
"Once you give a bank account number, 
it opens all sorts of doors," he said. 
Wheler does ask for copies of these types 
of letters so they can be sent to the com- 
mercial crime section. 
Police also remind people to never give 
out personal financial information by mail 
or phone to unknown groups. This includes, 
police continue, your credit card numbers. 
Yo C nristmas 
dol ,ation guiae 
The Salvation Army is once more looking for 
donations for its annual Christmas hamper pro- 
gram. 
The church puts together the hampers, with a 
turkey and fixings for a Christmas dinner, along 
with presents for children. It usually hands out 
around 500 of the hampers, and this year it'll be 
distributing them Dec. 16-20. 
It's a big job, and the Salvation Army is looking 
for about $20,000 for the hampers. Lietuenant 
Norm Hamelin asks people to be generous when 
they see volunteers with the familiar ed kettles. 
If you'd like to contribute a gift to those Salva- 
tion Army hampers then you can drop one off at 
Skeena Broadcasters' office, on the corner of 
Lazelle and Emerson. 
The Salvation Army is looking for gifts for chil- 
dren ranging from newborn to about 16 years old. 
Toys and gifts should be new and unwrapped. 
Particularly in demand are gifts for young teens. 
The church usually has a surplus of toys for those 
aged 4-6. 
Please drop gifts off by Dee. 13. However, the 
Salvation Army usually gets last-minute requests 
from parents, so gifts dropped off later on will still 
find homes, if not this year, then next Christmas. 
The Terrace Anti-Poverty Group is also 
delivering toys for children again this year. 
Families who think they'll need help bringing 
Christmas to their kids have until December 13 to 
register with Terrace Anti-Poverty, upstairs in 
room 200 in the Tillicum Twin Theatre building. 
There is no age cut-off. 
"You can't give a gift to a 10-year-old and give 
nothing to his 17-year-old sibling," says 
organizer Helga Kenny. 
She's expecting about 500 names to come in. In- 
formation is kept confidential, and a tag with the 
child's age, gender and size is placed on Christ- 
mas trees in Kmart and Terrace Co-op. 
The public is invited to drop by any time to pick 
up a tag. Gifts can be purchased from any store 
and they should be placed unwrapped, with the 
tag, back under the tree. Dec. 18 is the cut off date 
for bringing a girl back. 
Kenny and other staff and volunteers will be 
delivering them from Dec. 19-25. 
Kenny is worried about the economic situation 
in Terrace this year. She hopes people will still be 
able to chip in and buy presents, even though 
money is tight for many. 
The Terrace Child Development Centre's 
Christmas Tree of Lights is plugged in at the 
Skeena Mall. 
The public and local businesses are invited to 
buy a light for the tree. Costs are from $2-50 for 
individuals and $10-100 for bus inesses . . "  
All proceeds go toward providing therapy and 
services to children with special needs. 
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m ~ ~ P=mmsenlu ~is C oup0n_lo Cashier . . . .  
Store Hours: 
Mort- Thurs. 
Fri. 
i ii~ilil i ~ :i!~i i! iill ii ! i i~i~ii i!/~ • i i ~ i i ! iiii i i ~ i ~II ~i: 
I 
9:30 a.m. - 9 :00 p.m. 
9:30 a.m. - i I p.m. 
All Toys 
0% off  
9 p .m. -  11 p.m. ONLY 
Sat. 
Sun. 
9 :30 a.m. - 6 :00  p.m. 
11 a.m. - 5 :00 p.m. 
Terrace Store 0nly 
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Tricky position 
HOW MANY school district administrators 
does it take to screw in a light bulb ? 
We don't know, but we are sure there will be 
more than enough for that task given the flood of 
appointments to the new Coast Mountain school 
district last week. 
What was to have been a merger of the Terrace 
and Kitimat school districts to save money in 
overhead and other areas looks ~ at least for the 
moment ~ to have accomplished the exact op- 
posite. 
We now have an acting superintendent, an ac- 
ting assistant superintendent, an acting secretary- 
treasurer and an acting assistant secretary- 
treasurer in addition to a former assistant super- 
intendent who, for the moment, is someplace in 
administrative limbo. 
All of this is in aid of the smooth operations of 
the new district pending the final selections of 
people for the permament positions. 
While school district chairman George 
Neumann hit the right motherhood button in 
saying the board is to act in the best interests of 
students, it also has to act in the best interests of 
taxpayers. 
And that's where it's going to get tricky for the 
new board in choosing its senior administrative 
complement for the former Terrace people who 
might be in the running come equipped with fair- 
ly hefty contracts. The heftiest of the contract 
clauses call for virtually perpetual five-year 
terms and for full payment of the contract 
amount should the person's job be terminated for 
reasons not connected with employment per- 
formance. In the case of the former Terrace su- 
perintendent and assistant superintendent, 
amounts of $500,000 appear to be in the 
severance package ballpark. 
So the unfortunate impression laid against the 
board is that its hiring decisions mi~!  be 
coloured by severance package payouts. One can 
only imagine the public relations nightmare cre- 
ated by the news that a hard-pressed taxpayer- 
supported body saw fit to pay $500,000 to a 
departing official. 
Thanks, Ruth 
RUTH HALLOCK deserves the good wishes of 
the citizens of Terrace for her many years on city 
council and for her record of community in- 
volvement. 
Council for some time has missed Mrs. Hal- 
lock's sense of humour and down-to-earth crusti- 
ness and will miss it all the more now that her 
time as a councillor has officially concluded. 
Mrs. Hallock was an accomplished print and 
electronic journalist who brought a solid back- 
ground in city history and affairs and a question- 
ing mind to city council business. 
Her best line came at tile 1993 municipal elec- 
tion all candidates meeting. During a discussion 
concerning the attributes of Mayor Jack Talstra, 
Mrs. Hallock said, "I've only got one good eye 
and I'll be keeping it on him." 
To no one's surprise Mrs. Hallock was a peren- 
nial favourite among the electorate. In 1993 she 
topped all comers, gathering 1,677 votes. We 
like to think those 1,677 people received Mrs. 
Hallock's best efforts in return. 
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Old liquor la, vs need fixing 
HUBERT BEYER 
ferent types of liquor licences 
in British Columbia, and the 
regulations covering each of 
them are so convoluted that the 
Liquor Control Branch can tell 
a restaurant how many televi- 
sion sets it is allowed on the 
premises and whether or not 
VICTORIA - -  When I ar- 
rived in Winnipeg in 1957, a 
new immigrant from Germany, 
one of the biggest culture 
shocks in store for me were the 
repressive and archaic liquor 
laws. 
A few days after my arrival, I
met a girl and suggested we 
bare dinner and a few drinks at 
a restaurant. Little did I know. 
Restaurants, I found out, 
weren't allowed to serve al- 
cohol. And where alcohol was 
served - -  beer parlors - -  
women weren't allowed. 
I also found out that there 
were places where alcohol was 
served illegally. In fact, one of 
the best restaurants in town 
was operated by a bootlegger. 
The best chicken you ever ate 
and any drink you wanted. It 
was a busy place, the oc- 
casional raid by police 
notwithstanding. 
Since those dark ages, we've 
come a long way, baby, or 
have we? Just how far have we 
come if the provincial booze 
police can shut down a 
restaurant because its TV 
screens are too big? How far 
have we come if parents can 
take their children for a meal 
to a pub-style restaurant but 
not a pub, although the two 
may look identical? 
We have about a dozen dif- 
legend Wayne Gretzky, can't 
have giant TV screens in its 
new downtown Vancouver 
outlet. 
Planet Hollywood spent 
about $7 million on the devel- 
opment of the site and will 
employ 300 people. The liquor 
cops said 32-inch screens are 
the limit. 
In another case, the Aqua 
Viva restaurant in Vancouver 
was told to remove a TV set 
because it could be watched 
from the holding lounge area. 
The Restaurant and Food 
Services Association of British 
Columbia feels ~ and rightly 
so, that the mishmash of con- 
tradictory liquor rules and 
regulations is an impediment 
to its members. The associa- 
tion wants a level playing 
::.:fieid~ on which restaurants can, ~z serves alcohol in any form. 
patrons are allowed to play ~¢0mpete withbars. ',!t~,",'Ifistead, I invite anyone who 
darts or chess. - ,  A t to rney  General i~ Ujjal ' believes that social drinking is 
Restraints are required to ask Dosanjh is currently reviewing 
patrons if they intend to eat. If 
the customer changes his mind, 
the establishment is in breach 
of the law. 
In the most recent example 
of bureaucratic folly, the Liq- 
uor Control Branch ruled that 
Planet Hollywood, a ritzy 
chain of restaurants, owned by 
film stars Demi Moore, Arnold 
the province's liquor laws, but 
I fear that any quick fix will 
only complicate and already 
intolerable mess of rules and 
regulations. The problem can't 
be fixed with band-aids. 
Modernizing British Colum- 
bia's liquor laws is not just a 
question of letting restaurants 
put TVs where they want or al- 
government off the backs of 
business. It's a question of 
government relinquishing its 
role of self-appointed guardian 
of society's mores. 
British Columbia has become 
a world tourism destination. 
Living up to our reputation as 
Beautiful British Columbia re- 
quires not only treating our 
guests to the province's natural 
beauty, but welcoming them 
with a modicum of cos- 
mopolitan flair. 
I can tell you that some of 
my friends visiting from 
Europe were quite flab- 
bergasted by our quaint liquor 
laws. 
This column is obviously not 
intended for those who frown 
on drinking, period, and would 
rather shut down any place that 
LOCAL STUDENTS Among 
Grads, reads the caption of a 
news item. "A number of 
northwest residents received 
degrees this weekend from the 
University of Victoria." 
'q/Vie conferred degrees, 
diplomas and certificates on 
662 graduates at the univer- 
sity's 49th convocation 
ceremony on November 30." 
There follows the names of 
nine who received Bachelor 
degrees: one each from 
Gitwinksihlkw, Hazeiton, and 
Kitwanga, and six from Ter- 
race. 
Those brief paragraphs um 
up three, maybe four years of 
relentless, grueling endeavour 
to reach a goal crowned by a 
handshake, a scroll, and a pho- 
tegrapher's flash. 
The news item conveys no 
hint of the personal effort, 
commitment and sacrifice of 
each student who earned a de- 
gree by correspondence 
courses .  
i ¸  p il ¸  
. /A  I/: 
CLAUDE'VI'E SANDECKI 
Daily life for correspondence 
students bears no resemblance 
to the carefree society whirl 
depicted by American movies 
and television. 
Instead of dormitory hijinks, 
it's long solitary hours trying 
to study while the eyelids 
droop, wearing two pair of 
acrylic socks to keep feet 
warm on a basement floor, and 
shopping with a calculator to 
stay within a skinflint budget. 
It's dressing in wash and 
wear, walking bent over to 
balance a backpack forever 
loaded with textbooks, and 
popping corn for a weekend 
treat. 
Far from lazing in the sun, 
summers are frenetic months 
of working days at any job 
available, then studying nights 
to gain an extra credit or two. 
Each semester is preceded by 
filling out pesky student loan 
forms, wringing household ex- 
penses to pay tuition on time 
before the loan arrives, fol- 
lowed by an unyielding burden 
of debt as student loan piles on 
student loan to formidable 
heights. 
Every semester ternainates in 
a crush of deadlines, cramming 
for exams, revising and 
photocopying resumes, search. 
ing job wanted ads and bulletin 
boards for yet another short 
term job. 
Carefree fun is a rarity. 
Reading novels, going to a 
movie, watching a sitcom - 
these seldom fit into the sched- 
ule of a diligent university stu- 
dent. 
Besides texts to be read, as. 
says and reports to be written, 
and research to do, some de- 
grees call for practicums where 
the student must devote a num. 
bar of hours per week to gain- 
ing experience in the field of 
her choice. Yet a quota of 
studying must be shoe-homed 
into the day. 
Mothers of little children 
know the stress of relentless 
pressure - -  that stop the world, 
I want to get off feeling when 
it seems impossible to ever 
relieve the unremitting rind. 
That's the reality of a cor- 
respondence student's life 
from the moment she delves 
into her first course until she 
submits her final exam. 
The news item also fails to 
convey graduates' pride and 
elation at their considerable ac- 
complishment. 
~ ~ce_ CoLP ~A-r~.e. J I ~ ~T ."".-II 
Schwarzenegger, Syivester lowing beer sales in pool halls. 920-9300; Fax: 385'6783; E. 
Stallone and Canadian hockey It's a question of ge!ting the Mail: hubert@coolcom.com 
There's really no life like it 
acceptable and that we don't 
need government to guide us 
from cradle to grave, to fire off 
a letter to the premier, telling 
him it's time for a radical over- 
haul of British Columbia's 
fragmented liquor laws. 
The address is: Hon Premier 
Glen Clark,• Victoria, B.C. 
V8V lX4. Have at it, folks. 
Bayer can be reached at Tel: 
r s  
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'Freeloaders' 
go get work 
Dear Sir:. 
Re: "Renters flock to additional ow-income ac- 
commodations" (Terrace Standard, Nov. 16, 1996). 
Well, ya-hoo and giddy-up. Don't get me wrong - 
it's great for low-income single mothers and fa- 
thers. 
But $1.8 million paid by "middle income 
families" and 30 per cent of income paid by tenants 
of their income? How many have working income? 
How many are paid by social assistance - -  also 
paid by "middle class, working class" people. 
Seventy percent is paid by B.C. Housing Devel- 
opment. Meaning what? Seventy per cent is paid by 
"middle class working" people. 
Granted, we moved back to Terrace, managed to 
buy our house, even though the taxes take almost 
50 percent of my paycheck to cover such a big por- 
tion of low-cost housing and social assistance. 
,B.C. has banned social assistance for a three- 
month waiting period. I say double it, triple it! 
Would I move my family to Ontario or Quebec 
without housing or work? Absolutely not. 
I've been in Terrace less than six months with a 
steady job. Both my wife and I have been offered 
three jobs each, only because we went and looked. 
So for you free loaders tart looking. The jobs are 
there. Quit living off us and we'll quit resenting 
you. 
Should Terrace and the B.C. Housing Develop- 
ment stop or slow down on low-income housing. 
Absolutely not! Please build them ten-fold. The rest 
of us working class people will probably need to 
move into them soon. 
Harold Anderson 
Terrace, B.C. 
I 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Punjabi is winning recognition 
Dear Sir:. 
Re: Rob Hargrove's letter in the Nov. 20, 1996 
Terrace Standard. 
It is always good to be broadminded and well in- 
formed in dealing with sensitive issues of linguistic 
minorities, 
The Harcourt NDP govermnent, atthat time, duly 
elected by the taxpayers of British Columbia, de- 
cided to offer five more languages as second Inn- 
guages in the Public Schools of B.C. from grades 5 
to 12, in addition to French. 
These languages are supposed to be offered as in- 
tegral part of the school curriculum, during regular 
school hours. 
Of these five languages, Funjabi was supposed to 
be available for 1996--97 school year with full im- 
plementation scheduled for 199%98. 
Spanish, mandarin Chinese, Japanese and German 
are scheduled to be available in 1997-98 with full 
implementation to take place in 1998.99. 
The Ministry of Education will require sufficient 
community demand, student enrolment and 
availability of resources for the languages to be of- 
fered. 
In Terrace, the Punjabi community has fulfilled 
all the requirements for the full implementation f
Punjabi as a second language as follows: 
1. The Punjabi community made a strong demand 
through written applications to the School Board as 
well as through awritten petition. 
2. The enrolhnent of Punjabi students from grades 
5 to 7 is sufficient enough for the School Board to 
seek the services of two volunteer Punjabi teachers 
to meet heir needs. 
3. The resources for the teaching of Punjabi are 
available in abundance. 
The school hoard has also been insensitive to the 
legitimate demands of the Punjabi community and 
is only willing to offer Punjabi as a heritage lan- 
guage (pilot project) for the remainder of this 
school year. 
Our battle is not yet over. We may have to resort 
to other actions in order to get due recognition for 
Punjabi, as a second language; aud as an integral 
part of the school curriculum. 
For your information Mr. Hargrovc, all of these 
five languages are supposed to be offeredas inter- 
national languages, and are open to all students, ir- 
respective of their ethnic and linguistic background. 
The world is changing, so should we. 
Ravinder Ravi (Gill) 
Aiyansh, B.C. 
ABOUT 
LETTERS 
Now there's a new way to send 
us your letters to the editor. 
If you've got Internet email ac- 
cess, you can email letters to 
the editor to our Internet email 
address -  Man- 
dard@kermode.net 
You can also fax them to (250) 
638-8432 or mall them to The 
Terrace Standard, 3210 Clinton 
SL, Terrace, B.C., VSG 5R2. 
The Terrace Standard wel. 
comes letters to the editor on all 
subjects of public interest. 
Letters must be signed and In- 
clude an address and phone 
number for verification. 
Anonymous letters will not be 
published. 
Keeping your letter short and 
to the point increases the 
likelihood it will be published 
promptly and without editing. 
If you wish to write a longer 
opinion piece for publication on 
our op-ed page, feel free to call 
and discuss your idea with the 
editor. 
Natives have it better than bureaucrats think 
Dear Sir:. 
I have been listening to Rene Dussault of the 
Royal Commission on aboriginal peoples and I 
must say that these feds are suffering from the same 
foot-in-mouth disease as their provincial counter- 
parts. 
One of the things I take issue with is this elitist 
belief that assimilation of Native people hasn't 
worked so we have to turn around and give away 
110 percent of the province, astounding sums of 
money - -  which may never each the people that it 
should - -  as well as cut out a chunk of economic 
pie that hasn't grown anyAarger in recent years and 
give it away to specific group of people. 
I spent 14 years up in the Nass Valley, attended 
school in New Aiyansh for 10 of those years. I saw, 
heard and absorbed a lot of native culture. 
However I did see a lot of brand new trucks and 
cars being driven. I saw a lot of kids with the 
newest in video games, telephones etc. 
Assimilation, in my experience has certainly 
worked well for the Nisga'a people. Most of them 
lived a lot better than I did then and probably even 
still do now. 
I do support a public vote on issues whether they 
concern natives or non-natives that have a poten- 
tially huge impact on the people of this province. 
All these dosed door sessions that the govern- 
ment is holding with native leaders only serves to 
reinforce the idea that this government is trying to 
pull another fast one on the people of B.C. 
Allan MeIntyre 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Sir:. 
Our government has really done it this time. They 
NATIVE LAND claim negotiations - -  and the perception that special deals and rights are 
being handed out - -  are dividing Canadians, say two letter writers, 
are causing the biggest racial conflict that this 
country has ever seen with native land claims. 
From what I can see, the non-status people have 
some rights and the natives have all rights. 
What the government is doing is making one set 
of rules for the natives and another set of rules for 
the non-status people. 
What I want to know, is how much longer the 
people of B.C. are going to let this happen. How 
much more money are we going to pay out of our 
wages and through other taxes before we say 
enough is enough? 
I for one am sick and tired of paying and never 
getting anything in return. We have all paid income 
tax, taxes on property, water taxes, school taxes and 
goodness knows how many other taxes just to help 
our province and our country. 
We do not receive free medical, dental, education 
or any other service for nothing. The native people 
have had all of this for free and we have paid for 
them to have it for free. 
As far as I am concenled, we have paid our debt 
to the native people over and overagain. 
Everyone has a right to their own religious beliefs 
and their own customs and traditions. There are 
many nationalities in Canada and we all like to 
have our rights, but it seems that there are oldy 
certain people who are granted their rights. 
The Clark government is cutting back on jobs 
within the public service but I did hear them say 
that there would be no catting back on the native 
laud claims. He is putting people out of work and 
causing hardship for people but he will not cut back 
on the land claims. 
Mr. Clark should have his head examined. Does 
he really think that we the people of B.C. are going 
to let hin~ get away with all of this? 
I think what all the people of Canada have forgot- 
tea, is that the people are the government. When the 
govenrment we have elected stops doing its job for 
all the people of the country or the province, we 
have the right to get them out of the position we 
have given them. 
I think that Mr. Clark and Mr. Chretien should be 
replaced with people who are going to work-for all 
the people of Canada, not just the distinct society 
(as our dear Prime Minister has named them) and 
the natives. 
Why don't all Canadians get their gas at a 
reduced price? Why only the natives? Cigarettes 
should be the same price for everyone who smokes 
in Canada, not a special price for just the natives. 
It looks to me like the government is causing a 
civil war to break out right here in Canada. 
After listening to people talk, anyone with half a 
brain can read what is going to happen, and I lot 
one do uot want to be in the middle of a war right in 
our own country. 
This letter is not directed at the native people, it is 
directed to our government officials who are trying 
to separate the people of Canada nd cause trouble. 
God put us ou this earth as equals, so where do 
the govermuent officials get off at declaring 
"distinct societies" and "native land claims". That 
does not sound like equality to me. 
Claudette Grosset 
Terrace, B.C. 
Sustainability must be key to our plan 
Dear  Sir:. 
The recent closure of one local mill, and the 
precarious position of the other, begs the question 
as to the importance of some of the issues that 
seemed important during the municipal election. 
The greatest challenge this community faces is 
not building another sheet of ice, or obtaining the 
airport lands, but in planning for the future, a future 
that may be more difficult than we might want to 
accept. 
Responsible nvironmentalists have long warned 
that we cannot sustain our communities managing 
our forests as we have. This is coming to pass. 
There simply are not enough sawlogs left in the 
local tenures to sustain both mills for the long term. 
The recent reports of the forest service, which show 
that we face a huge falldown in the Allowable An- 
nual Cut in the future, may well be wildly op- 
timistic. Those projections are based on healthy 
market conditions that assume it will be affordable 
to log increasingly difficult and marginal timber. 
They are also based on the assumptions of maxi- 
mum productivity of the existing forest, yet we 
know pest infestations are increasing rapidly in our 
region. What local foresters acknowledge in private 
conversations i  that the bubble will burst sooner 
rather than later. 
Think about it. All the major valleys are gone, or 
nearly so. The Kalum, Copper, Kitimat and Lakelse 
watersheds have been severely over-cut. From a 
plane what becomes tarkly obvious is that we are 
owners of a phenomenal mount of rock and ice, 
and logged-out valleys. 
Even if we were to log every park in the region, 
and eliminate every environmental safeguard, we 
cannot sustain the timber tedustry in Terrace as we 
know it, Weaken the Forest Practices Code sig- 
nificantly and we stand to lose our foreign markets, 
.cut stumpages and we pay tariffs into U.S. coffers 
instead of our own. 
The old ways of.reacting and thinking no longer 
work. Change and uncertainty accelerate. Welcome 
to the third millennium. 
But - -  and this is a huge "but" - -we  need not 
see this community collapse because of this. And 
this is where municipal governments have to play a 
part. We desperately need a planning process that is 
long-term and funda mental. 
This cou ncil should begin a planning process that 
takes a long, critical and honest look at the future of 
Terrace; a planning process that goes far beyond 
who gets a sewer and who doesn't (not that they 
don't have to do that too). 
A planning process that results in a plan (which is 
a conscious course of action to achieve identified 
goals). 
It seems to me that the 400 million dollars being 
gutted out of the Forest Renewal funds could be 
well used by resource communities to support long- 
term planning processes. What better way to mcet 
the originally stated mandate of that program? 
Instead, we see this fund being raided, and bcing 
used for almost everything but what it was intendcd 
for. While $500,000 to study porcupines in the 
Shames Valley is probably a worthwhile projcct, 
wouldn't a similar grant to Terrace to plan for the 
future and attract new, and sustainable, industry, be 
just as worthy? Which seems more true to the intent 
of the FRBC program7 
V~nst is at slake7 The very future of our com- 
munity. Sustainable communities seldom "just hap- 
pen", they are more likely to occur as the result of 
focused and long-term planning. 
A gentle reminder to the local media: we must get 
beyond labels. Labels divide us, and mask what 
values we share as a community. It may be easier 
and more convenient to label someone as "left", 
"right", "h'beral" or "conservative", but ease and 
convenience is not necessarily synonynmus with 
OUR LOGGING industry Is uncertain, and writer and recent city council candidate Bruce Hill 
says it's time the community planned for sustainability as well as sewers and roads. 
at the community level, where common sense, tecting thelong-tcrm future ofthiscommunity. 
cooperation and commitment arc more useful than It remains to be seen whethcr present and future 
partisan philosophy, provincial governments will provide the leadership 
Terrace is no different han dozens of resource we need. Let's just do it ourselves. 
communities around North America who have Bruce Hill 
depth, clarity and the informing of the public of faced, or are starting to face, uncertainty. We know Terrace, B.C. 
what candidates really are about, what we have to do. We just need to realize that no- Editor's Note: Bruce Hill was a candidate"in the 
These labels are especially useless and misleading body is going to do it for us, and get on with pro- Nov. 16 city council election. 
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Arbdratlon avo,ded corrections . 
A group of tenants who had planned to take their land- 
lord to arbitration in order to get repairs done seem to 
have found an alternate solution. 
Woodlands Apartments enants on Kalum were com- 
plaining about repairs not being done on time or done 
at all. They became particularly mad when the land- 
lord, Lloyd Wittkowski, raised the rent. 
But it looks like the landlord and renters arc sorting 
their problems out, says Roseanne Pierce, a residential 
tenancy advocate with the Terrace Anti-Poverty Group. 
She was acting on behalf of approximately 10tenants 
at the Woodlands Apartments, and had planned to ask 
for a hearing with the residential tenancy branch. 
Pierce says that may not be necessary, as Wittkowski 
is making sure the repairs are getting done. 
"He was not aware of how bad things were," Pearce 
said of the Wittkowski's reaction to the complaints. 
Vote time changed 
WE'LL BE going to the polls at a different ime when 
the next federal election is called. 
Members of Parliament have given the nod to dif- 
ferent voting times in each of the country's time zones. 
The intent is to roughly equalize voting times. 
In B.C., for instance, voters will be voting from 7 
a.m. to 7 p.m. instead of the present 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Our beginning time of 7 a.m. roughly matches the 
Newfoundland start ime of 11:30 a.m. 
The move is expected to answer critics' charges that 
British Columbians can find out how things are going 
- -  and perhaps even fine out who the governing party 
will be - -  prior to casting their votes. 
Also changed is the length of time of an electio, 
campaign, from 47 days to 36 days. 
official here 
A LONG time local correc- 
tions branch official was 
presented with a national 
award in Victoria last week. 
Rob Watts, the prcvincial 
corrections branch's district 
director, received the ex- 
emplary service medal from 
Lieutenant Governor Garde 
Gardom. 
The award recognizes 
many judicial and other 
areas in which Watts has 
been involved since he 
joined the corrections 
branch in 1974. 
"He's made a number of 
distinguished contributions. 
Hc's regarded as one of  the 
pioneers of putting a proba- 
tion officer on the traveling 
court team," said Ben 
Stobbe, his immediate supe- 
rior last week. 
That traveling court team 
is the one which heads up 
Hwy37 north and into the 
far central region of the pro' 
vince. 
Watts has also done much 
to solidify aboriginal justice 
programs in the Hazeitons, 
has been involved in several 
legal education projects and 
served on a Simon Fraser 
Rob Watts 
University continuing edu- 
cation body. 
Watts was the only north- 
emer among the 31 provin- 
cial and federal corrections 
officials given medals last 
week. 
He moved to Terrace in 
1975 and has been a proba- 
tion officer and a family 
court counsellor among var- 
ious duties. 
Watts was also instmmen- 
lal in the moving of the 
community correctional 
centre to new facilities in 
the early 1990s. 
FLYNN 
SCHOOLOF 
BALLET 
LAURA ARCHIBALD,Teacher  
I~ember of: 
Telephone: 638-2077 
3226A River Dr,,Terrace, B.C. VaG uP4 
ATTENTION HIGHLY TAXED 
INDIVIDUALS 
Invest in your RRSP now and get an 
, additional 30% tax credit for up to 
................ 84% tax saving. . . . . . .  
This may be the last year to use this 
technique. 
For information call toll free 
(1-800-287-0177) 
ALL ]i'OU NEEI) A TO Z 
A-  Abrasives 
Boat Winches 
Blocks 
Batteries 
Belts 
Butt Rigging 
Boots 
Blankets 
Bull Hooks 
Blades 
Brooms 
Bailing Twine 
Bucldng Chaps 
Brush Saws 
Bungy Straps 
Bolts 
Brushes 
÷~'27 HWY L6. T£B.RACE 
TEL. 63S-7383 • FAX 635-÷07S 
Royal Bank 
is celebrating 
1946- 1996 
Dec. 16 - 20,1996 
You are the reason for our success. Come join us 
for cake, coffee, balloons and prizes. 
P6 
Kids, enter our colouring contest and win a Leo the Lion. 
Have your morn or dad pick up your picture and drop off the completed picture to 
I I 
Royal Bank by December 20 at noon for judging. 
Royal Bank 
4640 Lakelse Ave. 
V8G IR2 635-8000 
I I I I I I I I IIII III II IJ 
JVC 
CASSETTE DECK 
Model# TDW 118 
dual cassette 
dolby B noise reduction 
high speed dubbing 
auto tape selector 
JVC 
DISC PLAYER 
Model# XLF 252 
5 disc carousel changer 
exchange play . . . . . . .  
I bit 8 times oversampllng 
wireless remote 
dVC 
MINI STEREO 
Model# MX D2T 
triple cd tray 
remote control 
dual cassette 
JVC 
PORTABLE 
Model# RC QSIO 
front loading cd 
digital tuner 
bass boost 
P a  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " n~SOnlCo 
PORTABLE DISC 
Model# SLS 140 
Heat resistant body 
extra bass 
: '1 ' ) t ; ' ,  i '  . . . . . . . .  
Panasonico 
CAMCORDER 
Model# PVL 606 
22 x zoom 
image stabilizer 
built in video light 
Panasoni¢ 
PHONE CORDLESS 
Model# KXT 0155 
25 channel 
30 day stand by 
lighted keyp 
I j 
Panasonic, 
PORTABLE MICRO 
Model# RN 302 
voice activated 
2 speeds 
tape included 
micro cassette 
KEITH AVE. MALL 
TERRACE 
635-5333 
CITY CENTRE, 
KITIMAT 
632-5000 
SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE 
635-4948 
Two letters don't hold up 
Dear Sir:. 
My  response to Linda Hawes' initial letter about FRBC 
has produced a response from her in "FRBC grab 
smacked", letter to the editor, Nov. 20. I suggested that 
given the Liberal priorities and platforms in the last elec- 
tion and Hawes' high profde support of them, I didn't need 
any instructions on matters of conscience from either. 
Shenow interprets this as maligning. Isn't it strange how 
the L~erals throw around words like robbing, stealing, 
raiding, even lying and when confronted by the in- 
consistency of their positions and actions they bleat like 
wounded sheep. Hawes even quotes from a former NDP 
member and highways minister on a select issue when it 
suites her. 
The fact remains that the Campbell Liberals promised $3 
billion in cut to government services with $1 billion less 
. . . .  ~ revenue because big corporation - -  not small "wou ld  get 
a tax break. Imagine the cuts in services. Hawes' clear sup- 
port of that position is part of the record and part of legiti- 
mate debate when we are talking about where the govern- 
ment is to find resources to provide service. Hawes consid- 
ers that maligning. Are only some of us to be held accoun- 
table for our positions? 
In the same issue is a letter from Peter Wallin, "We 
don't deserve this." He mentions the government giving a 
tax break to rail companies..lust the fact that a New Demo- 
cratic government would give rail companies a tax break 
should make him think that maybe there is a little more to 
the story. 
He doesn't mention the Crow Rate nor does he rail at the 
federal Liberals for doing it and making it cheaper to ship 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag. 
Canadian commodities through Washington ports. He 
doesn't mention that property taxes for rail lines are higher 
in B.C. than anywhere lse. So the choice is do we want a 
rail system in B.C. or not? 
What Wallin does not appreciate is that the Windy 
Craggy mine would have been serviced through the Yukon 
and Alaska not Terrace/Kitimat. There is currently enough 
copper concentrate, without Windy Craggy, being mined 
in B.C. to feed a smelter. Regarding KCP, it would have 
provided only the short-term construction jobs. The debate 
in negotiation between the province and Alcan right now is 
to link power supply to job creation. 
There have been sacrifices as in the case of KCP but it is 
dishonest o ignore the benefits and there is not enough 
space offered to review them all in detail again. 
As for Mr. Wallin's comments on a Nisga'a treaty settle- 
ment, it will provide a tremendous economic benefit here. 
The issues have been debated at length. Just because Mr. 
Wallin was not present at the debates or never heard about 
them does not mean they did not occur. Just because Mr. 
Wallin does not recognize the benefits does not mean they 
do not exist. 
You can always wait for information to come to you. 
Sometimes you have to search for it with an open mind. 
Helmut Giesbrecht, MLA for Skeena 
More on Paul O'Dell 
Dear Sir:. 
It was not Paul Odell's picture we saw in 
your Nov. 27 Around Town section of your 
newspaper. Nor did your article "O'Deli  
pulls up stakes" bear any resemblance to 
the four years Paul worked for the K'SAN 
House Society. 
During Paul's time at the K'SAN House 
Society, the board recognized that The 
Crisis Line could b¢ run more efficiently as 
a regional service so it was decided to dis- 
continue the local line. The board also be- 
came concerned about he increasing acuity 
of the residents at Osborne Home and 
sought additional funding in order to pro- 
vide a better, safer quality of service. 
When the K'SAN House Society was un- 
able to find sufficient funds to ensure quali- 
ty care, the board decided not to renew the 
contract. 
Also during Paul's time at the K'SAN 
House Society, funding was secured to es- 
tablish the emergency shelter, which pro- 
vides accommodation a d other services for 
homeless people in our community. The 
transition house, which provides a safe and 
supportive environment for women and 
their children, moved into better suited 
facilities, as part of the Stopping the 
Violence Against Women Initiative, 
K'SAN House Society secured funding to 
provide counseling services to women who 
have been affected by the impact of abuse. 
There has been growth and along with 
growth comes change. Paul and his family 
arc off to explore new horizons and we 
wish them well. 
Marjorie C. Brown, President, 
K'SAN House Society 
Editor's note: The photo that ran was of 
former Northwest Community College 
Terrace college director Doug Baker. 
Cranky 
column 
Dear Sir:. 
l, too, have finally had 
enough of Claudette 
Sandecki's cranky, chip-on- 
the-shoulder column. My 
personal gripe is the recent 
distortion about how 
wonderful parents and teens 
were in 1971 compared to 
today. 
I must say I am tired of 
parents being blamed, usual- 
ly by those who are not in 
the personal know, for not 
Response to Scott suit 
Dear Sir:. 
Come on, Mike Scott. Is f'fling a law suit 
and hiding behind your lawyer the only 
way you can respond when someone finally 
stands up and calls you to the carpet on 
your view? 
~What is~ racism? Defined in W/~b"sTd/s-~i'gt 
"animosity shown to peoples of a different 
race." Now let's look at your record. You 
have built a platform for yourself on trying 
to stir up fear and hysteria regarding a pro- 
tess that is far too long overdue. 
You seem to completely disregard and 
dispute any acknowledgment of aboriginal 
title. As soon as you feel your rights are 
being infringed upon you go to the courts 
and demand financial damages. 
For many years First Nations people were 
refused the access to this very same pro- 
cess. Now look at the comparison. You are 
claiming your rights are in jeopardy due to 
a few words, you're claiming these words 
were meant to cause you humiliation and 
suffering. What about ihe humiliation and 
suffering of having your home, livelihood, 
culture, language and way of life taken 
from you. 
What about the many words and state- 
ments you have uttered over the past few 
years aimed at doing anything you can to 
jeopardize land claim settlements and con- 
tinue to promote a disregard for the rights 
of not only one person, but whole nations 
Chris Arnold, Terrace B.C. 
controlling their kids more. 
To use this argument to sug- 
gest a youth centre is pos- 
s~ly a waste of time of- 
fends me and my teenage 
kids. 
Thank God for concerned 
citizens like Rich McDaniel 
on city council, the folks 
who run the youth group at 
the Pentecostal church and 
Tara at Ruins for under- 
standing that teens need a 
safe and fun place where 
they can meet with their 
peers. 
Stop picking on every- 
body, Ms. Sandecki. You 
are losing credibility one 
column at a time. 
M.B. Weston 
Hot  S ty les ,  
 -Cool Pr ices  
Check us out! We carry the latest and greatest fash- 
ions for teens, including brand names such as Ikeda, 
E.N.U.F., Gasoline, Basic Red, and many more. 
Stretch your money buy the best for less. 
STUDENT 
CARD 
We now offer student cards - for 
teens aged 13 to 18, with each 
purchase you recieve a discount 
and your card is stamped, when 
your card is full - YOU GET A FREE 
GIFT CERTIFICATE! Pick up your 
student card today, from the Family 
Fashions Department and ch~ck us 
out! 
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Make This a 
MUSIC Christmas 
FENDER 
St ra tocaster  Gui tar  Package 
• Guitar 
• Gig Bag 
• Extra Set of Strings 
• Amplifier 
• Guitar Strap 
• Cord 
• Pick 
O 
FENDER 
Acoustic Guitar Package 
• Guitar 
• Gig Bag 
• Extra Set of Strings 
• Tunerr 
• Book 
• Strap 
• Picks 
• Polish 
O 
YAMAHK 
Portatone Model PSR-78 
• 49 Keys • 100 Voices = 100 Accompaniment Styles 
• One Touch Setting • 2 Speaker Sound System 
• Comes Complete With A/C Adapter 
yAMAHA 
O DP Series Drum Kit • Black in Color • 5 Piece Drum Kit 
• Complete With Hardware 
KEITH AVE. MALL 
TERRACE 
635-5333 
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Council Briefs 
False alarms outlawed 
COUNCIL has introduced bylaws to slap a $100 fine 
on people who cause false alarms that eat up 
firefighters' time. 
Fire chief Randy Smith's worried about the number 
of hours being wasted when alarms are pulled in 
schools or other buildings. 
So far this year, the fire department has recorded 145 
false alarms. Those accounted for more than 350 
person-hours of time. 
Alley policy adopted 
ALLEYS outside the downtown core won't be 
maintained by the city. 
That's the gist of a new policy adopted by city coun- 
cil recently. 
The policy says people wanting to use unmaintained 
alleys can do so at their own risk. 
Propery owners adjacent o alleys will be allowed to 
maintain the alleys for their own use, subject to ap- 
proval of the work by the city public works depart- 
meut. 
It also says alleys that "pose a significant risk to 
vehicular traffic" shall be closed to public use. 
HandiDART not handy 
WORD IS it could be at least two to three years before 
the local transit system could acquire a second Hand- 
iDART bus for elderly and handicapped riders. 
The specialty bus is in very high demand, and the city 
had decided to look into the possibility of getting a sec- 
ond one. 
Now being explored is the possibility of local transit 
contractor Farwest Bus Lines renting the Terraceview 
Lodge bus to operate as a second HandiDART a couple 
of days of the week. 
Traffic light planned 
A NEW TRAFFIC light is planned for the comer of 
Park Ave. and Kalum St. 
City director of engineering Stew Christensen said 
the new light could be in place by next summer. Money 
for the project is included in the city's 1997 proposed 
capital budget. 
Christensen said traffic is actually worse a block 
down at the comer of  Lazelle Ave. and Kalum St. But a 
light there would be very close to the lit intersection at 
Kalum and Lakelse. 
He said it was anticipated a light at Park Ave. would 
improve traffic flow at Lazelle as well. 
Park designation waits 
A NEWLY LANDSCAPED chunk of city land on the 
southeast flank of the Sande Overpass won't be desig- 
nated as parkland just yet. That's what city planner 
David Trawin had recommended. 
But city council decided to wait and include the 
zoning change for the property in any future amend- 
ments of the Official Community Plan, in an effort to 
save staff time. 
At Jeans North 
11, 1996 
Gov't locks in 
tourism plan 
TOURISM ASSOCIA- 
"lIONS are getting less 
money then they thought 
from the provincial govern- 
ment. 
But it'll come in a more 
secure form than before, 
says Skeena MLA Helmut 
Giesbrecht. 
Giesbrecht, who is par- 
iiamentary secretary to 
tourism minister Jan Pui- 
linger, says the secure 
amount comes from a por- 
tion of the eight per cent 
provincial hotel room tax. 
For the first year that 
amount, equivalent to one of 
the eight hotel tax's percent. 
age points, comes to ap- 
proximately $12.5 million. 
The province will top that 
up by $6 million in the first 
year and then phase it out 
over three years. 
"It 's less than an agree- 
ment signed earlier but that 
was when there were rosier 
economic times," said Giea- 
brecht. 
That original agreement 
would have provided 
tourism associations with 
just under $24 million a 
year. 
The money will go to a 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
new tourism agency called 
Tourism B.C. 
"Tourism B.C. can now 
plan for cost effective and 
efficient promotions," said 
Giesbrecht. "Because they 
will get a guaranteed per- 
centage of room tax 
revenue, as tourism grows, 
so will the amount." 
The hotel room tax guar- 
antee is locked in and can't 
be removed for other pur- 
poses, Giesbrecht added. 
"What this will do is 
separate the amount from 
any political whims," he 
added. 
Council gives 
permit fee break 
PEOPLE who need a devel- 
opment permit for minor 
renovations are going to get 
a break from city hall. 
Council has agreed to city 
planner David Trawin's 
recommendation that they 
create a lower fee of $100 
for development permits 
worth less than $10,000. 
Up to now people building 
even small projects requir- 
ing a development permit 
have had to pay a minimum 
$250. 
Land-use contract amend- 
merits, however, are getting 
hit harder, with fees rising 
from the present $250 to 
$600. 
Mayor Jack Talstra asked 
staff to determine whether 
development permit fees for 
the largest projects are high 
We've selected some of our best-selling styles 
and we're featuring them at special prices. 
300  O" 
On a great se lec t ion  o f  men 's  and ladies" 
fash ions . . ,  jackets ,  spor tswear ,  den im,  
dresses  and  more.  
Wrap up your 
Christmas Shopping 
at Jeans North 
enough to cover the city's 
costs. 
The fees rise in stel m from 
the newly created category 
of $100 for developments 
worth less than $10,000 up 
to $750 for developments 
larger than $250,000. 
" I  don't think we want to 
get a reputation for hitting 
developers for every buck 
we can possibly get out of 
them," councillor Val 
George said. 
Council directed staff to 
survey other municipalities 
to determine if high-end de- 
velopment fees are too low. 
~ " TERRACE • - SMITH?RS - PR INCE RUPERT 
~ Earrings 
~"~': ',,.   ~&" I Startingfrom$ 9000 
14 
Diamond 
Engagement and 
Wedding Bands 
005505 p~9oo 
DD5515 ~ ~ 
¼cr ~ 'et 
'S 
SINCE 1910 
Skeena Mall Terrace Shopping Centre City Centre Mall 
635-5111 635-7440 632-3313 
Onorthern feather i ltd. 
~J  
We have a Manufacturer's pecial offer from Northern Feather Ltd. 
Hurry in as this offer is good only while quantities last! 
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIAL 
Reg. Price Sale Price 
Twin $169.98 $129.98 20oz 
Double $219.98 $159.98 25oz 
Queen $239.98 $179.98 30oz 
King $279.98 $199.98 35oz 
10 Year Guarantee. 1X9 Baffled Channel 
White Goose Down. 
For Those People Ah r!lic To Down 
Supersofi or the feel of down, d ~wn like polyester 
clust0rs of light weight fluffiness and bouyancy. 100% 
virgin white synthetic fibre for non allergic odorless 
comfort. 
KARESSA DUVET: 
TWIN $149.98 
DOUBLE Box $169.98 
QUEEN Conslrucllon $189.98 
KING $229.98 
We Ship Anyvm  re 
FEATHER BEDS: 
Have You Experienced The Feeling Of 
Sleeping On Top OF A Feather Bec[~ 
Twin $129.98 ~ + 
t Double $169.98 ~ , ~  Queen $198.98 King $219.98 , : :  i/i;i.! ~ /i!i:i = 
Norlhern Fealher 
Conskucfion 
¸¸¸ : '7  ...... :%11 
<. , . /^v~-~:~ ¸ 
skeena MaU~rrace  
WeShm~!~ ,~- d '~a,  
Few people attend mostly. 
low-key land cla,ms sess,on 
By JEFF NAGEL 
THERE WAS little real ne- 
gotiation to be seen at the 
first-ever open Nisga'a 
treaty negotiation session 
last Thursday. 
And there were very few 
people there to see what ac- 
technical work is com- 
pleted." 
He predicted future open 
sessions will become more 
illuminating in the new year 
once the groundwork is laid 
for topics like forestry, 
water, wildlife and steelhead 
mally did transptre, allocations, and the teams 
The handful of observers then begin to actua!!y nego- 
who did sit in spent more tiate those items. 
than half of the three-hour An "openness protocol" 
afternoon session watching signed Thursday between 
the three negotiating teams the three parties cleared the 
schedule future meetings way for the first-ever open 
and give brief reports from session. 
working groups. Closed door negotiations 
Those more technical had become the biggest crib 
groups are aimed at gather- icism of the Nisga'a talks in 
ing information for negotia- the years leading up to last 
tions in the months ahead. February's agreement-in- 
"At this point we're dohtg principle. 
very little negotiating," Negotiators in the earlier 
chief provincial negotiator Nisga'a talks claimed they 
Trevor Proverbs explained, were constrained by a cart- 
"We won't be doing a lot of fidentiality clause signed by 
negotiating until a lot of this the Socreds after the Vander 
Zaim government brought 
the province into the talks in 
1990. 
But for industry groups 
and third parties the secret 
talks became a symbol of 
their land claim concerns 
going unrepresented by the 
NDP government. 
Nisga'a Tribal Council ex- 
ecutive member Ian Mack- 
enzie pointed to the poor at- 
tendance from the public, 
and scorned critics who 
have called for more open- 
heSS. 
"For years we've had 
these calls for openness," 
he said, "Now look at this. 
Where are they?" 
In his initial remarks, 
tribal council president Joe 
Gosnell also expressed 
some resentment over the 
move to openness. 
He said that if these talks 
are to be open, major corpo- 
lan Mackenzie 
rations should be forced to 
open the doors to their 
secret deliberations, which 
he said affect just as many 
people. 
"Why should the onus be 
on our people?" he said. 
Proverbs said the next 
open negotiating session 
will be in Gitwinksihlkw in 
early January. 
Feds want a tidy treaty 
THE PLAN OF how to 
carry out the provisions of 
the final Nisga'a treaty was 
the focus of debate Thurs- 
day during open Nisga'a 
talks. 
Federal and Nisga'a nego- 
tiators appeared to have dif- 
fering visions of how 
detailed their "irnplementa. 
tion plan" should be. 
That document would set 
out how the different arms 
of governments will carry 
out their treaty duties. 
Chief federal negotiator 
Tom Molioy indicated at. 
tawa wants a highly detailed 
document that makes it clear 
when the federal obligations 
have been met, and doesn't 
leave loose ends. 
His team argued that ap- 
proach has worked well in 
other land claim agreements 
the fads have signed in the 
former northwest erritories 
and Yukon. 
"There are plenty of 
debates that occur when we 
as negotiators think we are 
quite clear, but when people 
try to implement hem on 
the ground there is debate," 
Molloy said. 
Nisga'a legal counsel Jim 
Aldridge said thai approach 
might give the governments 
better certainty, but force 
the teams to anticipate ach 
Trevor Proverbs 
and every activity or in- 
volvement between the 
Nisga'a and government 
that might ever occur. 
" I  don't think any of us 
are prescient enough to be 
able to do that," he said. 
"Our concern is that we not 
get into so much minutae 
that we work out a docu- 
ment that is more detailed 
than useful." 
Other snippets from the 
first open Nisga'a talks last 
Thursday: 
[] The Hastings Ann and 
Alice Ann area will be the 
location of a planned 
Nisga'a commercial back- 
country recreation licence, 
according to Nisga'a negoti- 
ator Harry Nyce. He said 
boundaries are being estab- 
lished for the area. which 
would permit the Nisga'a to 
conduct commercial wilder- 
ness tourism there. 
[] Nyce also reported tha 1 
work is continuing to identi- 
fy cultural artifacts that will 
eventually returned to the 
Nisga'a from the Royal Vic- 
toria Museum and the Cana- 
dian Museum of Civiliza- 
tion in Hull, Quebec. One of 
those items includes a totem 
pole at the Royal Victoria 
Museum. 
• A study of steelhead in 
the Nass watershed neces- 
sary to manage that species 
as part of the fisheries side 
of the treaty will likely be 
based on a model used for 
the Skeena watershed. Ac- 
ting chief federal negotiator 
Florence Roberge said that's 
because there simply isn't 
enough information avail- 
able on steel head in the 
Nass system. 
[] A consulting firm has 
been hired to put together 
information about the 
forestry resources on 
Nisga'a lands. Chief provin- 
cial negoliator Trevor 
Proverbs said that will be 
the basis of discussions 
about what an interim an- 
nual allowable cut of timber 
within Nisgn'a lands should 
be, Under the treaty, the 
Nisga'a will get to 
determine the ultimate cut 
level" within their territory, 
and that current cutting 
levels will gradually shift up 
or down to that level. 
[] Provincial negotiator 
Richard Inglis said they're 
working towards a final 
definition of the boundaries 
of Nisga'a Lands, and the 
surrounding small fee- 
simple sites. Those sites in 
many cases mirror existing 
Indian reserves outside the 
core lands. 
• All three sides reaf- 
firmed their commitment to 
the agreement in principle 
signed last February. 
James W. Radelet Ill 
RADELET & COMPANY Barristers&Solicitors 
I Tax Law. Trusts, Corporate & Commercial 1330-1075 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 ' 
Dr. Tom Strong 
Registered fsy(hOIogist  
Now Regularly Prncfid~j horn M~lls 
Memorial Hospital. 
• Relationship g Family lharapy 
• Fall Range of Individual Psythnlherapy 
• Trnining end Seminnrs 
• Brief results oriented 
• Chronic pain & illness comuhntinns 
Ask aboul the couples tensultaliens. 
The costs for p, sychologica[ For more in[mnalion ~lo hook al~intrne~ phm tall: 
services are o~n covered 
by extended health benefits. ! -800-4564733 
New 
boss 
A NEW CHIEF negotiator 
has taken the helm o f  the 
Nisga'a talks for the pro- 
vince. 
Jack Ebbels who is now 
deputy minister to B.C. 
aboriginal affairs minister 
John Cashore, 
" I t 's  an honour to be 
named as tl!e chief' negotia. 
tar for B,C. and to bring the 
deal home,', said Proverbs, 
who has been part of the 
B.C. Nisga'a negotiating 
team since 1990. 
Proverbs said one of the 
key remaining issues for the 
Nisga'a treatY process is to 
get certainty. 
Fie also ~identified com- 
plex forestry provisions and 
resolving overlaps between 
the Nisga'a and o ther  
groups as remaining chal- 
lenges to the negotiators. 
Patrick O'Rourke is the 
associate chief negotiator 
for the Province, 
On the federal side of the 
talks, there's also a new face 
in charge, 
Tom Molloy was  named 
earlier this year to replace 
David 0sham, who headed 
Canada,s negoiiatmg team 
up  to the signing of  the  
agreement2in'principi~ iast 
February,  
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WE'RE FASTER THAN 
A SPEEDING REINDEER.  
LAST MINUTE CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS, REJOICE! We have the perfect 
Christmas gift for you. From December 1 - 21 you can sertd a Christmas 
package up to 10 kg's 122 lbs) door-to-door almost anywhere we fly in Canada 
for only $25.00. 
Use Canadian Air Cargo's door-lo-door service tiffs Christmas because, we're so 
dependable, not even Dasher can beat us.And, at $25.00 forlO kgs donr-to-door, 
we've got Scrooge beat too! 
For parcel pick-up or information call 635-6822. For high value gifts or 
perishable shipments ask about Canadian Gttaranleed premtum service. 
Visit our Web Site al www.cdnair.ca/cargo 
Canadi nAirCargo 
Really, really depemlable 
'~|~"dt ' i l l t '~-p l r tS  I t~t' l l l [~' l  "lJ. i l l ' l i t  I'TpIMItl %hlil l l lt ' l l[~ t lnl ~, %t,d,lltt:vn~tl~ilood,.h~r.lt~llltdl, ttt i~, l ls i labh.~ 
t Ivgl '~l/t '  pdt  "k,tgig MIDtt%l 1~' thl l lP l lMOlldl  ~vt'lg [ t l l l lg  [ IIII1"I I t~ l r l t  11o11, .llt}ll~. t .Ill h it  d t ' l . l l l ,  
C O  o ! mzens Panel 
Compensation for Members of the Legislative Assembly 
British Columtfians are invited to submit heir views to a Citizens' Panel currently rewewing 
compensation levels for Members of the Legislative Assembly of British Columbia. 
In August of this year, the Legislative Assembll, h~anagement Committee consisting of 
Government and Opposition members authorized the Panel to examine options and 
recommend a system for setting MLA salaries, benefits and allowances, and to recommend 
a pension plan and an alternative to a pension plan for MLAs. 
The five-member Panel ts composed ofnon-elected individuals from various walks of life 
and is scheduled tocomplete its work by the end of lanuary 1997. 
Anyone wishing to contribute tO the .work of the Panel should send their written 
submissions to the Clerk of Committees. at the address listed below no later than 
December 31. 1996. 
Members ofthe Citizens' Panel include: 
., Mr. Colin Griffith City Manager (Fort St. lohn) 
Ms. loan Harrison - ~ panner, KP/~tG Consulting {Vancouver} 
Ms. Margo Massie Disability Rights AdvOcate (Vancouver) 
Mr. Gordy Sangha business person (Quesnel) 
~/r"  . Ms. Ivory Warner President, B.C. Nurses Union (Vancouver) , 
To receive a col~' of an information package please conlact: 
Craig lames, Clerk Assistant and Clerk of Conlmittees 
Room 224, Parliament Buildings, Victoria, British Columbia V8V IX4 
telephone:250.356.2933 facsimile:250.356.8172 e-mail:laclerkcomm@galaxy.gov.bc.ca 
Under our Resource Smart initiative, we' re  upgrading and 
;;;. maintaining existing facilities to meet future 
Brian Gagnon W benefitt ing our economy 1"1,,, t Mar ,age , ' j  demand, which is also 
: ' ' i and the job market, : 
Upgrades to four power turbines at Kootenay :met, while improving the . . . .  
Canal are just part," o fa  pian thatwf l igenerate iquality of life here today '  Re l iab le  Services,  Resourcefu l  People, 
. . . .  i 
? i 
more than 1,050 worker/years of employnlent,  and at least 
$47 mill ion in additional revenue for provincial economies.  
By finding more efficient ways to provide power, we' re  making 
sure future energy needs are B C  h g d r ~  ~ 
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Give within your means 
Credit cards increase danger of over-spending at Christmas 
CHRISTMAS MAY be a 
time of giving and sharing, 
but it's also/i time when lots 
of people buy way more 
stuffthan they can afford. 
Skip Bates, nlanager of 
the Scotia Bank in Terrace 
says that during the holi- 
days, normally responsible 
people can get caught up in 
the spending spirit and get 
in over their heads. 
"Common sense goes out 
the window," he says. 
Bates says that some tips 
to help people stay within 
their spending limits may 
sound simple, hut people 
often overlook the simple 
things at Christmas. 
For instance, Bates points 
out shoppers often forget 
that credit cards aren't an 
extra source of income. 
"Nothing's free," he 
says. "You have to pay that 
money back. The debt 
doesn't just disappear, it just 
keeps growing." 
According tc Bates, 
people also tend to shuffle 
their spending between 
several cards, which can be 
a mistake because some- 
times those debts get forgot- 
ten. Another reason not to 
use several different cards is 
temptation. 
"The more plastic you 
have, the more y0a tend to 
spend," Bates says. "Try to 
limit yourself to just one or 
two cards." 
Using fewer cards means 
having to pay fewer bills, 
and you won't end up with 
surprises in the mail. 
Bates also says that having 
less plastic cuts down on 
impulse baying, which can 
get shoppers into trouble 
down the road. 
"People carry all kinds of 
cards - -  credit cards, de- 
partment store cards, debit 
cards. It's easy to lose sight 
of how much you're spend- 
ing," says Bates. "Come 
spring you suddenly realize 
THE CHRISTMAS shopping season lures many people into overspending. That's 
Scotiabank manager Skip Bates displaying some of the different credit cards 
available. He recommends limiting yourself to just a couple of them. 
f 
you can't afford it all." 
And Bates says that if you 
are going to carry a balance 
on your credit card, you 
should shop around for the 
card with the lowest interest 
rate. 
Credit cards can charge 
more than 25 per cent inter- 
est annually. That means 
spending anext ra  one 
quarter of the purchase price 
just to have a debt. 
But some cards charge 
less than ten percent interest 
and that's a huge savings 
for those who tend to carry a 
balance on their credit card 
accounts. 
Another big Christmas 
sales pitch is for deferred 
payment plans. That's the 
kind of deal where you 
don't have to make a down 
payment and don't have to 
pay any interest for several 
months. 
Bates says these offers can 
be a good idea but he cau- 
tions shoppers to get all the 
details before they buy. 
"Companies that have 
these offers aren't giving 
you something for noth- 
ing," he says. "The interest 
rates when you eventually 
start making payments can 
be quite high, and you can 
often get a better price by 
paying cash." 
Bates says people also 
tend to forget about he debt 
since they don't have to pay 
until several months later. 
Then they find they can't 
make the payments. 
"We see that all the 
time," Bates says. "People 
buy something without 
locking into it and then 
realize they can't afford it 
down the road," 
But if you do get in over 
your head, Bates recom- 
mends considering con- 
solidating your debts into 
one bank loan. 
That offers the advantage 
of having only one payment 
to make, a lower interest 
rate and more manageable 
monthly payments because 
the debt is stretched out 
over a longer period. 
But Bates says the time to 
look into such a plan is be- 
fore you get behind in your 
payments. 
" I f  you are delinquent 
making credit card pay- 
ments your credit rating will 
go way down," he says. 
"Then it will be tough to 
get a loan." 
Bates also recommends 
talking to your banker if you 
are concerned about making 
payments. He says it's far 
better to be up front and ex- 
plain your predicament than 
to avoid thcmqati:r on. 
"We appreciate that," he 
says. "We'll work with our 
customers to figure out 
manageable payment sched- 
ules." 
Six Xmas finance survival tips 
The more credit cards people have, 
the more they spend. Limit yourself to 
one or two cards. 
[] Shop for cards 
Different credit cards charge different 
interest rates. If you carry a balance, 
shop for a lower rate. 
[] Get the details 
Know what you're getting into when 
you sign up for a deferred payment 
plan. Make sure you can afford the 
payments and look into discounts for 
paying cash. Don't forget about the 
debt. 
[] Tell your banker 
Let your banker know if you are hav- 
ing trouble making credit card pay- 
ments. Consider consolidating them 
into one loan. 
[] Plan a budget 
Know how much money ou have and 
how much you can afford to spend. 
Don't go over your spending limit. 
[] Credit isn't cash 
Credit is not like extra income. Every 
time you use plastic you get further in 
debL Ultimately this debt has to be 
repaid. 
[] Use less plastic 
Northwest real estate sales surge 
LOWER INTEREST rates 
for mortgages in October 
brought a bumper crop of 
housing sales, according to 
stats from the Northwest 
Real Estate Board. 
The board recorded 146 
MLS sales totalling $19.7 
million from August 
through October. That was 
up 36 per cent from the 
$14.5 million in sales for the 
same period of 1995. 
Most of the increase came 
in October, when northwest 
housing sales shot up to 
$7.2 million and the average 
real estate price for the 
northwest climbed 29 per 
cent from $126,957 to 
$163,502. 
The northwest figures mir- 
rored those across the pro- 
vince, where B.C. Real 
Estate Association president 
Doug Perry attributed the 
buying interest to cheap 
mortgages. 
"]'he continuing low in- 
terest rates for mortgages, 
and stable sale prices, have 
brought more first-time 
buyers into the market and 
encouraged others to make 
the decision to sell and 
move up," he said. 
The three-month average 
for sales was in the north- 
west area was $144,000, up 
about five per cent from 
1995. 
' i,: 
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MATRIX, EXPANDING THE SALON EXPERIENCE. 
HAIR GALLERY 
4711D KEITH AVE. 635-3729 
rOFTHEMONTH 
Norm Flann 
Ted Hicks, Sales Manager, is pleased to announce that 
NORM FLANN, through is customer satisfaction and sales 
achievements, has been named SALESMAN OF THE 
MONTH FOR NOVEMBER. We know that his many friends 
and loyal customers join us in extending congratulations, 
Well done NORMI 
SalgS OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS 
cEwan Leasing TERRACE 63~941 
I Terrace KITIMAT 6324941 
oucm.o ~m f~O0-SMCEWAN* 
I I  II / II I 
This Year Make 
it a CIA. NWOO i) 
Christmas! 
Totem's Countrywide 
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Tsimshian, ,qov'ts ink dea! 
Talks hit new phase 
TSIMSH]AN treaty negotia. 
tions have entered a new 
phase and the public's in- 
vited to take a look. 
Federal, provincial and 
Tsimshian negotiators have 
agreed to a framework 
agreement hat maps out 
what will be negotiated and 
how talks will be conducted. 
A session that started yes- 
terday and continues until 
Friday at the Kitsumkalum 
community hall is open to 
the public. 
The three sides now move 
to substantive negotiations 
about how much land, 
resources and cash, and 
what kind of self govern- 
ment provisions will be in a 
final Tsimshian treaty. 
Under the framework 
agreement's openness provi- 
sions, those negotiations are 
required to be open to the 
public. 
Negotiatiohs toward an 
agreement-in-principle are 
expected to last three to four 
years, according to Tsim- 
shian negotiator Gerald 
Wesley. 
"The time frame for nego- 
tiations has been a bone of 
contention for us," Wesley 
said. "We'd hoped we'd see 
more activity going on al- 
ready than we've had as far 
as actual dealing with issues 
of substance." 
"We want to get going 
here," he said. "But we 
continue to see some reluc- 
tance on other sides of the 
table." 
One unique element of the 
framework agreement is an 
arrangement under which 
certain areas of negotiation 
can be broken off and dealt 
with by individual member 
TSIMSHIAN NEGOTIATOR Alex Bolton looks over improvements done to an- 
cient burial site at Kitsumkalum. The location was marred when a road was built 
over top and land taken from the I~tsumkalum village, A deal several years ago 
resulted in compensation and repair work for that specific claim. Compensation 
monies were used to build a new community hall. Talks now underway are to 
settle the larger, more comprehensive Tsimshian claim. FILE PHOTO 
bands. 
That's critical for the 
Tsimshian because they 
consist of coastal bands 
north and south of Prince 
Rupert, as well as inland vil- 
lages like Kitsumkalum and 
Kitselas at Texaco. 
They've been divided in 
the past, and unity hinges on 
being flexible to the needs 
of each village. 
Wesley said the Tsimshian 
team won "begrudging ac- 
ceptance" from federal and 
provincial negotiators of 
that need for a more 
customized process. 
One area where the Tsim- 
shian say they and other na- 
tive groups around the pro- 
vince have been stymied is 
in their effort to get some 
control over resource ex- 
traction from their tradi- 
tional territory during the 
treaty negotiation period. 
Wesley said the Tsimshian 
aren't oul to halt all logging, 
fishing and development 
within their claim area, but 
says they want to be able to 
restrict those activities in 
key areas, 
The government consults 
natives about resource de- 
velopment plans, but native 
groups contend the consul- 
tation doesn't include any 
real say. 
Tsimshian Tribal Council 
president Bob Hill said two 
prominent Terrace Ts im-  
shians are heading portions 
of the negotiations. 
Kitselas band chief coun- 
cillor Mel Bevan is heading 
up the team looking at g0v- 
ernance issues . . . . .  
And Kitsumkalum's Alex 
BoRon is in charge of the 
lands and enviromnental 
protection portion of the ne- 
gotiations. 
Forest companies unhappy 
with tentative 14isga'a deal 
A CRITIQUE of the Nisga'a treaty process by the Council 
of Forest Industries lams negotiators for the fo~stry pro- 
visions contained within the agreement-in-principle. 
The COFI document claims the Nisga'a agreement ill
principle (ALP) fails to ensure finality or certainty, and that 
no progress has been made to date on the matter of com- 
pensation for existing licence holders. 
The paper also says the AlP would give constitutional 
protection to native businesses and programs. 
The guaranteed share of the commercial fishery, plus op- 
portunities in forestry, tourism, guiding, trapping, mining 
and other areas contained in the agreement give the 
Nisga'a significant advantages, the paper states. 
"The descriptions of how these activities will operate do 
not make it clear whether laws of general application will 
always apply in the same manner as for other commercial 
operators." 
COFI denies it's out to sabotage a Nisga'a treaty. 
"We support hese ambitions and recommend they be 
Outstanding Achievement 
Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
Sheila Love 
on her 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of November. In 
recognition of this accomplishment, 
Shei[a is pleased to make this 
month's donation to the Salvation 
Army Christmas Hamper. 
pursued in the same manner by all B.C. citizens. There are 
curyentexamples of cooperation among)the Nisga'a and 
their neighbours, including forest compaifiip~,~d,,we~q ~- 
"i~d/~fYudli Business relationships to continue and grow over 
time." 
But COFI argues the target of reaching a final treaty by 
December isunrealistic. 
"The driving force behind negotiations should be a com- 
mitment o do the job right, not a process to meet dcad- 
lines." 
COFI is also calling on the province to incorporate the 
eventual findings of the select standing committee on 
aboriginal affairs - -  which held hearings here in October 
- -  into its mandate for Nisga'a nd all other treaty negotia- 
tions. 
- ;g I ; I -1~-  - 4 q - .~ .$b  ;~, !  :c]  q : t - l .  
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How to turn this ad i 
imo a free breakfast, i 
Step h Clip on dotted line. / 
Step 2: Take co any Stay 'n Save, located in five of BC's most 
~opular destinations, between Oct I, 1996 and Feb 28. 1997. 
Step 3: Enioy Beaucyrest TM mattresses, 
free sports and movie channels, free 
!ocal cflls and extra frlendlysotvicer. 
Step 4:'Wake up and enjoy a free 
continental breakfast for two in 
ou," restaurant. 
Step S: Save with the lowest rates 
of the ` /ear (Victoria. Kelowna or 
Kamloops $65:Vancouver Airport $7S; 
Vancouver Burnal0y $79). It's too easy! 
Cdn. dotlars, single or double occupancy, per 
nignc Subject to taxes and availability. 
Coupon n~usc be presented at Check in. 
A\\\\\ ~ g'q ve, 
Itrr~l':l~ml~r,11 
Victoria 
Vancouver Airport 
Vancouver Burnaby 
Kamloops 
Kelowna 
1-800-663.0298 
erda,, $=l~sz~e~flee~0~te corn 
. - - -~<-- -  . - - J  
Here's something to be 
CHIPPER 
about this Christmas Season! 
All 
[hrlstmas 
trees collected in 
Terrace, Kilimat and Thornhill 
will be steckpihd and chipped in lhe spring. 
Landscape mulch will be available to the public at no cost. 
For good quality mulch please nsure lhat oil lights and decoralions 
are removed from the tree prior to disposal of the Landfill. 
Residenls ore requested lo deliver frees Io lhe designated area at the 
Terrace 
Landfill 
between Noon and 5:0g p.m., Thursday. Monday. 
A Kilimat Underslanding lhe Environment Project In cooperation with 
the RDK-S, District d Kilimat and Cily of Terrace. 
WE ARE MOVING 
Effective 01 December 1996, the offices of 
McEIhanney Consulting Services Ltd. and 
McEIhanney Associates (Terrace) will be 
relocating. 
Moving From: 
#201 - 4548 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C Tel: (250) 635-7163 
V8G 1P8 Fax: (250) 635-9586 
Moving To: 
#1- 5008 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. Tel: (250) 635-7163 
V8G 4S8 Fax: (250) 635-9586 
Engineering, Surveying, Planning, Environmental, 
Forestry, and Project Management Services 
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
OF THE 
TERRACE REGIONAL HEALTH 
CORRECTION 
In lhis week's Kmor115Y~ discounl 
NI found in this paper. The following 
error has occured. 
1be 60% off G01d Jeweller'/is hal 
included inthe 15% off sale. 
We apologize for any Inconve- 
nience 1his may have caused. 
Kmart Canada Umited 
~ATCH YOUR 
SUt/W~,ff$ 
HOLIDAY HERE 
¢0-01 
CARE SOCIETY 
In lhe Educational Room, Mills 
Memorial Hospital 
4720 Haugland Avenue, 
[] Much more [] Departs every 
Friday evening,, 1-Nov-96 through 
28-Mar-97, from Canada B Optional 
land packages also available. 
Progxam ay nol be combined with any other promotional offer and is copecily 
coatcollecl. Pdces ore per person, double occupancy. Prices range from CDIIS1,429 
t0 CDNS2,986 depending on durali0n, 0(comm0datJon, depedure ally and date. Air 
and Port 01onges: $23B. Ship's registry: Pan0rna. Canadian H011dny~, Ihe operator 
o[ F~ination SunWaves, i o registered trademark ofCondion Airlines International 
lid. used .nder b-nr~, fn Wn,~ nf Vn,~h~ I,,1 PlM, e nolo that Todd o| 
Call your UHIGLOBE cruise specialist oday. 
UNIGLOBE Courtesy Travel 
4718A Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
638-8522 & 800-668-0828 
Starting 
December 16 to 21 
9am-  9pm 
December 22 9 am - 6 pm 
December 23 9 am - 9 pm 
December 24 9 am - 5 pm 
CLOSED 25 & 26 
u,,rmal sto e hou S .t.°r 2"/resume 
t 
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I I  Sworn in 
TRUSTEES OF the new Coast Mountain school district were sworn in last 
week at the inaugural board meeting. Terrace's representatives on the new 
board are Marj Brown, Stew Christensen, Roger Leclerc and Gary Turner. The 
new trustees grappled with some tough issues right away - -  that of who 
should run the new district. Former Terrace superintendent Frank Hamilton 
was named acting superintendent of the new district, while his Kitimat counter- 
part,' Sharon Beedle, was named assistant acting superintendent. The two will 
compete for t~e permanent superintendent's job in an internal competition 
which should be wrapped up by the end of January. The school board meets 
again tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace office on Kenney St. 
Docs hold off 
on closures 
B.C.'S DOCTORS called off a planned office closure day 
set for this past Monday in hopes of working out new pay- 
ment schedules with the provincial government. 
Doctors agreed earlier this year to cap billings at $1.4 
billion but those fees began to run over projections by ear. 
ly fail. 
The province then cut fees by three per cent and doctors 
responded with a plan to close their offices for five days in 
hopes of avoiding another fee cut. 
Terrace physician Dr. Geoff Appleton, northern repre- 
sentative to the B.C. Medical Association, said Monday's 
closure was called off despite having had six scheduled 
meetings canceled with provincial officials. 
Doctors are worried that in order to keep to the $1.4 bii. 
lion budget cap, they'll be working for free by the end of 
the budget year. 
"We know there's money out there. Under our agree- 
ment with the province if there was a change in regulations 
to increase utilization," said Appleton. 
One of those changes provided for medical coverage to 
people from outside the province who don't yet belong to 
the province's medical plan. 
"That initiative contributes to cost overruns and we 
know have to find out how much that is," said Appleton. 
He said he hadn't had many complaints from people con- 
ceming the planned office closures. 
"Most people agree that this would mean working for 
free," said Appleton of the prospect of billing amounts 
reaching their cap before the end of the budget year next 
March 31.  
He said the office closure plan is similar to hospitals 
closing beds or catting back on operating room schedules 
during the summer to save money. 
Elective surgery won't be affected by the office closures 
and physicians here will remain on emergency room stand 
by. 
L. ::: : : :. Hoflda¥ Hours, .:.:,; ~: ~:~. 
I: 
#112 - 4710 taze lh  Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (250) 635-8118 Fax: (250) 635-7896 
Youtt  
grour 
keeps 
Iookir g 
TERRACE'S youth centre 
development committee has 
officially given up on the 
idea of setthg up a 
temporary outh centre on 
Park Ave, 
The house under consider- 
ation needed about $15,000 
worth of alterations right 
away, and even more by 
1998. 
So now the committee is 
searching for another build- 
ing, says vice-chair Devon 
Kuiper. It's looking into a 
couple rental buildings 
around town and the possib- 
ly of setting up in a double 
Atco trailer. 
What they need, explains 
Kuiper, is a place for a TV, 
video games, a foosball 
table and more. And it has 
to be an environment that 
will appeal to teens. 
" I f  it looks half ass kids 
might say to hell with it," 
says Kuiper. 
Iu the meantime the com- 
mittee plaus to write a letter 
to city council asking the 
city to cover the cost of a 
staffpersou to run the youth 
centre. 
Kuiper says the group 
would like to have that lined 
up, or else they could end 
up with a centre and no one 
to run it. 
IT'S CUT 
,~iJl~lD DRIED. | 
Tobacco I~ills. l 
"I~rFISH COLU~IA / 
[ LUNG AS.SOCIK~ON / 
Box 34009. Station D J 
Vancouver, B.C. V6J 4M2 l 
I~htmc: 731.5864 or 1-800-665-LUNGJ 
Senior's & 
Persons wttk 
Disabilities on a 
Limited Income 
CALL 638-1330 
for a volunteer to 
shovel your side- 
walk and steps. 
We do this in the 
Terrace, Thornhill 
and surrounding 
areas der eric g. 
on availal ,lilt) :n 
our volunteers. 
Call Freda at 
638-1330 
UKFII~ER 
U 
COME IN AND 
OIfEOK THE HUGE YAMAHA 
INVENTORY EXCLUSIVE TO TNJ 
OUT = =m 
,~ouna 
Y~HAINTROOUCTORY OFFER ~ 
YAMAHA INTRO 
OFFER ~'~; :~.~::~ ,.... 
Home Theatre Receiver 
RV-501 
• Digital Surround * Dolby Surround Pro Logic * 3 Surround 
Modes (Ddby 3 Stereo/Hall/Rock), Extensive Conlrol • 
Direct Program Access * 4 Audio/2A/V Inputs * Remole 
Control *, Sleep 11mar • 40. Stnlion Presel = Aulo Station 
Menmry/~esel Editing 
; ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  t986 . . . I996  
• Dolby Pro Logic/Enhanced Program * Dolby Pro Logic *Direct Program Access * 4 Audio/ 
2 A/V Inputs * 3center modes • Remote Controlahle motor.driven volume. = Auto Station, 
Memory Pre-set Editing. .,~ 
( le 
CDC-555 
* Fully opening hny with access to all S cde • CD-tape synchra rat. dart. * Disc (inter) Scan * 20.track random 
uccess programmobh play and dear. • 10.key direct h'ack access an remote .' 3 illumination levels * Inldligenl 
digilal servo system • Laser pickup floating mechanism * Disc stabilizer 
Mini Component System 4 
Ih Power, High 
brmance. Highly 
:~rdable 
,e $100.00  
~ ~i~.~ ~i~ :~ 
INTRO OFFER 
INTRO OFFER !~i Izi 
i 
INTRO OFFER i 
J l  • 
, , ,=  Downtown Te, uu= 
638-1200 Open Sundays 11 - 4 
' i 
" "T:E; R RA.cE ;S TAN 
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INSIDE 
COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 '()MMI [) I[TY SECTION B CRIS LEYKAUF 638-7283 
• " . 'W"AT  " 
CHARLYNN TOEWS 
Cl ients  to see  
Make a list. 
2. In your list of things to do, in- 
clude the task of writing a list. That 
[ ]  way, as soon as you have written 
up the list, you can check off one item right 
away. 
3. Some time ago, I read in a book where the 
heroine takes a peek at a lawyer's list of things 
to do. But the list isn't called ',Things to do," 
it's called "Clients to see." The heroine is very 
impressed by this and from then on calls all her 
lists "Clients to see." It boosts her self-esteem 
somehow, cheers her up. So now I do it too. Try 
it yourself at home. 
4. There isn't a problem in the world that 
can't be solved with a clean sheet of paper 
folded in the middle. Grab a pen or crayon and 
list the pros (good) on one side and the cons 
(bad) on the other. I like to draw square boxes 
around the words pro and con. 
Any type of problem workswith this method. 
For example, you may ask yourself, "Should I 
go?" Take a fresh sheet of paper and list the 
pros and cons of going. 
"Should I tile my bathroom floor?" you may 
be wondering. New sheet of paper, good points, 
bad points. Left list, right list. 
I promise yon that if you take this task 
seriously and think very hard and write it all 
down, your two lists should be more or less 
even. That's right. This exercise doesn't ell you 
what to do. 
Instead, it shows you that the reason you don't 
know what to do is because you are really truly 
right smack dab in the middle of a difficult 
question. If  the right thing to do was obvious, 
you'd have done it last year already. 
So if you're really stuck and unsure, do the 
pro and con list. Then the next time your sister- 
in-law goes, "Oh, I thought you said you were 
gonna tile this," you can just tell her you have a 
list. 
5. Keep a small spiral-bound pad of paper in 
your pocket or purse, and the next time anyone 
• bugs you, write their name down in it. If they 
notice, it will visibly unnerve them. I f  they 
don't notice, and you're in the right mood, ask 
them to spell their name for you. Don't forget to 
say thank you. 
6. Finally, whatever happened to Do and 
Don't lists? What exactly happened on our fair 
planet recently, that turned them into Never and 
Always lists? You know the kind I mean - -  
they used to sound so helpful and kind. "DO 
throw flour into a oily pan fire. DO NOT use 
water, as it tends to spread the flames." Now 
these lists have changed, horribly, into some- 
thing much harsher. 
"ALWAYS use BOTH restraining straps." 
This was on a Baby Bouncy seat we had. I 
could figure out what the first strap was for: it 
obviously held the baby in place. The second 
strap seemed to have no other purpose than to 
discourage lawsuits. Those corporate lawyers 
know full well that humans don't tend to do 
ALWAYS well. Most of us just manage to do 
usually. I am usually on time, for example. 
Or how about "NEVER leave baby un- 
attended." This dictum is on every baby con- 
tainer, from jolly-jump-arounds to wind-up 
swings to high chairs that parents purchase in 
the vain hope of a five minute breather. They 
would put "NEVER leave baby unattended" on 
cribs, too, if they could get away with it. 
NEVER is such a big word. What if one day 
my eat caught on fire and he happened to be 
standing right next to the curtains and I hap- 
pened to have a pail of water in my hand and 
the baby was happily strapped in his high chair 
finger-painting with yogurt? Couldn't I just this 
once leave his side and dash five feet to save 
my house from burning down? "NEVERI" 
says the manufacturer. Talk about ough. 
why do they do this? Are they trying to scare 
us? Do they think we will be more obedient if 
they shout commands this way? 
"Don't"  is so much more a courteous thing to 
say. It assumes a reasonable reader who might 
murmur, "Naturally not," in agreement. These 
days, instead of saying "Don't ,"  then perhaps 
explaining why not (Electrical shock or serious 
injury may occur,) they just shout NEVER at us 
and hope we're left trembling in our boots. 
Goodness gracious. 
My advice to the new breed of arrogant, im- 
patient list-makers is this: Try to avoid the use 
of words such as Always and Never. They tend 
not to be applicable to humans, who are, as I 
understand it, your main customers. However, 
homo sapiens arc also known for their reasoning 
powers, so exploit this characteristic for best 
results, 
7, Type it up, print It out, drop off tt off. 
Old idea bacl 
By CRIS LEYKAUF 
SOME OF THE best ideas 
have already been thought 
of. We just have to re- 
discover them. 
That's the theory behind a 
resurgence in the popularity 
of doulas. Doula is a Greek 
word meaning "slave to the 
mother" or "mothering 
slave." 
Essentially, it's a person 
who's with a woman during 
her delivery, and who pro- 
caesarean section. It also 
has been proven to reduce 
the need for pain relief, such 
as epidurals. The potential 
for substantial savings to the 
medical system is large, 
says McCieary. 
There's no obvious medi- 
cal reason behind the 
studies. Many women in the 
studies simply say they had 
a sense of security. 
The benefits go beyond 
the physical McCieary adds. 
vides her with non-medical Mothers usually feel more 
support. " confident through the 
"It 's a heart profes-.delivery and better after- 
sional," says Peggy "wards. 
McCleary. She's one of Dads can be helped too. 
three people in the Terrace Sometimes the husband 
area who plan to work or- feels lost in the delivery 
who are working as doulas. 
"A doula is there to pro-'  
vide continuous physical, 
emotiofial and informational 
support to the childbearing 
family," says McCleary. 
The do01a helps the 
woman and her partner deal 
with the labour. 
"The focus is on the 
woman and not on the pro. 
cuss," says McCleary. A 
doula encourages and sup- 
ports the woman through the 
labour. And she can suggest 
alternatives to make the 
woman more comfortable, 
such as a bath, music, mas- 
sage, or a walk. 
Doulas, or non-medical 
labour supporters, are bec- 
oming more popular as the 
medical community recog- 
nizes the important role they 
can play. A international 
certifying body - -  Doulas 
of North America - -  was 
set up in 1992. 
Many studies have 
determined that having 
labour support reduces a 
woman's chance of having a 
room. 
" I t 's  hard on dads to see 
their women go through 
labour," says McCleary. 
And they may panic, not 
knowing what they can do 
to help. 
"Let him do what he's 
capable o f  doing and she 
(the doula) can do the rest," 
says McCleary. "His role is 
still complete and he feels 
more satisfied." And at the 
same time the mother is still 
getting the support she 
needs. 
McCleary is a labour room 
nurse and she became inter- 
ested in becoming a doula 
because she wanted to "get 
involved at a different 
level." 
She and another Terrace 
local, Lana Geier, took a 
course through Douglas 
College on becoming donlas 
in late Nov. 
Although McCleary is a 
nurse, you don't need any 
special qualifications. How- 
.ever, you do need to be a 
"people person" and be 
in delivery rooms 
MOTHERS WHO HAVE labour support are less likely to need expensive painkil- 
lers or have caesarean sections, say medical studies. That theory is led to a 
resurgence in "doulas," a Greek word meaning "slave to the mother." Peggy 
McCleary and Lana Geier both just finished a course on being doulas, and are of- 
fering their services here. 
very accepting of others. Memorial Hospital takes a 
McCleary has already very family-centered up- 
begun working as a doula, proach to health, and the 
and plans to fit it in around 
her nursing job. 
She says that most of the 
doctors and nurses she's 
spoken to are very :en- 
couraging, and arc willing 
concept of doulas fits well 
with that. 
Local midwife Margaret 
Miskclly is already working 
as a doula, or a labour sup- 
port person. 
to have doulas in the She's primarily done it for 
delivery room, as long-as acquaintances and col- 
the mother and baby are leagues, but plans to offer 
kept safe. her services more widely in 
McCieary says Mills the future. 
She's charging approxi- 
mately $200, and that in- 
volves a visit before the 
birth, and support in the 
delivery room. 
McCieary isn't sure yet 
what she will charge, but 
says the average is between 
$200-$600 in Vancouver. 
She plans to offer one pre- 
hirth visit, labour support 
and a few post-partum 
visits. 
I I  If I were  a rich man 
CALEDONIA STUDENTS treated the town to a rendition of one of the most 
popular musicals of all time - -  Fiddler on the Roof- -  this past weekend. Over 
50 students acted in the musical, and more than 1 (30 people were involved, In- 
cluding musicians, backstage hands, lighting techs and more, 
i i  
Around Town 
Take a break with improv 
IF THE PRE-Christmas eason is already getting a little 
hectic for you, than the best cure would be a good laugh. 
And you'll get plenty of those if you take part in an improv 
workshop on Monday, Dec. 23 at 7:15 p.m. in the old Ter- 
race Standard building at 4647 Lazelle. 
The workshop is being put on by Joe Zuchiatti Jr., who is 
currently working with Vancouver Theatre Sports. The 
evening is sure to be fun, and anyone who wants to drop 
by is welcome. 
Christmas crunch takes 
on new meaning 
THIS YEAR instead of seeing all those discarded Christ- 
mas trees piling up at the dump, they'll be put to good use. 
Kitlmat Understanding the Environment (KUTE) is 
organizing a Christmas tree chipping project in conjunc- 
tion with the regional district, city of Terrace and district 
of Kitimat. 
Christmas Urees will be picked up in the usual way in 
Terrace and Thornhill, or area residents can deliver trees to 
a designated area at the Terrace dump. 
Instead of going up in smoke the trees will be stockpiled 
until spring when a chipper will be brought on site to 
crunch up the trees and turn them into landscaping mulch. 
Residents can look forward to free mulch when it's time 
to prepare gardens in the spring. In order to ensure good 
quality chips, everyone is asked to make sure that decora- 
tions and lights are removed before the trees are set out for 
collection. 
Mothers' march 
FROM JANUARY 15-31 over 15,000 volunteers 
throughout BC will be knocking on doors asking for con- 
tributions for the Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation of 
BC. 
The Kinsmen Rehabilitation Foundation provides ser- 
vices and technologies for British Columbians living with 
physical disabilities. Emphasis is on giving people a 
~eater degree of independence and dignity. 
So give generously when a volunteer canvasser comes to 
your door. 
Tick tock 
ANOTHER TERRACE Little Theatre play is in the 
works and the cast and crew are looking for a feW key 
items to make the set complete. 
The two things they need the most arc a grandfather 
clock and six blinds. No, they're not talking about those 
lead mini blinds. TLT is after the wider, old-fashioned 
kind of slats, with a size of 14-18 inches wide by 72 inches 
long. 
The loan period is from March-May, 1997. If  you can 
help call Marianne at 635-2268 or 635-2942. 
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CITY  NE., 
MUSIC 
• TERRACE SYMPHONY OR- 
CHESTRA presents their Christmas 
concert at 8 p.m. on Dec. 14 in the 
Pentecostal Church. Tickets are $8.50 
for adults or $5.50 for seniors and stu- 
dents and are available at Sight and 
Sound or at the door. If you miss them 
here, be sure to catch them doing 
Christmas carols in the mall on Dec. 23 
at 7 p.m. 
• THE KERMODEI  CHORISTERS 
Children's Choir invites everyone to 
come and hear them sing at The Garden . 
Shed on Graham Ave. on Friday, Dee. 
13 from 6:45-7:15 p.m. Enjoy songs of 
the season and other favourites. 
• AUGIES LOUNGE in the Terrace 
Inn features Ross and Phelix, playing 
soft lounge music. And at GiGi's Pub, 
Green Eggs and Ham plays "tota l"  
dance music until next Saturday night. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thurs- 
day and Sunday at George's Pub in the 
Northern Motor Inn, every Sunday and 
Monday at Hanky Panky's and every 
Friday at the Thornhill Pub. 
*MOVIES 
A William Shakespeare's ROMEO 
AND JUL IET plays at 7 and 9:15 p.m., 
starring Leonardo Dieaprio and Claire 
Banes. And at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m., THE 
MIRROR 'HAS TWO FACES con- 
tinues until Friday. 
Starting Friday 
• Bugs Bunny and a host of Warner 
Bros. cartoon characters meet Michael 
• Jordan in SPACE JAM (not to be con- 
fused with toe jam) at 7 and 9:15 p.m. 
And at 7:15 and 9:30 p.m. Mei Gibson 
stars in "the most exciting thriller of the 
year" ~ RANSOM. 
THEATRE 
,t AUDITIONS FOR this year's din- 
ner theatre play will be held Jan. 8 and 
9 at 7:30 p.m. in the McColl Playhouse. 
One of the plays under consideration is 
Birthrite. That cast calls for three men 
in the late 20s to mid 40s and a woman 
in her early to mid 30s. The second 
play, The Babysitter, calls for a hand- 
some man in his mid-20s, an attractive 
woman in her early 20s, a young 
woman in her late teens, a lady in her 
40s and a woman in her late 20s. Re- 
hearsals begin Jan. 21. For more info, or 
a script, call Gordon dates during the 
day at 638-1131. 
ETCETERA 
• THE REM LEE THEATRE 
presents its first art show of the 96/97 
season, entitled "Paper, Canvas, 
Color." The show includes recent 
works by Dawn Germyn, Flicka 
Humphrey, Alan Soutar, Gaff Turner- 
Sears and Maureen Worobey. The show 
will be on display until mid-December. 
Also on the upper level are new works 
by PJ Vaal Henke. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or fax 
to 638-8432 to add your event to the 
Standard's free entertainment listings. 
The deadline is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's oaoer. 
Box 22, 
HEART 
AND STKOK£ 
fOUNDATION 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VeG 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS 
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your donation is 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#1 KILLER 
Your In Memoriam gift is a las.ting tribute. Please se,~d 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next.of. 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
rL.;~:~.x,!!~.~," ~ Baby's Name: 
~aby 's  Name: ~ Thyra-Rose 
~"  David Michael Scaife Date & Time of Birth: 
[ Date & Time of Birth: Nov. 4, 1996 at 6:52 am 
Nov. 13, 1996 9:43 pm Weights: 9 Ibs 5 oz Sex: Female 
Weight: 8.1bs.13.5 oz. Sex: Male Parents: Joseph George Sr.tTobi- 
Parent: Shannon Turner/David Lynn 
Scaifc 
• Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Kenzie Robert 
Mercedes Kiri Ratcliff-Beeton Date & Time of Birth: 
Date & Time of Birth: Oct. 25, 1996 at 8:55 pm 
Nov. 7, 1996 at 5:40 pm Weights: 7 Ihs 9 oz.Sex: Male 
Weight: 9lbs Sex: Female ParentsrJamie & Shelley 
,Parents: Joletta Rateliff/Edward Koopmans, Bigsister Melanie 
Beetoa 
• Baby's Name: 
Baby's Name: Tr~ Robert Alexander Rhincss 
Kailyn Ann Larkin Date & Place or Birth: 
Date & Place of Birth: Nov. 8, 1996 at 2:06 am 
Nov. 8, 1996 at 10:07 pm Weigh|: 8 Ibs6.5l oz. Sex: Male 
Weight: 7Ibs 11 oz. Sex: Female Parents: Melanin Rhlness/Clayton 
t 
i 
Wedneaday, Dec: 11 
CHILD CARE PROVIDERS meet 
from 10:30-11:30 a.m. at the Family 
Place for a multicultural look at the 
Season of Ughts. Also that night an 
ECEBC meeting will be held from 
7-9 p.m. For more info call 638- 
1863. 
Thursday~ Dec. 12 
PARENTS BRING your children for 
an afternoon of winter celebrations 
from 2-5 p.m. at the Family Place. 
For more info call 638-1863. 
Saturday~ Dec. 14 
TERRACEVIEW LODGE invites 
you to their annual Christmas tea 
and bazaar from 2-4 p,m. Celebrate 
the season with fellowship, the sale 
of baked goods and great hand- 
icrafts. 
Wednesday~ Dec. 18 
CHILD CARE providers am invited 
to bring their children from 9:30- 
noon at The Family Place. For 
more info call 638-1863. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE COMMUNITY LEARN- 
ING council meets the first Wednes- 
day of every month at the boardroom 
of the Ministry of Education at the BC 
Access Centre at 3 p.m. New members 
are welcome. For more info call Mary 
Anne at 635-5449. 
TWIN'S CLUB meets the third Wed- 
nesday of every month at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Family Place. Call 635-9669. 
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS meets 
Wednesdays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at
7:30 p.m. at 4542 Park. For more info 
call 638-6114. 
KINETrE CLUB OF TERRACE 
meets every second Wednesday. New 
members are welcome. For more, call 
Fiona at 635-1854 or Jennifer at 635- 
3175. 
747 ROYAL CANADIAN AIR 
CADETS Unicorn Squadron holds air 
cadet raining sessions every Wednes- 
day at 6:15 p.m. at the air cadet hall at 
the airport. For more info. call Linda at 
635-5567. 
TERRACE CENTENNIAL LIONS 
meet every second Wednesday t lunch 
at the Coast Inn of the West. For more 
info call Robert Oliver at 638-0913. 
THE KINE'IWE CLUB OF TER- 
RACE, a service club for young 
women, meets every second Wednes- 
day of every month from Sept. to June. 
New members are needed. Call Fiona 
at 635-1854 or Debra at 635-3262. 
SCOIWISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday t7:30 p.m. 
in the Knox United Church Hall at 
4907 Lazelle Ave. For more info call 
635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first and third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at" 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-0296, 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyed at 635-9660. 
ZAZEN MEDITATION takes place 
at 7 p.m. every Wednesday evening at 
the Terrace Buddhist Center. Everyone 
is welcome. For more info. call 638- 
8396 or 635-9242. 
THURSDAYS 
SINGLE PARENTS support group 
meets every Thursday from 9:30-10:30 
a.m. at the Family Place at 4553 Park 
Ave. Supervised child's activities. 
Phone 638-1863. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
10 at 7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Call Sue 
at 635-2345 or ,Mtue at 798-2250 for 
more info. Newcomers are welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
every second Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
3302 Sparks. 
AL-ANON is for men and women 
whose lives are affected by someone 
else's drinking. Meetings are Thurs- 
days at the Terrace Women's Resource 
Center 4542 Park Ave. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Kcith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeena 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call Tint Terrace Standard offers the 
Joan at 635-0998. community calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
TERRACE HIV INFORMATION ganizations. 
SUPPORT Group (T.H.I.S.)meets he This column is intended for non- 
third Thursday of every month at 7:30 profit organizations and those events 
p.m. in the Mills Memorial Hospital for which there is no admission 
board room. Contact Carrie at 635- charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
4885. 
FRIDAYS 
THE TERRACE WOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE hosts a les- 
bian drop-in during lunch hour, the 
first Friday of each month. For more 
info call 638-0228. 
fore each event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
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~i ~iii~!!i~!i::~[~":~OTO~G '96 Chev ¾ ton 
..".,:;~ ......... 4x4 
!~!; :.. 8,000 km's 
. . . . . . . . . . .  462 
per month 
,{ 
:?.~ 0RNHII ,  I ,  l~dOTOl(~ I '94 Chev 
'96 Ford F250 4x4 XLT "POWER STROKE" : 
$ * 562  per month ~,~*~ , :  
'96 Ford F250 Extra Cab 4x4 8,000 km's :, 
$ '499  per month 
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Blazer 
4x4 Silverado 
$*584 
per month 
'95 Pontiac 
Grand Am SE 
$*326 
per month 
:?.,!" 'v. 
p4 l | l.tn 
'94 Cutlass 
Supreme : i :!  
• J :: Loaded 
I '95 chev 1 /2  t°n 4x4 Extra cab si lverad°$*420 per month I ~  .  ,,- 
* All '95 & '96 Models are Models are based on 38 month leaseiill 
More Vehicles on the lot]' 
$*379 
per month 
'1  ¸  _ . _ . 
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FATHER DOMINIQUE Boulet from Winnipeg will be conducting a traditional Cath- 
olic mass in Latin tonight at the Happy Gang Centre at 7:15 p,m. Confession be- 
gins at 6:30 p,m, in either English or French, 
Traditional Catholics 
hold a special mass 
TRADITIONAL CATHOLICS gather here 
tonight for a mass not permitted in the vast 
majority of Catholic churches. 
It'll be conducted in Latin, a language no 
longer used in Catholic churches ince the 
mid-1960s. 
And it'll be given by a priest of the 
Society of St. Plus X, dedicated to the 
tenets of the Catholic church prior to the 
liberalization which started as a result of 
Vatican II in the 1960s. 
Mass, for instance, is now conducted in 
the language of the country in which it 
takes place. 
Tom Brophy, one of the local people in- 
volved in bringing in Father Dominique 
Boulet from Winnipeg, says the society 
seeks to preserve the traditional Catholic 
faith. 
"This is to happen until the proper 
authorities return to the traditional teach- 
ings of the church," he said last week. 
"The traditional view is that Catholics 
should invite heretics or infidels to enter the 
catholic church outside of which there is 
not salvation," Brophy continued. 
"Vatican II teaches by word and by the 
example of the Pope that Catholics should 
join in prayer with those of other reli- 
gions." 
Traditional Catholics number perhaps one 
million or 1.5 million people around the 
world and there are approximately 300 
priests who follow the Society of St. Piux 
X. 
It was formed by Marcel Lefebvre, a 
French archbishop who returned to his 
homeland after 30 years of missionary 
work in Africa. 
Back in France he found a church much 
different han the one he had left and began 
advocating a return to traditional values. 
"He was amazed to see that his fellow 
priests and bishops had beliefs previously 
regarded as heresy," said Brophy. 
Lefebvre began encountering like-minded 
clerics, eventually founding a seminary in 
Switzerland. 
Growing old and sick, Lefebvre asked the 
Vatican to appoint a replacement who had 
beliefs similar to his own. 
Several people were put forward but re- 
jected by the Vatican. 
Lefebvre, along with a Brazilian Ar- 
chbishop, held his own consecration i dis- 
obedience of the Vatican. 
He and the Brazilian were excommuni- 
cated, the highest form of sanction possible 
by the Catholic church. 
They are the only two traditional Catho- 
lics to be excommunicated but other tradi- 
tional Catholics have found their principles 
aren't widely accepted by the Vatican, says 
Brophy. 
That explains the location for tonight's 
mass the Happy Gang Centre. 
Father Boulet comes from a Winnipeg 
priory set up by the society and it's one of 
three in Canada. 
The mass begins at 7:15 p.m. tonight with 
confessions in either French or English tak- 
ing place at 6:30 p.m. 
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Need Something For The Family Room? 
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Big Screen 60" LS-X1F Speakers 
ULTRAVISION KM-A1 Amp 
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For your Shopping Convenience, the 
Skeena Mall Merchants are pleased to 
extend their hours of operation 
Beginning Thursday, December 12 
Mon-Thurs 9 :30  am - 9 :00  pm 
Saturdays 9 :30 am - 9 :00  pm 
Sundays 12:00  noon 5 :00 pm 
Merry Christmas 
I I II II I I I I  
Skeena Mall 
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Puppies are 
best given after 
the holidays 
By SADIE McCALLUM 
Skeena Valley Kennel Club 
THE PURCHASE of a puppy at anytime should 
be thought out and investigated to make sure the 
puppy and new owner suit each other. 
If you are purchasing the pup as a gift for some- 
one else, make sure it is wanted by that person. 
Many puppies bought as Christmas presents by 
well intcntioned people, end up a few months later 
unwanted and in the local animal shelter. 
Provided you've covered those two bases, you 
should buy from a responsible breeder. The 
breeder will probably inform you of the pitfalls of 
introducing a puppy to a new house hold during 
the busy holiday season. 
Going to a new home is a traumatic, stressful 
situation for any new puppy. During the holidays 
everyone is so busy and the Christmas tree, orna- 
ments and all the presents can be dangerous if the 
puppy decided to taste-test them. 
And all the goodies at that time of year can be 
very upsetting to a puppy's tummy. Puppies thrive 
on set routines and lots of rest. There's not much 
of that in most households during the holidays. 
A responsible breeder will offer to keep the 
puppy till after the holiday season is over. One 
thing they could do is supply a picture of the 
puppy with a big red bow and encourage the fam- 
ily to buy the puppy accessories and have them 
under the tree. Then, when they have time the 
family could come visit the pup, if possible. 
After the holidays when the pup goes to his new 
home he will get all the undivided attention from 
his newfamily and he'll be safe. 
If you're going away for the~ holidays, we have 
several members who will board your dog for 
you. If you'd like some information we will be at 
the Skeena Mall Dec. 21, from 9:30 to closing and 
Dec. 23, from 9:30 to 6 pm for Xmas wrapping. 
Or, call Sadie at 635-427, Lorna at 635-3826 
and Doc and Denise at 635-4084. 
TN~ ~NT T® 
.wA~. " Seeing friends locks up a great Christmas.. ~/~ 
Thank you for turning our wayl ~ 
Terry's Lock 4¢,2~, A Greig Ave ~ 
:~.. & Security 635-5549 
Out with the Old and INN with the New. :/i[ 
:: Yes Terrace, we have our new nameH ::i I 
The Bear Country Inn, a name thatyou can i l 
equate with quality and service. You can count on us for the i!ii:~il | 
PresenL   
For Christmas. 
Be suPe lids ghPislmas. 
Still) 6Peylmund gOllPieP EXl)PeSS. 
Shipping Locations 
4620 Keith Ave, 
Terrace 
Christmas Ilours 
December 1 - 13 (reg. hours) 
Mon.- Frt. 7:30 am- 6:00 pm 
Sat 7:30 am- 1:00 pm 
December 14 - 24 
Daily 7:30- am - 6:00 pm 
"~H11t' re~lHcliolts apply, 
To make sure your presents arrive before 
Christmas does, Shipfl]e,n with us; 
Greyhound Coulier Express.We're fast, 
rea.sonable, and above all, reliab e :  
Anti, now, we're open longer.too! F'or 
added convenience, Iry otir pick-up and 
delivery service. This Christmas ' end your 
packages with us. and you'll be the one 
who's laughing all the way.' 
f•IcOneY'OUN• OURIER EXPRESS 
More Places, More Often 
CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS flocked to the Terrace Art Gallery's annual craft sale 
over the weekend. The event featured pottery, dried flowers, Christmas crafts, pic- 
tures, t-shirts and more. Here potter Margaret McDonald helps Josie Ross with a 
purchase. 
x ,  ..J 
Ter race  Co-op  
Late Night 
hopping 
Fr iday ,  December  13  
DOOR 
6 pm-  11  pm 
PR IZES 
S T O R E W I D E  
S A i l  N GS 
  FE EmA 
Kitchen open 
until 9:30 
Great Food at 
Great Prices! 
S c r a t c h  
Your  
S a v e  
OFF  
P u r c h a s e s  
Y/~ $% °f 6 
%,,:, 
aSO p. 7 '~?teatl 
,O~oo,, ~ ,./ Bananas Bulk 
49¢1b Weiners ,,o ,,o ..oo.o 99 
Combine the Family Fashions 
Coupon specials with the 
scratch & save specials and 
Save Big 
HARDWARE ''~'= 
Selected HOCkey Accessories & Gloves Macintosh Russet 
50% off 
Fishing rods & Fishing sets Apples Potatoes 
40% OFF i BC Grown. 31b bag 201b bag-Alberta Grown 
Christnlas Decoratlons j Sl.49 $3.99 
& Light Sets 
25o'/o off regular . ice 
2.18 kg 
Smoked Pork 
Shoulder Picnic 
2,62 kg 
Coke or Pepsi 
Products 2L 
79 Plus Deposit 
Limit 16 
WIN UP TO $10,000 
at the Co-op Gas Bar 
Between 6 pm & 11 pm 
Friday, December 13, 
with each gas fill of 30L you will recieve a 
FREE LOTTERY SCRATCH TICKET. 
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About the School District 
U ntil 'amalgamation, School District 88 has served the communities of 
the Hazeltons, Kitwanga, Moricetown, 
Stewart, Meziadin, and Terrace/Thornhill. 
These communities include almost 27,000 
people in an area of over 80,000 km2. 
The residents in these communities are 
young compared to the provincial avera- 
ge6over 60% are under 34 years old. 
Seventy percent of the families have 
children living at home compared to the 
provincial average of 60%. 
School District 88 is a major employer 
in the community. It is- 
. the education centre for more than 5600 
students in 20 schools, 
• supported by 55 secretaries, 46 custo- 
dians, 17 maintenance specialists, 75 
teacher aides, 28 bus drivers, 11 home- 
school coordinators, and 400 teachers 
and administrators, and 
• a business with a budget of over $41 
million, administered by a nine-member 
Board of Trustees. 
A Message from the Board of 
School Trustees... 
T he 1995-96 school year has , proved to be one of unique chal- 
lenges. School District 88 has respond- 
ed to these with equally challenging 
solutions. The school district has ini- 
tiated a number of changes that will 
maintain and improve the effectiveness 
of our children's education. 
Students' success is dramatically 
affected by their ability to read. 
Everyone wishes to avoid the frustra- 
tion that children feel when they are 
ready and able to learn, but cannot 
read well enough to understand the 
material. During the past year our 
schools have continued to stress trong 
reading programs and instruction. 
. . . .  . ; ~ '~,  
In today's world children need to be 
literate in a number of areas, including 
the/use of computers. The school dis- 
trict has implemented a three-year 
Technology Plan to ensure that stud- 
ents become capable and confident in 
their ability to use the powerful tools 
offered through technology. 
After two and a half years in a tem- 
porary building, students and teachers 
at South Hazelton Elementary School 
were welcomed into their new home. 
The new school boasts modern tech- 
nology and a structure designed to 
enhance learning. The school will give 
the children of South Hazelton a 
healthy start to their educational career 
for many years to come. 
Students in our district deal daily 
with the challenges of a changing 
world. These have a direct impact on 
students' ability to take advantage of 
the opportunities provided by school. 
One such challenge is teen pregnancy. 
Hazelton Secondary School now 
includes a daycare centre to make it 
easier for teen rnoms to continue their 
education. The STEPPS program- 
Student Teen Education and Parenting 
Program- assists young mothers with 
their double roles of parent and stud- 
ent. This program will help young par- 
ents become successful students who 
will also be able to care for their 
children. 
The school district once again ended 
the school year within budget. This 
was accomplished by careful planning 
and the efforts of everyone in the 
district. 
By the time you receive this, we will 
be part of the new School District 82 
(Coast Mountains). This amalgamation 
of School District 80 (Kitimat) and 
School District 88 (Terrace) will create 
new challenges and new opportunities. 
School District 82 (Coast 
Mountains) will be larger, with 8000 
students, and will represent five areas: 
the Hazeltons, Kitimat, Kitwanga, 
Stewart, and Terracefrhornhiil. The 
Board of School Trustees will continue 
to provide support, leadership, and 
accountability to the communities 
within the district. The trustees hold 
the public trust of education, an enor- 
mous and all-encompassing 
responsibility. 
-Mary Spooner, Board Chair 
School District Objectives: 
Planning for 1996-1997 
ach year, the Board of School 
J~d Trustees and administrators e tablish 
objectives to guide the district for the com- 
ing .year. Objectives reflect Ministry 
policies aiid district priorities. By setting 
and evaluating objectives, the school dis- 
trict can understand how well it is accom- 
plishing the goals of education. The school 
district objectives for 1996-1997 are: 
Objective 1: Maintenance of Regular 
Programs, inc lud ing-  
- elementary eading initiatives 
• teacher orientation to Integrated 
Resource Packages 
• the implementation f year two of the 
Technology Plan 
• the implementation of a Skills Now 
Apprenticeship Program 
• a review of mathematics programs in 
the district 
• ensuring success for every student 
• staff development 
Objective 2: Amalgamation 
• restructuring and re-organization: a 
management plan 
• financial planning ,,:~ .,~.~. ..... ... 
Objective 3: Communications 
• consultation with communities and othel 
participants regarding communication, 
consultation, and decision-making 
Objective 4: First Nations Initiatives 
• agreements on spending 1.31 (First 
Nations) funds 
• leadership, support, and monitoring ol 
1.31 spending 
• Local Education Agreements: main- 
tenance, negotiation, agreement 
Objective 5: Integration with Ministry 
for Children and Families 
• Note: this is a new Ministry which will 
be integrating all services, except finan- 
cial, for children and families. 
School District Goals 
Tong- term goals give direction and purpose to the school district. The Board of 
JL.dSchooi Trustees is committed to- 
• provide students with the skills and 
knowledge to function successfully in 
the workplace, college or university, 
and as contributing members of society 
• ensure competent eaching, support, 
and administrative staff 
• manage the financial resources avail- 
able to the district effectively, expertly, 
and responsibly 
• maintain existing facilities and equip- 
ment, and provide long-term planning 
of present and future facilities and 
equipment considering program chang- 
es, population shifts, and replacements 
• ensu.re that communities feel the school 
district is performing satisfactorily 
• make informed and sound decisions in 
an efficient manner. 
Comparison to 
Other Distnct  
T he Ministry of Education provides statistics to districts, along with a fra- 
mework to interpret the information accu- 
rately. The Interpretive Framework com- 
pares a district to similar districts within 
B.C. 
School District 88 is rated 'typical' to 
similar districts in all areas of student 
achievement. I  is rated 'typical' in com- 
parison to the province in all areas except 
the percentage of grade 12 students eligi- 
ble for university and the percentage of 
students who go on to university imme- 
diately after graduation. 
Purpose of the 
Annual Report 
T he Annual Report tells parents and the community about students' 
achievement and progress, the district's 
successes and challenges, new and estab- 
lished programs, and plans for the future. 
The Ministry of Education, Skills and 
Training requires each school district to 
report its mission, goals, objectives, and 
key indicators of success. Key indicators 
are important educational accomplish- 
ments. They are presented in this report in 
graphs and comments. 
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How Have We Done? A Review of Objectives for 1995-1996 
Indicators of Performance 
T he school district's objectives for 1995fi1996 form the basis of this year's Annual Report. The following indicators provide information 
about school and student performance- 
• Provincial Examination Results 
• Percentage of eligible Grade 12 
students who graduate 
• Percentage of Grade 8 students 
• Career Program enrolments 
• Computer Science enrolments 
• Class sizes 
Preparing for Careers 
C areer Preparation Courses allow students to meet graduation require- 
ments while they learn about possible 
careers. A total of 16.2% students from 4o~ 
our district take part in the Career 
Preparation Program. 
All schools work closely with local 30% 
businesses to help students gain valuable 
work experience and an understanding of 
20% 
Percentage of Grade 11 and 12 Students 
Enrolled in Career Preparation 
1992.1996 
/ 
who enter Grade 12 four years 
later 
• Percentage of Grade 12 students 
eligible for university 
• Percentage of graduates who go to 
post-secondary education 
• Student/Educator ratio 
• Budgeted cost per student 
• Budgets 
Technol 3gy Education 
C omputers are powerful tools for learning. Students use technology to
communicate, solve problems, gain 
access to information, take advanced 
courses, practice basic skills, and manage 
their own learning. 
A District Technology Committee was 
established inSeptember 1995 to prepare 
a three-year Technology Plan focusing on 
three major areas: 
• Upgrading Local Area Networks 
(LAN) and constructing a Wide Area 
Network (WAN) to allow students and 
staff to use electronic information and 
resources. Schools are linked to other 
schools in the district and to schools in 
distant places through these networks. 
• Purchasing hardware and software for 
students to use as tools for learning. 
Students regularly use sophisticated 
programs and equipment to become 
better informed and to take an active 
part in their learning. 
• Providing professional development 
activities and using technology for 
teaching and administration throughout 
the district. Schools provide the equip- 
ment, software, and training for stud- 
I I 
ents and teachers to become competent 
in the use of computers and 
technology. 
Last year 16.4% of Grade 11 and 12 
students enrolled in computer science 
courses. This continues to be a consider- 
ably higher percentage of students than 
the provincial average. 
Students at all grade levels and in all 
schools use computers daily. Students 
create their own websites and communi- 
cate with people around the world. Since 
February, students and teachers have used 
computers in 'cluster' groups. These 
'clusters' include a set of three computers 
and a scanner. Students can develop inno- 
vative projects that integrate curriculum 
and multi-medial technology. They have 
opportunities for research and presenta- 
tion that would have been impossible 
only a few years ago. 
Funding comes from a number of 
sources, including the Ministry of 
Education, Skills and Training; Skills 
Now; and the school district. 
The district acknowledges with grati- 
tude contributions of local businesses and 
organizati0n,s.. Co.mputersr have: beeff 
;'i; . . . .  i . . . . . . . . . . .  : ;  . . . .  
the many careers that are available to 
them. In this way, they can learn about he 
demands of the workplace and the skills 
needed to succeed. Students take part in 
work experience, co-operative education, 
job shadowing, and career awareness 
activities. 
Community businesses make valuable 
contributions when they work with 
schools to help students develop good 
work habits, meet employer expectations, 
and work cooperatively with others. 
20% 
Percentage of Grade 11 and 12 Students 
Enrolled in Computer Studies 
1992.1996 
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10% 
5% 
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donated by the Ministry of Forests in 
Terrace and Hazelton, Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Ministry of Highways in Terrace, 
and through the Computers for School 
Project, a joint effort of the B. C. Tel 
Pioneers and Industry Canada. The Terrace 
Chapter of the Learning Disabilities 
Association of B. C. donated funds for the 
purchase of software. .._. 
G= a ti( from Se ;ondary School 
S tudents who graduate from secondary  
school have a strong advan- 
tage when they make life 
and career choices. The [] 
graduation rate is an 
important indicator of suc- 
cess of a school district. 
'Eligible Grade 12 stud- 
ents' are those who begin 
Grade 12 in September 
with the ability to graduate, 
provided they successfully i 
complete the requirements 
of the year. The number of L __ 
eligible Grade 12 students 92/93 
who graduated from our 
schools increased consider- 
ably between 1994 and 1995, and 
remained at a strong level this year. In 
1995-1996, 86.6% of the district's eligi- 
ble Grade 12 students graduated. 
Another indicator of success is the 
number of students who graduate as a 
percentage of Grade 8 students who were 
enroled five years earlier. There is no 
accurate way to know this number, since 
students cannot be easily followed over 
this time. Many students may have 
moved from the district or the province. 
Some may have left school for a short 
while and then returned. The Ministry 
estimates that 62.1% of students who 
began Grade 8 five years ago graduated 
last year from schools in our district. This 
is an increase from last year, and is typi- 
cal of similar districts and the provincial 
rate. The school district is typical of simi- 
Percentage of Eligible Grade 12 
Students Who Graduate 1992-1996 
100% 
S.D. 66 [ ]  
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0% 
lar districts and the province in all indica- 
tors regarding raduation rates. 
In 1994-1995, 21% of the district's 
graduates were eligible for university. 
'Graduates eligible for university' are 
students who achieve a 2.5 grade point 
average in Grade 12 English and their 3 
other highest-graded Grade 12 courses. 
The three graphs labeled 'University', 
College Academic',  and 'Career 
Technical' show the percentage of Grade 
12 students who have gone into post- 
secondary education right after complet- 
ing secondary school. In 1993-1994, the 
last year for which figures are available, 
3.1% of students entered universities, 
17.1% entered college academic pro- 
grams, and 3.9% entered career/technical 
programs. 
School District 88 is typical of similar 
Percentage of Grade 8 
Students Who Graduate 
1993.1996 
[ ]  S.D. 88 
[ ]  Province 
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districts in the percentage of students eli- 
gible for university and the percentage of
students who go to post-secondary educa- 
tion immediately following graduation. 
The percentage of these students is low 
compared to the provincial percentage. 
10% 
0% 
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Skills Now 
Programs 
S chools share the responsibility of helping students prepare to meet 
future career challenges in a changing 
workplace. Skills Now funding supports 
programs that help students prepare for 
future careers. The goals of this program 
are to- 
- create relevant career experiences for 
students, 
• develop high quality applied education 
programs at secondary and post-second- 
ary institutions, and 
• encourage and promote partnerships 
between school districts, post-second- 
ary institutions, local businesses, and 
community members. 
The district's Ski l ls  Now initiatives 
were favourably reviewed this year by the 
Ministry of Education, Skills and 
Training. These include the following: 
• Studen3s~,at Stewart Secondary School 
continue to take advanced courses as 
part of 'New Directions in Distance 
Learning'. This program is operated in 
cooperation with the Open Learning 
Agency, the North Coast Distance 
Education School, and the Ministry of 
Education. 
• Additional individualized learning sys- 
tems (SOLO) have been purchased, 
allowing students to work at their own 
pace =n some aspects of learning. 
• The school district has presented an 
application to the Ministry of 
Education, Skills and Training for an 
Apprenticeship Program. 
• More Career Preparation Programs are 
available for students. 
• The school district has purchased the 
'Bridges Program' for all secondary 
schools and 'Journey for Life' Career 
and Personal Planni ng materials. 
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Student Progress and Success 
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eachers continually assess and eval- 
.1. uate how and what students are 
learning. During the past year students in 
Grade 8 took the Gates-MacGinitie 
Reading Test. Results from these tests 
assist teachers and administers in devel- 
oping stronger reading programs. 
Teachers use the results of these tests to 
monitor students' reading achievement 
and ability. Based on the results of a 
range of assessments, teachers continue 
to emphasize reading skills and 
comprehension. 
Students who graduate from secondary 
schools in B. C. take at least one provin- 
cial examination. Final grades are a com- 
bination of the student's course work and 
the provincial examination mark. The 
provincial examination i formation in the 
graph compare our students with the pro- 
vince in two areas: 
• percentage who received A, B, or 
C+/C/Pass in provincial examinations 
taken during 1995~1996 
• percentage who successfully passed the 
course over the past 5 years. 
They also indicate the percentage of 
students and the number of students who 
wrote each examination i 1995-1996. 
There has been a strong emphasis over 
the past years to increase the academic 
performance of students in our district. 
Students' examination results have shown 
steady and strong improvement over the 
past two years. Student achievement 
increased in Biology, Communications, 
English, English Literature, French, 
Geography, and Physics. Students in our 
school district continue to perform 
strongly in Chemistry. School District 88 
performanc e in provincial exams is typi- 
cal in comparison to similar districts and 
the province. 
Students in our school district perform 
strongly in a range of areas that are not 
measured by provincial examinations and 
standardized tests. We are proud of the 
students who take part in activities that 
enrich their regular school program and 
contribute to the quality of their learning. 
These extra-curricular ctivities include- 
• Physics Olympics Team 
• Provincial Student Leadership Conference 
• Annual Science Fair 
• Synala Honours Program at UBC 
• Canadian Mathematics Competition 
• Odyssey of the Mind 
• Pacific Northwest Music Festival 
• Drama Festivals 
Provincial Examination Results - 1996 
Percent of Students Who 
Received A, B, C in 1996 
Province 
S.D. 88 
130" 
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'S.D. 88 Students writing this Exam. 
~ tudents in our district are encouraged 
k J  to apply for scholarships for post- 
secondary studies. Eighteen students have 
been recognized for their outstanding 
achievement by being awarded provincial 
scholarships of $1000.O0. 
,,/:::" s,o. aa Province S.D, 88 Province 
[]  [ ]  
Scholarships 
The following students were awarded 
district scholarships of $1000.00 each: 
Lindsay Bailey, Caledonia Secondary 
Linnae Bee, Caledonia Secondary 
Chriszine Bradford, Caledonia Secondary 
Matthew Buckle, Caledonia Secondary 
Michael Davies, Caledonia Secondary 
Leslie Dickson, Caledonia Secondary 
Clinton Farleigh, Hazelton Secondary 
Rob Freeman, Caledonia Secondary 
' Travis McMurray, Caledonia Secondary 
Giebette Nenninger, Caledonia Secondary 
Peter Okimi, Caledonia Secondary 
Len Pelletier, Caledonia Secondary 
Pal Sandhu, Caledonia Secondary 
Jennifer Shepherd, Caledonia Secondary 
Mark Tessaro, Caledonia Secondary 
Tanya Urbanoski, Caledonia Secondary 
Karla Vandevelde, Caledonia Secondary 
Veronica Zimmerman, Caledonia Secondary 
First Nations Education 
F irst Nations communities are a significant and 
important part of our district. 
Eighteen percent of the area's 
population are aboriginal people, 
compared to a provincial average 
of two percent, according to the 
1991 Census. 
Roseanne Blackburn, Caledonia Secondary The First Nations Education 
Nadine Savinkoff, Caledonia Secondary objective included agreement on 
Diane Teixeira, Caledonia Secondary the use of targeting funding. The 
Eric West, Hazelton Secondary Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en/ School 
District 88 Education Advisory 
Council and the Su-Sit'Aatk/ 
School District 88 Education 
Council met regularly to discuss 
First Nations education, Local 
Education Agreements, and 
development and implementation 
of programs. These Councils rep- 
resent trustees, Bands, and 
administrators. 
Local Education Agreements 
outline the use of funds for the 
education of First Nations stud- 
ents. The school district has 
signed Local Education 
Agreements with Kincolith, 
Kispiox, Gitsegukla, and 
Kitsumkalum and is continuing 
Scott Simms, Hazelton Secondary, 
received a 1996 Kinsmen Foundation 
Youth Award for Sportsmanship in British 
Columbia. The award included a return 
trip for two to Vancouver for the 
Celebration Dinner and Awards Show and 
$2000.00. 
'~" ~.  :: 
" "~. ..:i 
negotiation with other Bands. The district has 
signed an agreement with the Gitanyow Education 
Society to establish an Alternate Program in 
Gitanyow. 
At Hazelton Secondary School, the Gitksan 
Language and Culture Program is in its fourth year 
and the program has been extended to Grade 10. 
Gitksan 11 is recognized by the University of 
British Columbia, the University of Victoria, and 
Simon Fraser University as fulfilling the Language 
11 requirement. 
The First Nations Studies 12 course was piloted 
at Hazelton Secondary School. It has been very sue- 
cessful and was mentioned in the Canadian Living 
magazine in November 1995. 
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Quality of Schools 
c lass sizes in School District 88 com- pared to the province over the past 25 
six years are shown in the graph. In 1995- 
1996, the average elementary class size 
was 25.2 students; the average secondary e3 
class size was 22.2 students. 
The ratio of elementary and secondary 
students per educator was 15.78 to 1 21 
compared to 16.73 to ] for the province. 
School District 88 is typical of the similar 
districts and the province in the ratio of 19 
students per educator. 
In order to provide the best possible 
education for students, teachers and 
administrators take part in continuing 25 
professional development.. This gives 
them the ability to help students meet the 
many challenges facing them in a chang- 
ing world. During this year, teachers and 23 
administrators have taken part in work- 
shops in technology and use of computer 
networks, new curriculum areas, Career 
and Personal Planning, and Math 
21 Programs. A two-day conference on 
Challenges of Change brought in speak- 
ers fronl across North America. 
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Secondary Class Size 
School Accreditation 
D uring accreditation, members of the school and community review what they are doing and make recommendations for improvement. This is an important part of 
making sure that students receive a high quality education. Teachers, administrators, 
parents, students, and community members participate in the school accreditation 
process. 
Teachers and administrators develop a five-year plan for school growth to identify 
what is important to achieve. School growth plans help the school community extend 
strengths and work on areas needing change. In the past year Parkside Elementary 
School, Skeena Junior Secondary School, and Steward Secondary School completed the 
Accreditation Process. 
Schools in our district involved in the 
accreditation process over the ~ coming 
years include-, 
1996-1997 
Caledonia Secondary School 
South Hazelton Elementary School 
Thornhill Junior Secondary School 
1997-1998 
Cassio Hall Elementary School 
Clarence Michiel Elementary School 
Thornhill Elementary School 
1998-1999 
John Field Elementary School 
Stewart Elementary School 
1999-2000 
Copper Mountain Elementary School 
New Hazelton Elementary School 
Uplands Elementary School 
Schools 
HAZELTON 
Hazelton Secondary 
John Field Elementary 
New Hazelton Elementary 
South Hazelton Elementary 
Special Educationfd-lazelton 
First Nations Education 
Principal 
Sheila Ryan 
Garry Underhill 
Gregg Halfyard 
Barb Purney 
Tom MacLean 
Joan Ryan 
KITWANGA 
Kitwanga Elementary/ 
Junior Secondary 
Don Currie 
STEWART/MEZIADIN 
Meziadin Elementary 
Stewart Elementary 
Stewart Secondary 
Catherine Kennedy 
Arland Paulson 
Frank Marisco 
TERRACE/THORNHILL 
Caledonia Secondary Geoff Straker 
Cassie Hall Elementary Paul Axelson 
Clarence Michiel Elementary Bill Gook 
Copper Mountain Elementary . . . . . . . . . . .  
Correspondence School 
E. T. Kenney Primary 
Kiti K'Shan Primary 
Lakelse Junior High School 
Teen Learning Centre 
Parkside Elementary 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
Thornhill Elementary 
Joe Vander Kwaak 
Joe Vidal 
Brian Phillips 
AI Cameron, 
Patsy Organ, teachers 
Debbie Russell, teacher 
Christine Eide 
Rob Greenwood 
Barry Eyjolfson 
Thornhill Junior Secondary Rick Olson 
Thornhill Primary Jim Steele 
Uplands Elementary Dawn Martin 
PhoneNumber 
842-5214 
842-5313 
842-5777 
842-6688 
842-6613 
842-6222 
849-5484 
1-600-700-1263 
636-2241 
636-2238 
635-6531 
635-5646 
638-0306 
635-7760 
635,7944 
635-5828 
635-3115 
635-5778 
635-2959 
635-3513 
635-9136 
635-5082 
635-9141 
635-7066 
635-2721 
1996 Board of Trustees 
Mary Spooner, Chair 
Stew Christensen. Vice Chair 
Roger Leclerc 
Laurie Mitchell 
Rudy Polok 
John Pousette 
Vernon Smith 
Gary Turner 
Vacant 
Hazelton/Kitwanga 
TerraceFI'homhill 
TerraceF/'hornhill 
Terrace/Thomhill 
Hazelton/Kitwanga 
Terrace/"l'hornhill 
Villages of Gitwangak, 
Gitanyow & Gitsegukla 
Terrace,rrhomhill 
Stewart/Meziadin 
842-6167 
635-3429 
635 -4640 
635-3079 
635-2953 
849-5308 
635-2943 
The District Parent Advisory Council president for 1995 was Mr. John Parras. 
Frank Hamilton 
Skip Bergsma 
Barry Piersdorff 
Harold Cox 
Andrew Scruton 
Bruce Matthews 
Harry Eberts 
Administrative Officers 
Superintendent of Schools 
Assistant Superintendent of Schools 
Secretary Treasurer 
Director of Instruction (K-12) 
Director of Instruction (Student Support Services) 
Assistant Secretary Treasurer & Purchasing Agent 
Maintenance and Busing Superintendent 
School Board Office 
3211 Kenney Street 
Terrace, B. C. 
V8G 3E9 
Phone: 635-4931 
Toll Free: 1-800-665-6134 
Couple celebrates 50 years 
CONRAD AND Gisela 
Ganzenberg recently 
celebrated their 50th w~-  
ding anniversary, and 
treated themselves to an 18 
day cruise. It was a vacation 
of a lifetime, and they said it 
couldn't have been better. 
The couple's daughters, 
Marianne, Marilyn and Deb- 
bic hosted a 50th wedding 
anniversary celebration on 
Nov. 3. 
The party was held at 
Marilyn and her husband 
Doug's beautiful home on 
McConnell. Long time 
fi'icnds, co-workers and for- 
mer neighbours from Port 
Edward, Prince Rupert, Ter- 
race and Hazelton gathered 
to celebrate the occasion. 
Conrad and Gisela were 
married on Nov. 1, 1946 in 
Norden, Germany by the lo- 
cal justice of the peace. 
They had no home at the 
time, and all they owned 
was the clothing on their 
backs. 
The couple met when 
Conrad was working the 
German Navy, and he 
landed at Norden, Germany. 
At the end of the war Con- 
rad was working as an inter- 
preter for Canadian soldiers 
while at an army supply 
depot. 
Conrad used to make cof- 
fee for Gisela's parents who 
were refugees, forced to flee 
from their home during the 
war. At this time Gisela was 
still missing, and many 
families were scattered. 
After a year apart Gisela 
finally found her parents in 
Norden. 
The young couple fell in 
love and were married. ,And 
they're still happily married 
50 years later. 
A Canadian soldier Con- 
tad had met sponsored the 
couple and their daughter 
Marianne immigrated to 
Canada in 1951. 
They moved to North 
Vancouver and Conrad 
worked for the Canadian 
soldier who had a business. 
Then in 1953 Conrad had 
the opportunity to move his 
family to Port Edward, and 
he worked as the office 
manager at the fish cannery 
there. 
Then Gisela and Conrad 
decided to buy some proper- 
ty in Terrace, since they 
thought it would be a 
wonderful place to have a 
garden. 
In 1965 their house at 
2814 Eby was built, and the 
couple and their three 
daughters moved to Terrace, 
with Conrad continuing to 
work in Port Edward, which 
he did for 22 yea.is, retiring 
in 1987. 
= SuTNDAY • ~I"oNDAY [ "] TUESOAY'=r' 'WEDNESDAY THuRsDAY 'FR IDAY 'SATURDAY 
YVONNE MOEN 
Now Conrad devotes his 
time to his garden, and it is 
very beautiful, having won 
two awards, one in 1983, 
and the other in 1988. 
And since 1988 Conrad 
has been a dedicated mem- 
ber of the Terrace Beauti- 
fication Society. 
God bless Conrad and 
Gisela and grant them many 
more years of good health 
and happiness. 
"k "k "k ~r.k 
Again, I must apologize 
for neglecting some 
birthdays. 
For Nor.and Dee., here 
are the birthdays from the 
Willows Apts. 
Nov. 12- Rod Falconer 
23- Margaret Cooper 
26- Kay Vamer and 
Helen Pilla 
Dec. 09- Beatrice Peters 
10- Rose Bruce 
27- Tilly Roders 
Conrad and Gisela Ganzenberg 
30- Helen Windsor 
And at Terraceview Lodge: 
Nov, 10- Aleza Christison 
11- Beryl Tracy 
17- Mary Warobec 
18- Anne Daumont 
27- Elva Mojak 
28- Carolyn Sheshka 
Dec. 14- Laurie Haughes 
15- Brigit Fortin 
17- Eunice Nordstro~n 
22- Harvey Doll 
24: Mary Mathisen 
25- Sally Dubois 
27- Lloyd Marven 
:There are two special 
birthdays above Mary 
Warobec turned 103 on 
Nov. 17 and on Dec 22 
Harvey Doll will be 100. 
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gECEMBER 1996 
s I 0 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE .=.,m 1.8 
1 
l~omhill Junio~ 
Second~ 
School 
8 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary 
School 
15 
Terrace Uons 
Downtown 
22 
Skeena Junior 
Seconda~ 
School 
2 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
9 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
16 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
23 
Terrace 
Minor 
Baseball 
30 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
29 
"lhornhill Junior 
Secondary 
School 
• , " • i ' 
3 4 
Kerm0de Terrace 
Friendship Blueback 
Sodety Swim Crub 
10 11 
Kerm0de Terrace 
Friendship Blueback 
Society Swim Club 
17 18 
Kermode Terrace Peaks 
Friendship Gymnastics 
Society Shames Mtn, 
Ski Club 
24 25 
Closed for Closed lor 
the the 
Holiday Holiday 
31 
Closed for 
the 
Holiday 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games 
5 6 
Order of Royal Royal Canadian 
Pumln Leai~ 
Terrace N~a'aTnM 
Anti.pove~ 
12 13 
Can. Paraplegic 
~at~n 
Terrace Nisga'a Trim 
.~i.pov~ Council 
19 20 
Terrace Crime Can. Paraplegic 
Rtnnn~r~ A s . S ~  
Terrace Nisga'a Tri~ 
Anu.pover~ cou~l 
26ce u~ 2~Br0,e, ! 
Theatre & S~ Sistem ! 
Terrace Nisga'a Trim 
Anti-po~ty Council 
7 
~. gocay 
Youth Soccer 
T~.&a~n9 Club 
14 
Pipes and Drums 
Parents For 
French 
S.V, Sno~obile 
21 
Totem ~add~e ebb 
Ki~men C lub  
Te. Ska~ 
28 
htAsso¢, 
I~nette Club. 
Seach & Rescue 
Doors 11:30 a.m. Games 12:45 
Doors 4:30 p.m. Games 6:15 
Doors 9:30 p.m. Games 10:00 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635-2411 
/H THE TRUCH 
F YOUR DREAM 
"A" 
, ,  = , .  
11 
"7•RR/ =E 
#' VOLUNTEER 
' BUREAU 
REWARDING 
VOLUNTEER 
OPPORTUNITY 
YOU CAN MAKE A 
DIFFERENCE IN OUR 
COMMUNITY 
HOW?? 
By registering fc The 
He lg Hanc ,man 
Procjram. 
Volunleers 'needed to 
do snow shovelling for 
Seniors and Persons 
wi~ disQbilities on a 
limited income, r r the 
Terrace, Tllornn, and 
surrounding areas. 
@ 
CHKYSLEK 
oadge 
Jeep 
CHRYSLER 
"Plgmoutfi 
Jeep J Eagle 
Call Freda To 
Register at 
Buy or lease any '96 or'97 Dodge Ram before December 15th 
because someone in B,C. is going to win their purchase or the value 
of their lease* See your B,C, Chrysler dealer now for contest details. 
1997 Dodge Ram 1997 Dodge .Ram Club Cab 
HOW at your Local B.C. Chrysler Dealer, 
"There will be 1 prize swarded consisting of a cheque In the amount of your Dodge Ram purchase minus $1 O0 and exclud- 
ing freight, PDI. taxes, licence, insurance, and registration. All accessories are not included, Contest open to all residents ~ CI IRYSLER 
of B.C, except employees of Chrysler Canada. its dealers and lholr marketing associations and those with whom they are IFM STA~ S I~R~C I~' 
domiciled, Winner must correclly answer a mathematical skill-testing question and sign a standard liability/publicity release, .~ , . ,~ . .~  .~  . ,~ 
Contest cToses December 15, 1996. See your local Chrysler dealer for full contest details, 
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A world-wide mission of compassion 
By Pieter ttendrik,~ 
Clnri:'+liaa Reformed Church 
RECENT WEEKS have given us again 
shoekiag stories and pictures of thoumands 
of people oppressed, their lives threatened 
by rebels. 
Canada, vce heard, has taken a leadership 
role in much needed efforts to reach thou- 
.sands of Horus on their way from Zaire into 
Rwanda. 
This ongoing mission of compassion will 
provide those refugees with food and medi- 
cal assistance. We all applaud this at- 
View Point 
Christmas Day celebration. 
This particular celebration reminds us of 
another escue cffort, another Mission of 
Compassion, outweighing by far, both in 
scale a|ld significance, the one that is ongo- 
ing in Africa. 
In His conlpassion for a spiritually fallen 
and oppressed world, God Almighty in- 
itiated Mission of Compassion encompass- 
ing the entire world and human history. 
Why is it that there is so little applause for 
freedom from spiritual oppression by faith 
in Christ Jesus compared to so much public 
approval of freedom from physical oppres- 
sion? 
flow come that Christmas Day has be- 
come more of a day on which people are 
eoneemed with filling their empty stomachs 
rather than filling their empty hearts? 
In His wisdom and compassion for 
mankind God has given us hope by giving 
tempted Canadian initiative and we hope itiated a much needed rescue effort. The us Jesus. This hope is that there can be 
that present rescue efforts will prevent large Apostle Paul reminds us that "'When the finally real contentment in our lives, real 
.scale disease and starvation, time had fully come, God sent his Son, born peace in our hearts, real purpose in life to 
We also pray that Mr. Chreticn's peace 
negotiations will result in lasting peace be- 
tween the warring parties, as we continue to 
pray for peace in the Middle-East. 
Meanwhile we have exstered another im- 
portant church season, called Advent. This 
four-week advent season culminates in the 
of a woman .... " (Galatians 4:4;NTV). 
In the Gospel of Luke we read that God's 
son, Jesus Christ, was born to be the 
world's savior (Lake 2:11). 
In light of our positive reaction to the Af- 
rican naission of compassion, we wonder 
how nositive we are ahmlt the divinely in- 
live for, real love to share, a real future in a 
new, world to come when Jesus will return 
as the once risen and ascended Lord. 
Let us use these days in Advent to reflect 
on that Mission of Compassion and in how 
far we are affected by it. May this time of 
the year be a blessed time for all of us. 
Terrace Utile Theatre Society 
will be holding AUDITIONS for their 
"1997 Dinner Theatre Production" 
On January 81h and 91ti at 7:30 p.m. 
at the McColl Playhouse 
3625 Kalum Sheet, Terrace, B.C. 
Roles to be cast include: 
Terry- a man in his hie 20's or early 30's 
Shiela - Terry's wife in her early to mid 30's 
Evan- an architect in his early le mid 40's 
Chris- a jeweller, a man in his late 20's to early 30's 
Ran Johnson- a handsome, athletic man in his mid 20's 
Beth Johnson - an attractive woman Jn her early 20's 
Balm- a young women in her late teens or early 20's 
Mrs. Novak- a lady in her mid to late 40's 
Jill Swanson- a young woman in her late 20's 
There are many backstage positions also available. 
EVERYONE IS WELCOME - BRING A FRIEND! 
. . . . .  _"L'I~L L .  JWJ l l  
Thank 
You 
Dear Sir: 
I would like to extend a 
heartfelt thank you to the 
lady who found and 
retunlcd my purse to Over- 
waitea on November 23. 
I don't know who you are, 
but you reminded me that 
there are honest people out 
there after all. 
I f  not lor your kindness, 
our Christmas might not 
have happened this year. 
Thank you agam. 
Cm'olyn Anderson 
Dear Sir:. 
A big bouquet o the nurs- 
ing staff at Mills Memorial 
Hospital. 
I was in the hospital twice 
recently, aad both times the 
entire staff was so caring, 
helpful, cheerful and profes- 
sional in flue face of all the 
stress, turmoil and cutbacks. 
We are lucky to have such 
nurses here in Terrace "and ~ +' 
they should be. eongratu- ~ 
lated for their conthming 
level of excellent care which 
they provide to their 
patients. 
Sadie McCai lum 
How a[o 
wo doino? 
When we fall short of your 
expectation, p!case tell us, 
When a newspaper story does 
not seem to rei'ect lhitly what 
was s.lid, let utlr editors know. 
When we are on. hie tl) soh'e 
your complaint, w,. encourage 
you to submit it to die: 
B.C. Press Council 
900- 1281 W. Georgia ,St. 
Vancouver B.C. V,iE3J7 
Tel/Fax: (604) 683-2571 
The II.C. Press Couucil x(,'as 
created in1983 as ;Ul indei~endent 
tcvlew l+o:,rd t(, l~mt,:cI tile I+ublic 
fmlll pit'.',;,; hla,.:¢llracy or tln|~lh'no;s 
and to i+ioumte q'.Lflity 
joum+llknL 
ELCOME ' 
• I~ S INCE 1930 
Your Welcome 
Wagon 
Hostesses for 
Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635,,30:1.8 
Terry 635,fi3~18 
Barb 635-48~2 
Gil l la. 635,30~4 
If you  have  
moved to Ter race  
or have just  had  a 
new baby,  or  are  
gett ing marr ied ,  or  
s ta r t ing  a new 
bus iness ,  just  g ive  
o~ae ofu ,s  a call. 
Great HaEdav 
I deas  + 
Collectible Ornaments 
Remember Christlnas with a special 
keepsake for the tree. 
Brass Photo Frames 
, Qt(al] t:y fl:aii~ie~~for treasured " 
memories. 4designs, 3sizes 
Votive Holder 
Many Christmas designs,just add 
a small tealiglat candle or mini-light. 
A very special holiday touch. 
Decor &___ 
Tab]ewarei[ Jl 
f rom Dec. 8-21 
Looking for a Special 
Greeting? 
Make your own Christnaas card 
Christmas ears 
~. ,  charming holiday 
~'+_;~/ " c'Ollectibles 
~},~--(f~ four designs 
o.ly 
t" 9 
5..JJ~ ,'~...~___ ach 
with a $I0. purchase 
Co l lec t  a l l  4 !  
'Limited quantities, while supplies last 
Stocking; 
under $10 
i:tuff 
Christmas Windchimes, holiday designs 
$8.99-$9.99 
Guardian Angel Pen, special gold ink 
$6.99 
See our other designerpens, ass't prices 
L with CreataCard. Only $4.95 
..-- ~ ~ I Santa Scribbler, fun-to-use ballpoints 
- -  I I  ml ~" ~ $1.99 
~ ~ ~ w-  /~ ,11  IPI~T~J ~ Finger Puppets, great for kids 
_| d l' l r °  " " a f l  - " "  I F "  
..++., • g2H4' t %.+mqq Z,o 
(/_Um'Loe I +J,,, 
Bf ~g n purc,o.o urchase th~ ~ . 
tS " a Y roe P 'strnas ~ '~ l~. ;  
: LI or l  ~ er0~arldls I P 'c Entire pr0ce,e5 . OA rnpics. 
th of re . P . e sec  al Chn d~o, ,  
CO .tO .,,~ rn rnus[. , -- ,t~e Speoal Y , 
d s~v~, z . ale donatea tu,  , i £;' 
W .~,ntheroisc°,_ neo 11-1 i " '99  $899 ,.t ... 0l)~.e 
:. • will] .d'L". ation onJY ~ " / ~'" " ' ,..etv ~v 
• . . n comb,nal,O,n valid th,~ Ioc :,.-.,a- I I  /]ltd..c~tv 
I-,-" CARLTON ,2Af'IDS 
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Come into The Garden Shed for: 
° Gardener's Gift Baskets (Made 1o Order) 
° Statuary' s • Herb Pots • Books 
5033 Graham .Ave Ph: 638-7697 
o/dng Great 
AL-C'S GLASS LTD, 
3720 River Drive 
Kitimat 632-4800 Terrace 638-8001 
<eith 
334  
Hieth Ave. 
638-0100 
wj .$ TRIFFOR 2 TO RENO 
O~tM~ ' 3 Days. 3 Nights Accommodation and Air Fare included. 
IT'S EASY.. IT'S FUN/ ~5 No employee of the Terrace Standard, participating merchants or their immediate family 
members may enter this contest. 
THE RULES: #6. GOOD LUCK! 
#1 Each advertiser wil be awarded an official Win a 
Trip Reindeer Card, 18 Advertisers - 9 Reindeers ~ .m...,.=,. ,,,== .=,., ~ . ,  .=.= .=.,= =,=. ,.=.= ~ ~ ,.,,,.. ,=.., ........=,, ~ ,,~ 
means each Reindeer will be represented bY 2 st°res Ii E N T R Y  CO U PO N I 
eg: The Rudolph card will be carried by -Ferry's Lock & 
Security & House of Sire O Ghets. Chr i s tmas  Tr ip Contest  WIN A TR IP  FOR 2 TO RENO 
#2. Participants must collect an entire series of 9 
cards includes: Rudolph, Dasher, Dancer, Prancer, 
Vix0n, Comet, Cupid, Donner & Blitzen. Once these 
cards are collected they must be attached to the entry 
form found in this ad and submit their entry to the 
Terrace Standard 3210 Clinton Street, Terrace, B,C, 
V8G 5R2 prior to 12:00 Noon Friday, Dec, 20, 1996, 
#3. The winner of the Trip for 2 to Reno which 
includes travel & accommodation only will be 
announced in the Dec. 23/96 edition of the Terrace 
Standard. 
#4. No purchase necessary when collecting your 
"Reindeer Cards". 
NAME .......................................................................................... 
I AOORESS ................................................................................... I 
I I 
I c~r r°w"  ................................................................................ I 
I ~OST~'CO~E ....................... ~ .O.E  ...................................... I 
• . • " .  • . , 
7,~; .~: ' . .  
( 
( '%. 
Dasher "',, 
Dancer ~;~ 
Prancer 
-Comet Vixon 
Bli~en 
• . Donner 
Cupid 
& Rudolph 
':~ ..i:,' '~~,~-~. .~- - .  ~' ~-,,-"'., 
...t,~...'" '~ ;# '~- . . '~ ' .  " ~.......~ "~ • ,. ~-~.  - ~ .:~,~. , .... 
[] Sales/new and used snowmobiles 
[] Authorized service 
[] Pactory-l~ined mechanics 
~ S~E~ LTD.~_ 
4441 Lakelse • 635-8384 
L~ ,=~-doo. 
[] Factory pa~/Snogear*/ 
accessories 
'~Trademarks of Bombardier Inc. 
01996 Bombardier Inc. NI rights reserved. GINffR[D FOR THE WAY YOO RI 
106-4716 Lazelle Ave. 635-3334 
KENWOOD 
Your home & car II 
SOUND ITNJ mm638-12001 
~ l s e  Ave,, Terrace j 
:~'TERs 0 
4606 Lakelse Ave. Ter rac~ 
Skeena Mall 
~;,.,.: ..; 
Ter race  
Furn i tu re  Mar t  
4434 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0555 ~ 
We Ship Anywhere 
635-3392 1-800-563-4362 4635 ~s~242 
':;, Fro,e. C.,,oek.? UNIVERS---A I 
] ~  This Can Be Prevented H 0 M E 
Stop By Your 
One St0p L0ck Sh0p i ~  I 
f Where Advice Is Always Free! 
& G~~~ ~' I Terry's Lock & Securityl¢~l .; ;o,,,6 LAZELLE AVE. Beer & Wine Store " ,11 
A Winning Combination ( ~~PH:  635-0123.~ ~ 
Combine the great taste of your favourite ,,....,,, _~==. j .  
sBP:e'~ ' f  r °W~ ~h;t°Cr°ea' st 't~nt ~ thee aWt lees t;a°J d° ' : ' ~ ~ M ~ t  
the North Store, and you've got a fabulous 
gift basket sure to please. 
House of Sim-Oi-ghets 
, ,  2. Great locations combining . "~" ~ ' ~ 1 ~ ~  
~k to make ! great product. ~ West Kalum Road 
46z0 Lakel~e Ave. Ph: 638-1629 4621 Lakelse -~11~ /~,~ 638-2570 
:, 
Dasher 
Images by Karlene 
A&W 
Dancer 
North Store 
B.C. Automotive 
Prancer 
AI-Cs Glass 
Coast Inn of the West 
Comet 
Universal Video 
Terrace Equipment 
Y.k.ea 
Crafters Gallery 
Gemmas 
EKtze~ 
Central Gifts 
Robins Donuts 
Donner 
TNJ 
Have Java 
gulzLd 
Garden Shed 
Terrace Furniture 
Rudolph 
Terry's Lock & Security 
House of Sim O Ghets 
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Sending out a 
holiday message 
This holiday message is from the staff at Mills 
Memorial Hospital and Northwest Alcohol and Drug 
Services. 
AS CHRISTMAS nears, take a moment o look at 
your family ~your  wife, husband, mother, father, 
sisters, brothers or your childrenand friends. 
Really watch them, how they move, how they play. 
Now picture this. 
They are laying in a hospital bed, on life support. 
Not moving. Attached to tubes, hoses, monitors, as 
you sit by their side thinking, "Oh God. Why did this 
happen?" 
It doesn't have to, if you don't drink and drive. 
Like the hospital staff members say, it is the time of year 
to stop and reflect on the cost of drinking and driving. 
This season, give the phrase "tieing one on," a different 
meaning. Show your support for people who don't drink 
and drive by tieing a red ribbon onto your vehicle's atten- 
nae. 
The Red Ribbon Campaing began was started by 
Mothers Against Drank Drivers. 
This campaign has spread across Canada nd the US, and 
now every year during the holiday season local businesses 
display baskets of red ribbons. Drivers are invited to pick 
one up and "fie one on" the side mirror or antennae of 
their vehicle. This lets everyone know that they won't be 
drinking and driving. 
The Red Ribbon Campaign begins Dee. 15 and wraps up 
on January 6. 
:i i. ~•.;. ':L.•I:'," :'• 
FACT 
f: 
We don't know What causes businesses. 
multiple sclerosis, but research is 
closer to finding the answer. 
Hultlple Sc ~ leros,s 
Socloty of Canada 
1-800- ,268  -7582 
TIE ONE ON ~ Northwest Alcohol and Drug counsellors Greg McQuarrie and 
Clare-Jean Lamb tie a red ribbon to a vehicle's attennae. The red ribbon signifies 
that the driver won't drink and drive. Red ribbons are available at local 
a~oc ~ramed_/c'~/cror ~e~z'.qa~ 
~'~o~'ta/~ia m#~o~ are o1~ 
~rien~s toman~ "people - a 
cq~lection ~' mtiqtw vahte 
~ou make ~our house a ................ 
'alit~ co'n~'ttuctio'n ~mm ~:;,: :'1. 
/ast#/~7 beet#t/oh en~u#ng a 
eo,r ~a,,il e ~ 
West Glass Terrace Ltd. 
4711A Keith Avenue 
638-1166 
I 
t 
Northern Associate 
i 
iI_~ 
The Kitimat/Terrace &Area 
White Pages are about o close. 
Closing date December 27,1996 
Now's the time to check your company's 
White Pages listing to make sure it's accurate 
and complete. Do you want to add names 
and positions of key employees? Do you want 
to include cellula r phone or pager numbers? 
Also, now i s the time to check your home 
listing, Ise~erything spelled correctly? 
Do you want to include familY members? 
Rernember charges do apply to changes and 
extra listings. Call your BC TEL CustomerService 
Office now because there's not long left. 
Call: 
811-2828 (Business) B.CTEL 
811-2323 (Residential) ~1~ 
Doing business wi th  
The.Mutual Group . 
l S  reward 
More than 750,000 owners of I l l L~S l~ l ll 
participating policies with . . . :~ '~ I~1 [[ 
Mutual Life of Canada ~f . /~~__ . '~/ /  
are about o share in '~ /~,~" - . , ,~ '~ '~" .c~ 
$40 mi l l ion.  That 's  because-d~l [~- -~,~'~_ . .~ , .~ 
Mutual are not only valued customers, ~ '~  " \  
they're also owners. ~ 
Like many companies, Mutual pays experience based 
dividends. The $40 million is another way we're tangibly 
recognizing and sharing our overall financial success 
with owners. 
The companies of The Mutual Group offer a broad range of 
innovative individual and group insurance products, savings and 
investment products, mortgage loans, and other finaucial services. 
Whether you want more security in your life or a growing 
portfolio f investr~enls, we can provide many ways to help you 
achieve your financial goals. That's another dividend of doing 
business with Tile Mutual Group. 
F rank  Donalme Therese Ross 
635-2387 635-5402 
Season 's  
Greet ings  I~( J  
Allmt. ~ wl~ ~u~d Lifo of C~k.  
@ 
'race 
0 
: Y~'t ~.! 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :::: ::~: I ::: i~:.~ !?..~!.~.~?.~ ............................ ~:~:~:~.~.~,N~fi~ ~N 
Bedroom S Jites 
O od 
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DAVE TAYLOR PORTS 638-7283 
mmmmmm 
ROB BROWN 
Shop till you drc v 
A 
nother Yule is soon upon us, so last 
Friday night I stuck a notepad in a 
pocket of my winter coat and 
headed for the tackle stores after 
gift tips for the outdoorsy, f'mher-type person 
that may be lurking somewhere in your life. My 
first stop on this year's hunt was Northcoast 
Anglers, the rod and gun store appropriately o- 
cated at the confluence of Kalum and Lakelse, 
second home to the Murrays, Randy and Leona, 
where I found plenty of tips to stuff this annual 
stocking.like column. 
Randy, who was resting after being washed 
ashore by one of the first waves of Christmas 
shoppers, put down a cold piece of pizza crust 
he was unable to get to when it was hot, reached 
under one of his counters, and pulled out a 
Peetz Reel in response to my query about new 
products. 
For those of you new to angling, or unfamiliar 
with the ways of salt chucking, Pcetz reels arc 
wooden stalwarts in that sport, beautifully un- 
adorned and beautiful in their simplicity. This 
particular Peetz had the marbled hardwood fin- 
ish as well as the brass foot and fittings, but 
where, on the fishingly functional models there 
is only a depression centered by a wing nut, this 
model had a clock face. On the flip side, a small 
plastic cabinet with a miniature speaker grill 
was inset. Randy produced a pair of triple A 
batteries with a magicianly slight of hand and 
inserted them deftly. 
"Listen to this," he insisted as he engaged the 
~ alarm with the:easy familiarity of s0meone Who 
had done so many times. 
The reel began to run - -  or at least a record- 
ing of the reel did. A gentle voice whispered, 
"Wake up. You've got a bite," whereupon the 
warm resonant drag of metal wrapped in wood 
increased in speed and volume. $129 and taxes 
would not be too much to pay to free oneself 
from the agony of the electronic buzzers and 
bells of more conventional indoorsy alarms, but 
another patron who'd been drawn by the dump, 
revealed a potential drawback when he sug- 
gested the peel of the Peetz might just as easily 
encourage a newly wakened sleeping angler to 
roll over and dream. 
The Murrays also stock products made or 
procured by the Orris Company of Vermont. 
Orvis is the American equivalent of the 
venerable House of Hardy. They do not produce 
junk. If  yon want the Mercedes Benz of trout 
outfits, I urge you to buy one for a trout junkie 
near and dear to you, bat the price, naturally, 
will be high. I was taken with an Orvis flask. 
Made of pewter, thin, ergonomic and capable of 
holding 8 oz, these vessels will give you some- 
thing to nip at when the wind bites. 
Both Nort[3 Coast and my next stop, Fish 
Tales, carry some of Don Horsfield's leathery 
handiwork. The steelheader's flywallet, which I 
designed and Don executed so beautifully, is a 
useful item that will last a lifetime or two. 
Dave Elkins manager of Fishtales on Highway 
16, has assembled a selection of fly tying and 
flyfishing equipment the equal of anything out- 
side of the two largest shops in Vancouver. If 
you want materials or tools this is the place to 
buy. 
Dave has also recently acquired the Patagonia 
line of outdoor wear. When you fork over the 
dough it may seem like you're being fleeced but 
you simply can't beat this stuff. It's impossible 
to enjoy fishing or any other outdoor activity 
:when you're uncomfortable. The various layers 
of fleece offered by Patagonia is light, wicks 
and keeps you comfortable, not hot. The few 
pieces I have stand up like steel and it looks 
good to boot. 
If the fisher in your life wants to try some- 
thing different perhaps a belly boat is the ans- 
wer. I have spoken to more than few belly 
boaters. All of them rave about the craft. A bel- 
ly boat or float tube may cost anywhere from 
$150 to $400. To operate one, fins and 
neoprene, stocking foot waders are a must, so 
take their price into consideration. Fish Tales 
and Northcoast carry them as does the Misty 
River Tackle Shop on Agar Ave. 
Misty River was my last stop on the hint hunt. 
There I was shown around by Troy Bangay. If 
you are looking for spinning gear, especially 
reels, the large selection stocked by proprietor, 
Brian Patrick is worth browsing through. Misty 
River, like the other two specialty stores, had 
some high end single casting reels made by 
LW. Young of England. These beautiful, old 
fashioned reels sell for about $400. 
A l l  tackle stores are fine places to find stock- 
ing stuffers. Misty River, for example, has three 
different kinds of bar fishing bells, bags of pink 
i worms, scads of  Krystal Bullets and a robust se- 
lection of outdoor cutlery. Happy shopping. 
A fast and furious game 
COMBINE THE fast pace of hock- 
ey with the great game of soccer 
you've got one exciting sport m in- 
door soccer. 
The sport has really taken off in 
Terrace. Our town now boasts six 
teams in the men's league and 
some 35 players in the women's 
league. 
Both groups will have city repre- 
sentatives at the Northern BC 
Winter Games here in February. 
And Lorenzo Campaneili of the 
men's league says that they should 
do well. 
"The Terrace team will be a 
select squad of players chosen from 
the league teams," he says. "Kind 
of like an all-star team." 
Campaneili says that with the 
growing popularity of the sport, he 
expects to see some stiff competi- 
tion at ]he games. 
"It ' l l  be pretty intense," he says. 
"A lot of towns now have 
leagues.'" 
Campamlli says the popularity of 
the sport in the north probably 
stems from it being a fast-paced 
version of soccer that can be played 
in the winter. 
"Most of the guys are the same 
people who play soccer," he says. 
"This way you can play all year 
long." 
The game is played in a gym- 
nasium ~vith five players a side, in- 
cluding the goalie. The goals are 
standard, hockey-sized nets, ringed 
by a crease. Players aren't allowed 
in the crease. 
All of the walls are in-bounds up 
to about the six-foot mark and the 
ceiling is out of bounds. Booting 
the ball out resulls in a free kick by 
the opposing team. And just like in 
outdoor soccer, you can't use your 
hands. 
: Twelve-year indoor soccer 
veteran Shelley Milton says the 
fast-pace keeps her coming'back. 
The 23.year-old is also a ski patrol- 
ler at Shames who admits to being 
a bit of a speed freak. 
" I  love it," she says. "It 's 
definitely not boring and you get a 
really great workout.' ' 
That fast pace, combine with a 
small court means players are con- 
INDOOR SOCCER enthusiast Shelley Milton takes a shot during a practice at Veritas School, Milton will 
be one of the players on the women's team for the Northern Winter Games. 
stantly drilling balls at the goal- 
tenders from close range, but 
Milton says padded gloves he.lp to 
ease the pain. 
The ball is also specially 
designed for indoor soccer. It's 
slightly smaller and softer than its 
outdoor counterpart, with a fuzzy 
coating that gives it some grip and 
makes it a little easier to control. 
i 
Milton says the Terrace women's 
team should also be conlpetitive at 
the games. 
"We have 35 girls to narrow 
down to a team of 11," she says. 
"We should be able to put together 
a good, strong team." 
But Milton cautions that some 
recent injuries have taken a few 
veterans out of the lineup for the 
season. 
"And we lost our best goalkeeper 
when she moved to Prince 
Rupert," she says.*,"So we have 
quite a few new faces this year." 
The women play every Tuesday 
and Thursday evening at Verilas 
school, while the men have three 
league games on Sunday nights at 
Caledonia. 
:Inexperience curbs Cal girls 
LAST BLFT not least, best teams in B.C.. They how they did." team played well in the 
That was how the fought a hard battle, but Thomsen says the dis- match, losing by respectable 
Caledonia girls' volleyball when the smoke finally appointing finish doesn't ac- 15-11 and 15-8 scores. 
squad finished off their sea- cleared, the girls had to curately represent the Yet it was Coquidam who 
son two weekend ago in the settle for 16th place in a team's effort, ended up taking top spot. 
lower mainland, field of 16. "They were in every The southern girls walked 
The girls were in North However, last place game," she says. " I f  you over many of their op- 
Vancouver for the Provin- doesn't necessarily mean look at the points for and ponents to win the Provin- 
cial Girls AAA volleyball the team played poorly, against, we actually did cialChampionships. 
finals. They faced 15 other Coach Jackie Thomsen says quite well. The games were "That shows how well 
teams representing zones she's quite proud of the very close." they stacked up," says 
around the province, team's performance. Thomsen points out that Thomsen. "'We just didn't 
The team faced a grueling "Every game they played Cal had a hard-fought game have the finish to put the 
three-day, 11 game schedule was really good," she says. against Centennial High out other teanls away, even 
that pitted them against he " I  was quite happy with of Coquidam. The Terrace 
when we were on top." 
Thomsen says that a big 
part of the problem was that 
half the team consisted of, 
rookie players. 
"Our lack of game experi- 
ence really did us in," she 
says. "That was probably 
the biggest factor." 
Thomsen says that with a 
number of good rookies 
returuing, the Cal girls 
aren't likely to be in the 
basement next season. 
,, Special delivery 
LAST WEEKEND saw cuders come from all over for the Senior Men's Zone 
RaydoWns at the Terrace Curling Club. Winners of the tournament go to the 
Provlndal Championships later this month, .... 
Free lifts 
lure skiing 
enthusiasts 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN mountain's 19 runs were 
opened up last Friday with a open. And although tile 
dump of fluffy white stuff base, at 50 centimetres, 
and a plethora of skiers wasn't tremendous, Mellon 
looking for a free day of fun says he got nothing but 
on the slopes, favourable comments about 
The day started overcast the conditions. 
with some 17 centimetrcs of " I t  was beautiful powder 
new snow to give skiers and packed powder," he 
some powder to play in, and says. "We had flurries off 
play they did. and on all day which added 
"It was just a bang-up to iL"  
day," says Shames This is Melion's first sea- 
Mountain manager Tim son at Shames and he says 
Mellon. "Full of fun and he was impressed with hov¢ 
frolic." the staff worked together to 
Mellon says the Salvation help hundreds of anxious 
Army really benefited from skiers. 
the food bank, It was set up " I  was really impressed," 
all day, and received heaps he says. "They're a great 
of dona tlom. bunch.' ' 
"They got everything Shames Mountain is now 
from Kraft Dinner to Shred- open from Wednesday to 
dies to baby food," he says. Sunday, To find out about 
"It was great to see that daily ski conditions, call the 
kind of support," snow line at 638-8754 or 
Seventeen out of the 638-8775.  
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WHOOPS. A Whitehorse Rapids player hits the Ice while chasing the puck in Friday nighfs game against an 
All Star Terrace squad. The game went into overtime, but Whitehorse came out on top, winning 5-4. 
Great games for fans 
HOCKEY FANS in Terrace ceeds going to help fund the 
got a real treat last weekend Northern B.C. Winter 
when the visiting Games. 
Whitehorse Rapids played And those fans witnessed 
two games against an all- some excellent hockey. It 
star Terrace Mens' team. took the two teams a while 
The Rapids are a AAA to warm up, but by the third 
Senior team, and former AI- period the arena was just 
lan Cup Champions o spec- hopping. 
lators knew they were in for " In the third period the 
a good show. fans got into it and started to 
More than 400 l~cople make some noise," says one 
turned out for the first game, of the event's organizers, 
with their admission pro- Roger Harris. "The players 
responded and the game 
picked up tempo." 
At the end of the third pe- 
riod, the game was tied at 
four. That sent it into a five- 
minute overtime period. 
"The overtime was just 
excellent," says Harris. 
"Whitehorse had superb 
goaltending." 
Then, with just 30 seconds 
left, the visitors managed to 
put one past our Terrace 
netminder and take the win. 
Harris says the games 
were well supported and he 
hopes to make the tourna- 
ment an annual event. 
" It 's  great to get a chance 
to see some AAA hockey 
here," he says. "The crowd 
loved it." 
Harris says proceeds from 
the event will always go 
towards a community event 
or charity. 
Swimmers kick at Classic 
OUR BLUEBACKS swim 
club merged with other area 
swim clubs two weekends 
ago to storm the lower 
mainland's Richmond 
Racers Swim Classic. 
More than 440 swimmers 
from 24 different teams 
competed at the internation- 
al event, which saw groups 
come from as far a~ray as 
C.alifomia. 
The Bluebacks, competing 
as Points North, fared very 
well, especially considering 
several swimmers were sick. 
A couple athletes even 
managed medals at the 
prestigious event. 
Coach Mike Carlyle says 
he was pleased with his 
team's performance. 
" It  was a very exciting 
meet," he says. "We had 
some fast times at this meet 
last year and it was held at 
the same pool. So we ex- 
pected some fast times again 
this year." 
Carlyle says the 
Bluebacks slowed their 
training a bit just before the 
event so they would be 
chomping at the bit come 
race day. And that strategy 
seemed to pay off for 
several swimmers. 
Thirteen-year-old Tristan 
Brown captured a bronze in 
the 100 metre freestyle and 
made f'mais in most of his 
events, including the 400 
metre freestyle. 
"That was super exciting 
because it was so un- 
expected," Carlyle says. 
"Tristan's hard training 
definitely paid off." 
Garth Coxford also fared 
well. The 15-year-old 
placed fourth in the 200 
metre butterfly, where he 
was up against many swim- 
mers who were two years 
his senior. 
Julie Vanderlee did well 
too, as did 12-year-old 
Shauna Palahicky, competi- 
ng in her first provincial- 
level meet. 
And in his last hurrah as a 
12-year-old swimmer, 
Dylan Evans snagged three 
bronze medals, including 
the 400 metre freestyle and 
the 1,500 metre freestyle. 
Evans also finished fourth in 
three events. And one of 
those finishes was very un- 
expected. 
"Dylan is excellent at 
distance-swimming," says 
Carlyle. "But not so much 
at sprinting, so his best time 
in the 200 freestyle really 
blew us away." 
Carlyle says Dylan's 
fourth.place time of 2:14.37 
in that event will place him 
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with the top 15 swimmers in 
Canada. 
"Which," Carlyle adds, 
"is pretty cool." 
Points North also rocked 
in the relays, entering teams 
in two of them and finishing 
second both times. Carlyle 
says that's quite an accom- 
plishment considering the 
size of some of the teams~ 
they were competing 
against. 
"Overall, it was a great 
way to finish up the fall sea- 
son," Carlyle says. "It ' l l  
give the kids a boost head- 
ing up to the Provincials." 
YOU BE THE JUDGE 
"How Long Do I Have to Support ~..~,re~,e,n 
My Husband, The Bum" , , .E~~'~;~ 
Denise, you're a darling to meet me . 
on such short notice. But I ju~.t had to 
tell you the good nears." " ,##, l l l l i  
Denise threw her arms arou=d Maria, I/I~#.~B~ 
"It's not everyday my friend gets [ ~ l ~  
engaged to a gorgeous 32-year-01d. . " -. - .= 
Congratulations bu! are you a 100% Based On Actual Court Cases 
sure? After all, you re 10 years older . . . . . . . . . . .  
than he is, the chief nurse of the Knitting ousmess raHea, i lost my 
pediatrics department. You're earning a investment." . . _ 
great salary. He works in a factory as a "5o wnat Is Marty oolng? 
knitter earning less than half Of what "Nothing. He just stays home and 
you make. Isn t that a b t of a shaky watches television. Oh Denise, I traded 
base for a long lasting marriage,' n my life savings.for a few.years of , 
Maria took Denise's hand. "Denise, laughter. What a terrible price to pay, 
I've got enough money for both of us. ' Denise hu~.ed her friend. Maria, 
It's companionship I've mlsse,d ever leave him. net a divorce. 
since Armand died. And now I ve also ~uz after another 10 years or 
got laughter', watch ng Marty. ying n front of the "IV 
Denise hugged her friend and reached set, Maria did sue for divorce. 
for the bill. I wish you and Marty all ,And Marty sued for alimony, 
the best. Now I must go. I'!! see you on . In.court, .he argued, ~Your honor, 
m next tr n from Ja an Mar a has oeen f nanc a y supporting Y P P . , 
Three years later Denise and Maria me for almost 18 years. She just can t 
met again. Maria was looking somber, leave me without anyth ng. She s on y 
"Marty lost his job in the factory. I've 58. I expected to live off her salary 
until she retired at 65. If it was the 
reverse I would have to continue to 
support her. Be fair, make her pay." 
For the first time in her life, Maria lost 
her temper. "Your honor, I have bee~ 
working as a nurse since 1960. I earn 
$55,000 per year. I have raised two 
children. I have supported that lazy 
bum for 18 years. Enough Is enough, 
His health is good. Tell him to get a 
job." 
Should Maria support Marty? YOUI BE 
THE JUDGE. Then look below for the 
court's decision. 
decided to set him u 13 In a knitting 
business of his own I'm sure It will 
work. And where else should I be 
investing my life savings If it's not in my 
husband." 
"Maria, it's not for rne to mix in, but 
is this move wise?" 
Maria smiled. "I'm of the old school, 
Denise. A wife must stand behind her 
husband." 
It was another five years before they 
met again. Maria looked weary. 
"Maria, what on earth is happening?" 
Maria took a deep breath. "The 
SPONSORED BY _ - - ,  8C  ~""  
%; LAWYERS 
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• Immigrat ion 
• Wrongful D ismissa l  
• Wil ls 
• Small Claims 
638-1764 . . . . .  
Fax 638-7249 
YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECIS ION 
"MARIA, PAY Marry $500 A MONTH UNTIL YOU RETIRE AT 65. You were the princi- 
pal breadwinner in the family and established the pattern of providing his support!" 
Today's decision is based on the facts of the case and the law of Ontario. Claire 
Bernsteln is a lawyer and syndicated columnist. Copyright 2996 Haika Enterprises. 
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MISTY RIVER 
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5008 Agar Avenue, Terrace 
638-1369 or 1-800-314-1369 
Lots of Instore Specials 
THE POPULARITY of events like the Riverboat Days drag races has spurned the 
Terrace Drag Racing Club to aquire some land for a racing strip, 
Dragsters design strip 
BUILD IT and they will come. 
That's the hope of the Terrace Drag 
Racing Association. The group is looking 
to get tenure on some crown land near 
Onion Lake to build a dragstrip. 
"It would be for everybody," says 
Fudgie Danshaw from lhe club. 
Danshaw says that drag racing clubs from 
Terrace, Kitimat and l°rinee Rupert would 
all use the track. 
"We will need to get all three groups on 
board to get the funding," Danshaw says. 
"It's an expensive project." 
Drag racing is very popular in the north- 
west. The annual Kithnat Hill Climb and 
Terrace Riverboat Days Races draw thou- 
sands of area fans. 
"This would be a real boost to the club, 
the fans and the economy of the area," 
Danshaw says. 
The new strip would start with a simple 
facility on 12 hectares. It would include a 
track, a tower and a parking lot - -  all of 
which could be in place in two years. 
Danshaw says the club could hold races 
about twice each month from the spring to 
the fall. And in the winter, snowmobiles 
could race on it. 
"It's a great Iocatio,," he says. "It 's 
away from everybody and central for both 
Kitimat and Terrace." 
However, Danshaw cautions that none of 
the club's plans are final yet. 
"We're pretty excited about it, but we're 
not holding our breath," he says. " It 's still 
a bit of a shot in the dark," 
Still, Danshaw is optimistic, saying that 
he will work hard to push his project 
through. 
"We're going to carry this through to the 
end," he says. "I got hooked on drag 
racing four years ago and I 'm not going to 
drop the ball on this one," 
You called it 
"COOU' 
Then you called it 
"a HABIT"  
Now it's 
"an ADDICTION" 
It's time to call it 
QUITS. 
~.  BR~ISH COLUMBIA 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
"' Box 34009,Station D 
Vancouver, B.C, VOJ 4M2 
Phone: 731-5864 or 1-800-665-LUHG 
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S__ports Scope 
Ringers rock Burns Lake 
TERRACE JUNIOR and petite ringettes travelled to 
Burns Lake two weekends ago for a six-team tourna- 
ment. The Juniors throttled Houston 13-0 before being 
beaten out by Prince George, Burns Lake and Quesncl. 
The team undoubtedly missed the efforts of several key 
players who were sick. 
The Petites were also missing some players and a 
number were playing a little under the weather. But 
that didn't stop the team from performing well. The 
group lost their first match 9-5 to Prince George. Then 
they went to tie both Quesnel #1 2-2 and then Quesnel 
#2 3-3. In their final match, the Petites outplayed Burns 
Lake to win 8-3. 
Darts Zone playdowns 
LEGION MEMBERS will battle it out this Saturday 
at the Legion flail to find the tour best darts players to 
represent the city in the Zone Finals here in January, 
The winners of that match-up will then advance to the 
Finals in Victoria. 
Ten top players will take the December 14 challenge, 
but only four will advance to the Zones. Clair Greet of 
the darts league says the quality of play will be high. 
"These guys are pretty serious players," she says. 
"They're very good." 
Kermodei Classic 
CALEDONIA WILL host seven basketball teams 
from around the north this weekend, including Alaska, 
at the annual Kermodei Classic Tournament. 
The action starts on Friday and CaR is expected to 
fare quite well against he rival squads. This ought o 
be at~ excellent display of exciting basketball so come 
out and support your home team. 
Northern Games roll-off 
THIS SUNDAY the Terrace bowling alley will be 
the site of the Northern Winter Games roll-off to see 
which adult bowlers will represent our city at the 
games. Bowlers will play five games, starting at 9:30 
on December 15. 
Youth bowlers have already had their roll-off. Some 
26 young bowlers tried out for the team last month. 
Only four were chosen, plus one alternate player. 
Organizers ay to expect a similar turnout for the 
adults. 
Women's hockey camp 
THE NORTHWEST Zone hockey camp for women 
wishing to be part of the BC Winter Games will take 
place in Granisle this weekend. 
Interested players must be under 18, and registered 
with BC Amateur Hockey. The camp will be used to 
instruct and evaluate players to represent the northwest 
zone at the BC Winter Games in Campbell River Feb- 
ruary 20-23, 1997. Cost is $50 and registration forms 
are available from the Terrace Minor Hockey Associa- 
tion, or call (250)847-5802. 
: • :  BglTiSI[ COLUMBIA  LUNG A&SOCIATION 
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1he P.A.C.E.S, Day Care Society would like Io Sank the following persons and businesses for lheir donation Io
our Decadent Dessert & Charily Auction. I! is through these generous donations that our auction was such o 
great success, 
Your Decor 
Northern IJghls 
MuUigen's Ilomerun 
Elan Travel 
Scollies g.grew 
River Books 
S~a~s Mu~ine Shop 
Oven~iles 
Gingerbread I~ayhom 
Kerm0deiTrading 
BC Autom01ive 
T01~c 
Soap Exchange 
Spee-Dee Prielers 
Safewoy 
Northern Motor Inn 
Skeeno Cold Beer & Wine Slate 
Auto/~agiclire 
Vancouverldand He]icoplers 
A&W 
11mherToys Cenlrol Gifts 
8enson Optical Dairy Queen 
Montiques - Aquo Clear Bolllers 
Buyview Fuels ......... ~ • Dove Elkin-fishToles 
first Choice Travel ; ~ Snow Owl EnlerFises 
Soan " " . . . . .  CanacJian Airlines 
Terrace Inn ' Gemma's 
Anka's Cole Volhoga Pure Oulfilters 
Northcoosl Anglers End of the Roll 
McEwan Molars Dove Armstrong & Sons 
Shoppers Drug Mart Skeeno Beverages 
Sidewolkers Fabric Boutique 
Don Dieges Tolem Ford 
Danny's Pizza Hul 
1111icum Twin l~eolre Totem Press Quick Copy 
Images by Korlene Coco:Cola Bollling 
Paragon Insurance Janilor's Warehouse 
Video Slop Don Oiegos 
Universal Slore MtDonolds 
Rich ~lh Color Tulloos Bear Creek Logging 
(~alky's Billiards Dr. Rkk Tabalo 111ornhill Pub 
Terrace filipino-Canadian Association Cily of Terrace- Park & Rec 
NorlhweslAcoclemy of Performing Arts 
A special thank you to the people who altended our audion and purchased !he items donated, Your help was 
greatly apprecinled. . . . .  
And finally to our oudioneer, Leo Deiong, who made the evening lively and funl 
this w in ter .  
W rinter weather can make road trips stressful but up-to-date road information will go a long way toward reducing stress, 
and can save you time and hassle. Keep this list handy to access the 
latest road conditions before heading out. 
Road cond i t ions  are  avai lable f ree -o f -charge  
from the following sources: 
~ ~  Telephone 
• TalkingYellow Pages, 
phone one of the 
following numbers and 
enter code 7623 (P, OAO) 
on a touch-tone phone: 
374-2929 Kamloops 
861-2929 Kelowna 
492-2929 Penticton 
564-2929 Prince George 
299-9000Vancouver 
545-2929Vernon 
953-9000Victoria 
• B.C.Tel Mobility and 
Cantel cellular phone. 
dial *4997 (HWYS) 
Internet 
• www.bchighways.com 
Television 
• Weather Network cable 
channel (reports on the 
hour and 20 and 40 
minutes past the hour) 
• Information Network 
channel on Rogers cable 
and Whistler cable 
( ~ )  Radio 
• scheduled road reports 
on local radio stations 
across B.C. 
~ At  the Pump • Husky 24-hour truck/car 
I~ ~,'~.l service stations and other 
I ~F~i ,3  participating Husky  
, ~  stations post up-to-date 
road report bulletins 
P, oad information is also available 24 hours a day by dialing 1-900-565-4997 
at a charge of 75 cents per minute.You can dial this number from a hotel or 
pay phone by using a Calling Card or bill the charge to your Master Card or 
Visa by dialing 420'4997 in Vancouver and. 1-800-550-4997 throughout B.C. 
Once you are on the road, tune to local radio stations for the latest conditions 
and watch for overhead signs in areas subject to changing or severe conditions. 
BRITISH Mlnlstry of 
Transportat ion  
-.,.. LOLUMBIA  and Highways Please dr ive  safely. 
~ank you again, RA.CE.S. Day Core Society Members 
A Special Thanks... 
To the Volunteers Who Are Helping Our Region Realize its Potential. 
Several weeks ago, more than 64 people from Kitirnat and Terrace spent a weekend 
discussing the future of the Kitimat-Terrace r gion. These people were volunteers from 
sectors including: 
- Small business 
- Labor 
- Governments 
- Industry 
- Transportation (Infrastructure) 
• Education 
- Community wellness (health, environment, police, semors, youth, 
recreation and culture) 
- Neighbouring communities 
• The project was called "Future Search 1996: A Tision' of the Kltimat Valley in 
2OO5", 
• Itwas sponsored by business, industry and government and organized by the 
Kitimat Economic Development Commission. 
• The goal of this exercise was to develop a 'vision', for our region that, with additional 
planning, will retain and create jobs in the Kitimat Valley between ow and the year 
2O05. 
• The Northwest Communities Coalition (NED shares this vision. 
The comprehensive approach these volunteers took to develop the initial Vision and 
Principles for nevelopement was - is - positive and constructive. Their participation is
a measure of the kind of people who live, work and play in our region - independent, 
committed and self-reliant. 
The Future Search project serves as a reminder that the best people to help us who live in 
the region is ourselves. You will be seeing and hearing more about he Future Search Vision 
soon. These 64 people - and the Economic Development Commissions - deserve our 
thanks: 
Future Search Participants: Ken Allison, Margaret Anderson, Rod Arnold, Peggy Bare, Skip 
Bates, Sharon Beedle, Mike Bell, Roger Borycki, Barb Campbell, Maxwell Cheyne, Wendy 
Elements, Dave Oevana, Randy Dobson, Mark Duncun, Dave nurrant, Wayne Epp, Bill Eynon, 
Maria Feldhoff, David Fisher, Dave Fowler, Helmut Geisbrecht, Gall Guise, Trafford Hall, Frank 
Hamilton, Lynda Hammerstrom, Dave Harrison, Dennis Haughey, Diane Hewlett, Bill Hickman, 
Karen Highton, Bob Irwin, Peter Johnson, Dave Kelly, Lorna Lanctot, Andrea Leblanc, Cst. Wade 
MacDonald, Karen MacKay, Oswald Martin, Brian Mayhew, Richard McDantel, Richy McLaren, 
Dennis McLennan, Dave McNeil, Norm McRichie, Viv Morgan, Oebbie Myslicki, Jocelyn 
Partington, Jain Peruniak, Angela Powell, Sheila Reeves, Norm Saele, Mike Scott, Ross Slezak, 
Bhuvinder Vald, Ken Veldman, Norm Wagner, Allen Wakita, Harvey Weake, Andrew Webber, Bill 
Willis, Chris Wozney, Rick Wozney, Ran Zetlstra. 
Organizing Committee: Dave Fowler Chairman (past chair EDC) Richard Wozney, Michael 
Huot, Dave Kelly, Betty GIover, Bill Eynon, Diane Hewlett, Randy Dobson, Clive Hall, Gaff Guise, 
jim Thorn, Pauline Savard. 
Logistics Committee: Betty Glarer Chair, Dave Fowler, Jocelyn Partington, Dave 
Harrison, Viv Morgan, Laura Westcott, Diane Hewlett, Gall Guise, Sarlna 
Germuth Whitehead, AlGoodwin. 
If you would like to contribute toward making the Vision a 
reality, or would like more information, call Diane Hewlett, EDO 
District of Kitimat (250) 632-2161 
The full Future Search Report is available at the Terrace and 
Kitimat Public Libraries. 
I ~.W~ST co~.~s.co~mo. I 
It's our futurel 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, December 11, 1996 - C5 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE:  FR IDAY 4 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard I insertion- $6.50 (+tax) $25.00 for 3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.94 
Both Issues (consecutive) - $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
ADDITIONAL ISSUES - $5.00 ea. No copy change - consecutive 
issues. *Additional words (over 20) 15¢ each per issue. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$10.68 per column inch Pickup $3.50 Mail out $5.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.00 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $12.60 per column inch 
*Additional at $6.94 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your ad in the weekend 
edition of the Weekend Advertiser. 
i0. REAL ESTATE 
TION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Mtsc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Madne 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
1 go Uvestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Safes 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorium 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is agamst he provincial Human Rights Act to disedmlnate on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within tO days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in II~e event of failure to publish an advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Incorrect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that there shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address.  
Phone  .Start Date  13 V ISA  I-~ MASTERCARD 
CLASS IF ICAT ION.  Credi t  Card  No.  Exp i ry  D a t e ~  
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
1 
e 
11  12  
17  
13  
18  16  
6 ,65  6 .80  6 .95  
7,55 7,401 7.70  
Clip & Moi l  This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
14 
19  
7 .10  
7 .86  
For longerad .  
STANDARD Phone 638-7283 
5 
10  
15  
20  - $6 .50  
7 .25  
8 .00  
) lease  usa  a separate  shoot  
Fax  
638-8432 
1.8 ACRES in Jack Pine Flats 
on dead end road, off Old 
Lakelse Lk Rd. Previously 
logged, new growth, NOW par- 
tially cleared, driveway in. Ask- 
ing $37,000, Call for more into: 
635-5913. 
1000 SG ft lot size 60 x 377, all 
gas appliances included, 2 bed- 
room, laundry room, 2 sheds, 
newly renovated. $119,000. 
Phone 635-3885 available Feb. 
1/96. 
3 :  BEDROOM house. Clean, 
/well maintained, roof 4 yrs old. 
Currently rented for $800 a 
month. Asking $107,000. Call 
635-7058, 
20: MOBILE  
; :HOMES.-; .... 
• • " " i . '  
4 BDRM, 3 level split house in 
Houston, Large flat driveway. 
Room for R,V., renovated up 
and down, 3 baths, sauna, new 
n/g fireplace, h/w tank and fur- 
nace, new roof. Asking 
$122,000. Phone 845-3389. 
GREAT LOCATION with priva- 
cy, One acre close to college. 
New modern addition, large 
shop  and greenhouse and 
much more. Phone 638-8134. 
HOUSE FOR sale on bench, 
close to,bollege; 1300 sqfl, full 
unfinistii~d basement, 3 bed- 
momsl privacy hedge, land- 
scaped, .90 acre. Phone 635- 
7357 after 5 pm. 
OFFER DECLINED, NOW FOR 
SALE:  OLDER TYPE home, 
two bedrooms plus sewing/of- 
f i ce  on a double lot on Graham 
Ave. $83,000, Phone 635-5917. 
. . .  , : - . . 
,DUPLEX FOr RENT :. • , . . .  , . 
• Corner of Banner & Halliwell ' 
: 3 large bedro0msl 5 ..... : 
:appliances new carpet:. 
throughout ,'freshly"pa!nted, .: 
large st0taCe shed, nat@al • 
gas h0at& h0t.water, :Walk-.. 
ihgdlstance to scho0i'&:! i
c011ege;~us! t0'p::on corner 
' , AvaIlableinlmedlat~ Yi: :i 
•. PleaSe Callidays 635~5500 :
~ Evenings!638q.883 : - :~  
50~WANTEDTO ; 
:RENT,  , 
. , ~ . .  . . , .  
PROPERTY FOR sale with 
trai ler and addition. 3981 Dob- 
bie St. Phone for inquiries 638- 
0612. 
RECENTLY RENOVATED 
1140 sq ft home ona 50 x 120 
lot, 4 bdrm, 2 full bath, n/g heat 
and hot water, semi finished 
basement, new roof and siding. 
Carport, paved driveway. This 
house has a (private) large 
fenced, landscaped yard. That 
has fruit trees and gardens. 
Large cedar gazebo, hot tub 
(Nego), in the Horseshoe area, 
$160,000. Call 635-6183 for 
more information. 
UGLY TUB? I can reglaze your 
tub so that it shines like the day 
it was installed. Your choice of 
160 colours. Call Altima Refin- 
ishing. 1-250-638-6388. 
12' X 68' mobile home with 2 
additions, recently renovated. 
Quick possession in the Ter- 
race Trailer Park. Call 635- 
1605. 
1984 14 x 71 mobile home, 
vaulted ceiling, 4 appliances, no 
wood paneling. $28,000.00 de- 
livered,..1980 nabco 14 x 70, 4 
applia:nceS $22,000.00: deliv- 
ered. Five other mobile homes 
to choose from. 1-800-809- 
8041. 
KERMODE PARK home sales 
located accross from weigh 
scales, featuring modular 
homes and 14 x 70 mobile 
homes. Call 635-5350. 
NEW, MANUFACTURED 
homes for sale. Kermodei Park 
Home Sales. 2 or 3 bedroom 
homes, set up in local park, 5% 
down OAC. Call 635-5350. 
70. FOR SALE: : I  JUST LISTED 
Affordable Log Home Living! 
i:::~:~:~. ~ ,~  - *. ;i¢~ " 
...... .... ~: " ' ......... ~[Vi ': 
This heart  warming home is touched with 
tradition and highlighted with the warmth of 
cedar accents. Spacious interior includes 
three bedrooms, two bathrooms, large eat-in 
country kitchen, formal dining/livingroom, 
and sitting area. All located on a large lot 
with fenced log shop and a new paved 
driveway. 
Priced to sell at $161,900 MLS 
638-1  400  
638-8198 Res idence  
~il Cal l  SUZANNE for 
re l iab le  serv ice  today l  
1 BDRM appartment on site 
management. No pets. Ref. 
required. 638-7725 
2 BEDROOM above ground 
basement suite, n/g fireplace 
w/d and cable included. Private 
entrance and yard. $750/month. 
available Dec. 15/96 638-8093. 
2 BEDROOM house, centrally 
located. Available immediately, 
$650 per month. Call 635-4133 
and leave messacle. 
2 BEDROOM suite, f/s, w/d, 
gas fireplace, lots of storage 
space, must be non smokers, 
no pets, includes cable, $665 
per month. Available Jan 1/96. 
Reply to file #35 c/o Terrace 
Standard 3210 Clinton Ave., 
Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. 
3 BEDROOM house for renton 
Queensway, $700 per month, 
references required. Call 635- 
1971. 
3 BEDROOM warm, cozy 
house including fridge, stove, 
laundry room. No pets or smok- 
ing. Available immediately, ref- 
erences required. Phone 635- 
5081 eveninqs. 
IBm m 
SUPER BIG CORNER 
LOT 
Located on the corner of 
Halliwell and Thomas 
Street, fully serviced this 
93 x 131 ft. 10t is ready for 
building. $45,000 EXCL 
,0LDTIMER AT 4~0~ 
WALSH 
1300 sq. ft., 3 bdrms., 2 
baths, gas heat, presently 
renting, asking $130,000. 
COMPACT CHARMER 
Quality finished up and 
down, 3 bdrms., 2 -4 
pce. baths, gas heat 
rec. room, rear deck, 
carport all on a 60 x 
188 ft. landscaped lot. 
$162,500. 
638-0371 
~ 1 "  TERRACE i 
REALTY I 
~i~iiiiiii::.!: :: ;: :,i : .:: : ::: :~i~ii:i~iiiii :! :.i::ii!~iiii::!ii:.iiiiiiiii::iii 
..... ,,~:i~::::::~i::.;?:iL :: .::~ : ..::~.:!~-:!:::~:"::~ ..... 
Chances are you've overlooked the potential this property 
has .8 acre, zoned M1, and is located on River Drive with 
highway exposure. The 5,100 square foot building is made 
with concrete block, has great curb appeal, plenty of paved 
parking, and room for future development. Presently there 
are three tenants. There is a built-in compressor, over crane, 
overhead oor, retail, and office space. $279,000 MLS. 
3735 Pine Avenue 
* Side by side duplex- R-2 
* Separate meters 
* Natural gas heat 
* $740 per month Income 
* 25% down - payments $415/mth 
$79,000 MLS 
3423 Edlund Avenue 
JUST LISTED 
Approximately 1,675 sq. ft. 
3 bdrms. - 1 1/2 baths 
,28 acre lot 
4 appliances included 
* 12' x 16' shop 
$98,000 MLS 
Sheila Love 635-3004 
I~ , / ' ,~  of Terrace 
APPLICATIONS FOR 2 bed- 
room unit. Gas fireplace, new 
appliances, security deposit. 
References, no animals. Phone 
635-5600. 
AVAILABLE FOR non smoker, 
shared accommodations close 
to bus route. Phone 638-8608 
after 5 pro. 
CLEAN, QUIET 2 bdrm duplex 
in Thornhill for 1 or 2 non 
smokers. No pets (turtles ok). 
Call 635-4200. 
FOR RENT: large sleeping 
room in private home, Thornhill 
area. Must be working person. 
$350 per month. Includes use 
of kitchen and utilities. Phone 
635-1553. 
HOUSE FOR rent on Kalum, 3 
bedroom, 2 washrooms, car- 
port. Close to downtown area 
and schools. Available ASAP, 
no pets. Call 635-3284. 
IMMACULATE 4 bedroom 
house with finished basement, 
rec room, laundry room, close 
to schools, hospital, available 
Jan 1/97. No smoking, pets al- 
lowed. Phone 638-0252 to view. 
LARGE 3 bedroom basement 
executive "home (new) in quiet 
new neibourhood in bench 
area, double garage, gas fire- 
place, etc. Owner will 10ok at 
any proposed real estate or per- 
haps rent to purchase agree- 
ments. $1150.00 plus damage 
deposit. Call 632-6249 for more 
into. 
NEW 3 bedroom condo's 1320 
sq ft, clw 5 appliances, blinds, 
on site mini storage, non 
smokers, no pets. References 
required. $875.00 per month. 
#2609 Braun St. Terrace. Call 
632-6636. 
NEWLY RENOVATED 2 bed- 
room, in 4-plex building. Close 
to town. No pets. Damage de- 
posit required. Phone 635- 
2932. 
NICLEY KEPT 3 bdrm side du- 
plex for rent in Terrace, $850 
per month, plus security depos- 
it. No pets. Available Jan 1/97. 
Phone 632-5249. 
ONE BEDROOM furnished su- 
ite suitable for a single person, 
utilities in rent of $475 per 
month. No pets, call after 6 pm, 
635-2806. 
ROOM FOR rent. Non smoker, 
non drinker, available Dec. 
1/96. phone 635-2276. 
SMALL 2 bedroom trailer with 
joey shed. Available immediate- 
ly, $575 per month plus dam- 
age deposit. Call 635-4133 and 
leave messaqe. 
TWO AND one bedroom apart- 
ments available Dec. 1st and 
Jan. lst/97. Call 635-5136 or 
635-6428. 
TWO BEDROOM condo with 
den, n/g fireplace, no pets and 
rat's. Available immediately. 
Phone 635-6966 or 635-589' 
Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets • 
Call: 635-4478 
all, 
* "WE PAY For Your Heat & 
Hot Water 
. "WE PROVIDE Mini Blinds' 
. "WE PROVIDE Laundry 
Room Fadlitios" 
• "WE ARE PROFESSIONAL 
AND LIVE ON SITE" 
VIEWPOINT APTS, 
632-4899 
KULDO COURTS. 
632-2450 
Kitimat, BC 
SPACIOUS AND attractive'one 
bedroom suite. Private en- 
trance, 4 appliances, non 
smoker, references required, 
$650 per month. Call 638-0436. 
TWO BEDROOM mobile home 
with large addition in Pine Park 
Trailer court. Available imme- 
diately for $550 per month, Call 
635-6352. 
VERY CLEAN 3 bedroom mo- 
bile home in Pine Park, 2 ap- 
pliances. Available Jan. 1 to 
non-smokers. Ref. required, 
$675/month, 635-2126. 
5000 SQ. ft. warehouse with 
dock level loading. For more 
information, call 635-2801. 
i FOR RENT OR LEASE 
1008 sq. ft. of office or retail 
space in Thornhill. 
Good location, reasonable 
rent. Available Immediately 
(604) 849-5080 
OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE 
450 square feet, $595/month 
all inclusive in the 
ALMARLIN BUII~ING, 
3215 Eby St, Terrace, BC 
635-7191 
PROFESSIONAL NON smok- 
ing couple wish to rent reason- 
ably priced 1 or 2 bedroom 
home or apartment in Ter- 
race/Thornhill starting Jan 1/97. 
Call 635-0131 after 6 pro. 
BIRCH FIREWOOD for sale. 
$120 per cord. Cut split and de- 
livered. Kitimat delivery 
$140.00. Call 635-7772. 
1996 COLUMBIA Tri-axle, 
long/short logger. (250) 836- 
2489. 
54 X 30 Reproduction antique 
oak roll-top desk, $500. Coloni- 
al style couch, love seat and 
rocker, $300. Phone 635-2328. 
CHRISTMAS TREES FOR 
SALE. *Natural shapes, 5' 10' 
15' high, spruce and pine. *$20 
includes tree, hot chocolate and 
a visit to the cows and horses. 
*Cross country skiers welcome. 
Crows Nest Farm, 50 km east 
of Terrace on Hwy 16. 4 days 
only, Sat + Sun, 10 - 4, Decem- 
ber 14, 15, 21 + 22. 
CANON INP4540 photocopier, 
as is, where is, $750. Call 638- 
8397, Mon- Fri, 7:30 am - 3:00 
pm. 
CHRISTMAS YARD ornaments 
Santa, sleigh, reindeer, nativity 
scene and center pieces, etc... 
View at 126 Bridge St., Kitwan- 
.qa or call AI at 849-5785. 
ELECTRIC BASS guitar (Dean 
Hollywood) with case $450. 
Brass fireplace with glass doors 
and screen $75. Phone 635- 
6972. 
FIREWOOD: FOR sale, 
$80/cord, hemlock/pine mix, 
$60 per pickup load. $90/cord 
birch, $70 per pickup load.De- 
livered, small dump truck load, 
$100 per hem/pine, $110 per 
birch. Split add $15. Call 635- 
2424 for more into. 
HOUSTON NEW & Used An- 
tiques; tools; furniture. Call 1- 
250-845.2510 or fax: 1-250- 
845-2570. Located at #3 - 2350 
Nadina ~Vay; Houston Industrial 
Park. 
Turkey's 
Fresh, Frozen 
Organic 
$2.60 / Ib  
Ph: 635-9722 
or 
638-7162 
The 
Gold Gallery 
& 
Hock Shop 
Buying & Hocking 
Gold, Silver, Jewellery, 
Coins, Slereo Equip. 
Tools & Anliques, elc. 
(uslom Jeweller 
& Repairs. Done on 
Premises. 
635-1231 
4558 Lazelle 
LIKE NEW Schwinn air-dyne 
exercise bike with pulse meter. 
Have one highest appraise from 
athletic experts and cardiolo- 
gists and physicians. New price 
$1200, will sacrifice at $850. No 
Friday pm or Saturday calls. 
Phone 842-5899. 
LOOKING FOR great girts at 
discount prices? Visit Salmon- 
berry's Christmas.Open House 
Sale, Dec, 14 - 24 and save 
15% - 50%ff Enjoy a hot drink, 
browse antiques, jailer, orna- 
ments, handmade candles, wo- 
ven throws and morell 6oyd's 
Bear's Dealer, Gifts, Baskets, 
Visa. 1/2 km south on Coray 
Rd. 45 rain east of Burns Lake- 
5 rain West of Endako. 1-800- 
303-GIFT. 
MODEL 75 R,S.F, wood stove 
with fen and approx 3 cords of 
wood. Stove alone $450. Stove 
and wood: $550. Carl: 845-7289 
after 5 pm or anytime on 
weekends, 
MORTGAGES BASED on 
EquitY in Real Estate or 
Mobiles, not hlcome or Credit. 
Inter Financial (11 years in 
business) 861-1526: 
MOUNTAIN RANGE Ap- 
pliance Repair. .  Servicing 
major appliances, *refrldgera- 
tion* etc. Prompt service in your 
home. *Licenced* for freon re- 
covery. Phone Nathan 635- 
9428. 
NOKIA CELL phone approx 30 
months left on lease, to assume 
this lease. Call 635-0169 for 
, more information. 
PALLISER ENTERTAINMENT 
centre, Oak tone 55'x53", will 
accommodate a TV up to 31", 
c/w glass door, audio shelves, 
video drawer, VCR shuttle 
shelf, like new, $300 OBO. to 
view call 635-3763. Please 
leave a messacle if no answer. 
POOL TABLES new and used, 
Phone Rob 638-1162. 
WINTER TIRES (2) Perelli (2). 
Goodyear both P215-76-R15, 
Excellent condition. 638-0955, 
 :IHERBALIFE 
:. IIIDEPEliDEfl~IDISTRiB UT()RS I/!. 
• I i~H i=:(ll~s ,.6ulil {]lid]lil','e lal~'d #,~g; .  ' 
i or,linG f i iliO!ili~iOl~:iol,i,.~ Oill~e d!; 'g 
: .'..-: .6351'4857i • -. : 
: Fax'~ 604 63S'~70f; I'S00~69HS66 
Looking for that 
hard to find gift for 
Christmas, 
Birthdays or 
Graduation~ 
• Assessments (~ -- )~ 
• Evaluations E~J~Y 
Toll Fm I.eoo-66F/998 
PH/EAX 635-7532 
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100.  TRUCKS FOR 
, -----bALI=, : 
? " :  
SINGER SALE'. Due to school 
budget cuts, new unsold singer 
sewing machines now offered 
to public & must be sold. Mod- 
ern Singer, heavy duty, drop-in 
bobbin. Sew all fabric, including 
vinyl, canvas, cotton, silk and 
even leather. Freearm singers 
great value, $299.00. 25 year 
warranty. We ship anywhere 
only 9 from warehouse in Le- 
duc. Also 4 spool sergers 
$499.00. Phone (403) 986- 
3018. Visa, Mastercard, cheque 
or COD accepted. Leeds Leduc 
Sewing Centre. 4713 50th Ave, 
Leduc, Alta. TgE 6Y5. Singer 
authorized dealer. 
1989 CHEV celebrity station 
wagon. Automatic, a/c, power 
windows, locks, seats. Roof- 
rack. Excellent condition. 
$5995. Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662. 
1989 TOYOTA Tercel - white 
2dr/hbk, 5 spd, new tires, 
brakes, exhaust and battery. 
Original owner, radio/cass. 
104,000 kms, c/w winter tires 
on rims, 40 mpg. $5,500 obo. 
635-1156/638-7429 and leave 
message. 
1989 TOYOTA Tercel only 
89,000 kms. Fully serviced, nice 
clean car. $5495. Call 638-8171 
SKIN GIFTS. Slippers, mocca- 
sins, mukluks, boots, mitts, 1990 FORD Topaz, 2 door, 
hats, mattress cover, babycare auto, ps, pb, a/c, new tires, new 
rugs, designer rugs, medical muffler and exhaust system. 
products, wheelchair covers, 
workwear products, much much 
more. Brochure available. 
Sheepskin Boutique, Kelowna, 
BC. 1-800-414-6333. 
I FRESH SEAFOOD 
HALIBUT • SHRIMP 
CRAB • SOLE • COD 
Tel/Fax 638-1050 
~P-'fiUY OR SELL t i Tupperware 
I KAREN MATTEIS 
'i 635-7810 Pacif ic 
FREE CELLULAR phone with 
approved 3 year contract, first 
year access fee already paid. 
Call 632-7547. 
!:::bO: C/~:RS~FOR. ~ 
1989 FORD F150, 4x4, ext cab, 
red with matching canopy. 
Great condition, great pricel 
$10,500. Phone 624-6835 or 
627-8635. 
1990 MAZDA MPV 7 passeng- 
er van, V-6, automatic, am/fm 
cassette, nice clean family unit. 
$13,995. Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662. 
1990 CHEV Silverado 3/4 ton, 
4x4. Automatic, V-8, running 
boards. $9995, Call 638-8171 
dlr# 9662, 
1992 F250 Super Cab D4x4, 
c/w new 8 ft. western snow 
plow, $17,000.00. 635-5350. 
1994 F150 4 wd, 300 6 cylinder, 
5 speed, 53,000 kms, new 
toyos, Kenwood stereo, 
100,000 kms extended warran- 
ty. E.C. must sell $15,000 obo. 
dlr# 9662 . . . . . . . . .  Call 847-5057 or 846-9642. 
1994 TOYOTA 4 Runner SR5, 
V-6, 5 speed, still on warranty. 
Nice clean unit. $26,695. 
Non smoker, v.g.c., $3800.00 Finance at 7.9% OAC. Call 638- 
obo. Call 635-6368. 8171 dlr#9662. 
MUST SELL! '84 Ford F250, 4 
wheel drive, 300, 6 cylinder en- 
gine. Complete with canopy 
$4000 obo. Phone 638-1504. 
1992 FORD Tauras station 
wagon. Air conditioning, cruise, 
power windows. 59,000 kms. 
Excellent condition, asking 
12,500.00. Phone 1-250-696- 
3211. 
1992 PONTIAC Sunbird, excel- 
lent condition, very clean, 
am/fm, cassette, 50,000 kms. 
Call 635-6350. 
1993 CADILLAC Seville STS, 
fully loaded with leather and 
slider. One owner, like new, 
44,000 kms, $33,500 obo. 1/2 
price of new one. Call 847-9564 
leave message. 
1993 GEe Metro. 5 speed 
hatchback, excellent runabout 
car. Clean, $7495, 7.9% financ- 
ing OAC. Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662. 
1980 STOCK Camaro Berlinet- 
ta. Well maintained, $3,000 
OBO, 635-8200. 
1983 TOYOTA Tercel, good 
running condition, requires 
brake job. $900. Phone after 5 
pm 635-4231. 
1986 FORD Escort GT. Alpine 
stereo & speakers, sun roof, 
new front tires, grey & black. 
Motor in excellent condition. 
$3500.00 obo. Phone 635- 
1994 FORD Tempo. Automatic, 
a/c, am/fm cassette, still has 
warranty. $9995. Finance at 
7.9% OAC. Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662. 
'91" CHEV 350 AUTOMATIC 
3/4 ton 4x4, extra cab, air, tilt, 
cruise, am/fro cassette canopy. 
$1,500 1-250-692-7130 
1989 F250 4x4, automatic with 
towing package, sacrifice, 
$7800. Phone 1-250-627-1130. 
8200. 1994 T800 kw N14 Cummins 
trans RTLO 16618A Rockweel 
. RT46-160P, low mileage and 
70, FORSALE " hours, rest of warranty. 1986 
: zMiS(~ ~ : peerless tri axle, scales, chains, 
: ' i ~, ' ]  " :*  : .  _ etc. Call 1-250-635-3415..__,..__,.~.__.._. 
• PePs, KERMODEI  t 
BEVERAGES I 
Planning Your Christmas Party, 
Wedding or Fundraiser? I 
Call us for all your beverage and | 
beverage system needs. I 
For more info call Bruce I 
Tel: 638-1211 • Fax: 638-1252 | 
I Toll Free: 1 -800-661-0134 I 
FROM THE GRO 
Terrace 
Chrysler 
is havin~ a
FORD SALE 
'95 Ford l-1504x4 Extra Cab 
$22,588 
'94 Ford F-150 4x4 lxtr=-~b 
$19,995 
'93 Ford F-3i0 4x4 
Sl9,995 
'92 Ford F-IS0 4x4 
$14,99S 
'91 Ford F-150 4x4 XLT ladat 
~,~=nop~. 
$15,995 
'91 Ford F-350 4x4 
~,~ 
'90 Ford F-150 4x4 
V-~,~=.~d~i,~r~ 
, $~0,m 
89 Ford F-150 Exlm Cab 
4x4,V-8,o¢or~ 
, $9,995, . . 
" 'i , Ford'f:i~S6"4;~ ''':'*? " 
$8,995 
Poriol ~ 0nl~! ~[ITo~. 
Terrace Chrysler Ltd, 
~.. 635-7187 • 
UND U 
i 
House Plans Available Thr, ,jgh 
8~.m.-6 pm 
~ ~ o  5aluMay ~]:30 am- 5:30 pm 
3207 Munroe, Terrace Fax 635-5093 
MEMBER OF TIM-DR-MARTS LTD.  635-6273 
1995 GMC 3/4 ton extra cab. 44 
SLE. Captains chairs, automat- 
ic, a/c, boxliner. Fully loaded 2 
tone paint. Trades accepted. 
7.9% financing OAC. $29,995. 
Call 638-8171 dlr# 9662. 
DISCOUNT RV'S over 200 new 
& used motcrhomes, diesel 
pushers, slide outs, trailers, van 
conversions, campers, trades 
are welcome, we deliver. Only 
at Voyager RV Centre Hwy 97. 
Winfield BC. Call us free 1-800- 
668-1447 or Interne! www.voya- 
qeur-R.V, com. 
1989/90 YAMAHA Enticer 
snowmobile, battery start, long 
truck, very low mileage, $2400, 
635-1535, leave a messaqe. 
1993 E.F.I. 700 Wildcat. Excel- 
lent condition. Lots of extra's, 
$6500 obo. 1-604-696-3447. 
1994 ZR 700 Arctic Cat. Pipes 
plus ported motor, 157hp, 103' 
of torque aluminum, bulk head, 
long track, approx 800 miles. 
$7200. Call 638-8354 or 638- 
0844. 
1995 ARCTIC Cat, 580 Powder 
Special, 1400 miles, excellent 
condition, good buy for $5500 
obo. Call 847-4970. 
1995 EFI 580 ext MC. New 1.5" 
track mtn. Bar skid plate, rack, 
hitch, Wiseco pistons, polished, 
shaved, show room condition. 
askinq $6,500 1-250-996-7262. 
1995 POLARIS ;KLT SP 600. 
New 1.5" long track, fox shocks, 
mt bars, skid plate, excellent 
condition; only 700 miles, 
$6000 obo. Call 046-9692 or 
846-9294 evenings. 
1996 FORMULA III, 2" long 
track. Pay no tax! Asking $8500 
-t obo. Call 84,-8798. 
BRAND NEW 1997 Yamaha 
700 Triple snowmobile moun- 
tain bar, rear rack, feature lite 
ski's, face shield defroster. 
$10,000. Call 635-2126. 
1 - 1979 Columbia Tri axle, c/w 
scales bullboard, front bunk. 1 - 
t972 Brentwood log trailer, no 
scales. Phone 635-4805. 
1975 CLARK 668B line skidder. 
New motor, radiator, cradle and 
winch, includes extra tires, 
chains and water tank. $18,000 
firm. Call 847-9839.. 
1979 TJ 520 grapple Skidder, 
new torque and transmission, 
R. Tires, 95% F. 75%, new rear 
chains front chains. Will take 
backhoe or small line skidder 
on trade. Asking $40,000.00, 
Phone 695-6457 leave mes- 
sa.qe. 
1980 GMC 2wo, 20 passenger 
bus, certified, can be:used as  
school bus - dual rear wheels, 
new motor with 60,000 kms. 
Good tires, new brakes, im- 
maculate, $7000 or will trade for 
15 passenger van (1989 or 
newer) in mint condition. 1-250- 
559-8990. 
1987 CAT 225 Butt-n-Top with 
lob. 1-250-692-3682. 
8 FT. slide in power sander for 
PU, $4,000 abe ,  635-5350. 
ALLIS ClALMER 220 tractor, 4 
wd, E.Zee  - on front end loader. 
Call 1-250-695-6344. 
NEW 3 point hitch tractor 
blades, new 73" HD snow 
blower for tractor (1 only). 1000 
gal., domestic water tank. 1000 
gal., fuel tank c/w stand , S.I.T. 
Viewmount RD, Smithers 847- 
2519. 
AKITA PUPS. 1st shots, have 
parents for viewing. Emu chicks 
$125 each. Llamas $900 pair. 
Registered QH mare $600. 
Prices are negotiable. Call 694- 
3789. 
C.K.C. REGISTERED Siberian 
pups; 3 female; 3 males; ta- 
tooed; first shots; vet checked; 
100% guaranteed; Call after 6 
pm 846-5109 or leave a mes- 
sage at 845-3295. 
CKC REGISTERED black lab 
pups. Ready to go, 3 males, will 
hold for Xmas. Call 842-6447. 
HUSKY PUPPIES for sale. 
These are heavy duty working 
and sledding dogs. Eager to be 
your friend. Asking $200.00 
each. Call 638-8375. 
90 YOUNG cows, Hereford 
cross with Simmentel Red An- 
gus, Charlolais, bred to calve in 
July/August 1997 $650 each. 
Phone Talkwa 1-250-846-5202. 
Ask for John. 
CERTIFIED C.E.F. English & 
Western Equestrian coach 
available for lessons, Available 
to school your horse as well. 
Call Lisa Hamer @ 635-7250. 
HAY AND straw delivered from 
Alberta, square bales only. Call 
847-4083. 
HERD REDUCTION sale. 
Weanlings, yearlings and riding 
horses. Excellent opportunity. 
Call 847-5101 and ask for An- 
~alika, 
REGISTERED QUARTER- 
HORSE stallions 1989 and 
1995 models. Some of the 
worlds best bloodlines and con- 
formation. Easy to handle, take 
your pick. Phone Joe at 1-250- 
692-3722 let it rinq. 
THE TACK Store. Start thinking 
about Christmas. Everything for 
the horse lover. T-shirts, mugs, 
6reyer horses. Order by Oct 15 
to avoid disappointment. Open 
Wednesday - Saturday. 10 - 4 
pm. Call 846-9863. 
PLENTIFUL PRESERVES has 
gift baskets! Prices start at 
$16.00 - $35.00. How about 
your favorite antipasto in a gift 
bag? Only $8.00 for our large 
size. Merry Christmas from 
Plentiful Preserves. Phone 1- 
250-635-3259 or fax 1-250-635- 
0186. 
THE PARMERS market is now 
closed but plentiful preserves is 
still open. Look for us at your fa- 
vorite bazaar and call us for 
free delivery or orders of $20.00 
or more. We now do gift bas- 
kets. Phone 635-3259 or fax 
635-0186. 
LOST: SET of keys- with black 
Honda and black Yamaha key 
between Scotia bank and Inn of 
the West Nov. 20th. Phone 635- 
2246. 
RED ATV seat lost on Hwy 16 
east. If found please call 849- 
5724. 
DID YOU know that,,,.? By 
eleven to twelve weeks after 
conception, a preborn child is 
already sensitive to touch, heat, 
sound, discomfort and pain. 
Terrace Pro-Ufe, Box 852, Ter- 
race 635-9552. 
FOR FREE information on the 
Watchtower society of Jeho- 
vah's witnesses or the Church 
of Jesus Christ latter day saints, 
the Mormons, call 1-250-847- 
5758 for recorded message. 
GIRLS! GIRLSI Girlsl Talk to 
them livel 1-900-451-5302 ext 
2741. $3.99 per minute. Must 
be 18 years. Procall Co 602- 
954-7420, 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
LOOKING FOR a lady, 55 plus 
with a sense of humor who likes 
to travel, camping. Please write 
to PO Box 1085 Terrace BC 
V8G 4A2. 
QUIT SMOKING! Seven day 
program, all natural, satisfaction 
guaranteedl Recomended by 
"Doctors for a smoke-free 
world". Call 1-800-999-9551, 
#667538. 
WANTED BY tall, handsome 
Scorpio business man, attrac- 
tive 35 - 50 yr old fit, romantic, 
sexy, free spirited, 5'5" - 5'9" 
tall, financially secure lady with 
good sense of humor who likes 
sports (particularly golf and 
downhill skiing), traveling, ro- 
mantic dinners, dancing, and 
music. For casual dating, com- 
panionship and good times. 
Serious replies only, with photo 
please. Photos will be returned, 
thank you. reply to File 37, Ter- 
race Standard 3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace B.C. V8G 5R2. 
WONDERING WHAT to give 
for Christmas? GIVE THE GIFT 
OF HEALTH. Without good 
heallh, we have nothing. Phone 
Shenon 635-2224. 
i 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
RATE| ,11 IN CANADA 
WANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE 1 ON 1 
I t ° "  ~ o , m .  I 
Icy'E" ~_._.~ "c"'cs I 
,I 1-900-4S  1 -4055 I 
ONE MALE and one female toy 
poodles. 4 mos wormed, shots, z , , , ~ [~XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX~ 
Vet checked; clipped, regis- ~ ' .~  ~ . . . .  ~ . .~  )¢ )¢ 
tered. Will hold free til Christ- | [  ~ ~  11 H)¢ )¢~¢ 
16 FT. fiberglass wood river mas. 1-250-692-3722 let it rin~. I I  - - - - - -  I I  H 
boat 50 hp. Marc. Jet. Comes ~ I I  N ~ e ~ N ~  II " " 
with trailer. Exc. running pies. Registered, shots up to II " II H)¢ )4)4 
condition $2,200. 638-8809. date, dewormed, microchip II ~ II " 
identification. Loving, adorable II I ~ III ." -" 
10,"custom built~'94 to be companions. Ready after Dec. i l  I ~ III " 
lengthened, fullstand up cabin, 20th. Reserve your puppy to- i l  I ~ 1 " '  I I I  " 
)4 )4 full floation bottom, seats 10+ dav,$500. Cal1635-5521, i l  I ~ ~ ~  I J l  
driver comfortably, new225hp ~ I I  I l l  " 
outboard, (50 hrs under warren- for the horse lover. Gifts, her- I I  I ~ I I I  ." " 
ty), hydraulic steering UGF re- ness and saddlery. 4 kms. out II I ~ I II " 
dig, depth sounder, large fuel of Telkwa on Skillhorn Road. |1 ~ I|  ~ HAPPY 281"1-1 ~ 
and freight capacity, $35,000 or Wednesday to Saturday, 10 am II - l ;f~, ;n /~t  - -  I I  )4)4 H)4 
- 4 pm or by appointment 846- I I  . . . . . . . . . .  ~ I I  BIRTHDAY 
will trade for larger boat. 1-250- 9863. I J  who is turning J l  ' '  *"  ~"  " 
559-8990. ~,4 LU I ! IV  ~ 
I J  FORTY J l  " " "  '" ~ ceret~ellar I~ pipes, 2 inch track, mountain 
bar, new 9 post clutch, 2000 IJ and at her best!  Jl - - 
miles. Asking $5000 firm. 50 BRED young cows, $750 ILk /nv l= th~ f inn! Iv  )JI )4 ~eduncle )4 
Phone (250)632-4655. each. Phone Quesnel 1-250- ="~'~ . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . .  /~  r )~.v,v..w,w,v',w,v,w,~'v,~,"~v"~'v~¢)¢ r )4 
992-3048 = =' ~'="='= " '~ "='='~ " '~ '="" '= '= " " 
P HOME IM--M--PROVEMENT GUIDE 
=Let These Professionals 
And Discount Suppliers 
Help You With Your 
Home Work! 
Pro -Vac  
Chimney Furnace and 
Cleaning of air ducts 
problems, improves air 
efficiency and reduces aller£ 
' Insured and Bonded. W 
Serving the Northw 
Ph:635-1132 
~_-~ ~'-~'~,~,~.'~..'~,'~'~- . ~ "The Appliance Experts" 3702 Goheen P1. 
, - , - - - - - I -~- -  .oo,, ") ,.. . ""  . . . .  . I  I _  ~ '  ~ t ' " ' P r ince  George ,  BC  
' %  ...... ' "  w.o.. " " ' - ' - -  Totem s Countrywide Furniture & Apphances , o,,T , , , - , , ,  
IL~J ...... ~ !.~ . , ,m u-1 ,=-o - -  .~r -~, . , , , . , . . ,  ........ ~=r~,[ "~4501Lake lseAve .  638-1158 1-800-813-1158 " " "= ' - "= 
0% I t }~ ' "  " "  / l ~-~ . . . . . . . .  / o,.,. .~ ' "  ~/~pi i~B . 
....... _._j_, .o..oo,':"" . . s  ! . . - -  Op . . .o . .x - .  I For  all your decorating needs 
- -  r~- ' -q  ~, ~ ,'%% I~11 MAINrLOOR 1----'--'----~j. " , - "l 4423 Railway Avenue ~ • Carpet ~ • Lighting F ix tures  
I o ROOM 3?0 SQ FT ,'] 
' ~ou,,, I ,, ,o, ,  . . . . .  ,, "1 ,o,,L,,,,s,,o,,E, , ,,o,, " ° " '  ,,,.,,, I |Terrace, B.C.V8G1L9 ill I~1  I I '  L ino leum ~rJ'J-.~-~.~ o Hardwood 
. _  . . . . . . . . .  , ,.o,,o., , . . : : : .  , p,(0o,,0,,,,0, I I "  Ceram,c" 'T, les ~~-~~~"~~[~ • W, ndo~v" 
. Fax: (604) 635-3612 
I ~ '~ II • Area Rugs ~,~~ Coverings 
" 6 to LLj JJ • 4a't~de as "The Oxford" nl)~M • ,e .e -o , ,o . , . ,o , .  ','.::. k.N N YOU R R 
=-r~an=r~,  I .... t I 1 ~ . . . .  I | ~ ] L  r , , , , 
• . ;a : . , , .~ , . .  , .=  " - - i . , , . '~ - '~  o~1 .... , KITCHENS " ~  ~ - - - ~ " - ~ ~  ,_- .- - : . ' : ' :  
,,-,,. =.o,.,.. "-" u Ii C[I.Ulfl*SIGNkTURWJ NK(kBIN[I"$ I 
ill:!( q ~ "Leading the way in home decorating" ,,,~ . ~ ~ ~_~ Commercial & Residential 
Panasomc 
~_ ~ _ c ~ - ~  ~ ~:~ ~~k(~ @ IH0meBuilders'l 
~. _ . , - > ~ " ~ ~ J  F..~.; [Assoc ia t ion  J 
~ ' J E N N - A I R  
Pr i t  Pau l  Toor 
Ph.  (604) 564-4990 
Blinds, Drapes, Bedspreads, Ceramic Tiles, W',dlpaper, Upholstery General Contracting 
Fabrics, Custom Area Carpets & Interior Decorating Services 
635-7466 
New Location: 4459 Lakelse Ave. (Formerly Darlene's Antiques) NEW HOME 
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:..290; BUSINESS ;' 
OPPORTUNIHES, 
OUR HEART fell thanks to Dr. 
Vanherk who through the years 
has so faithfully served during 
Webb's struggle with chronic 
asthma and pneumonia. Thank 
you also to Dr. Phillips and Dr. 
Kenvan. The Westerhof amily. 
PutthMe • 1996 Col[ l'n t i l i l i  Club e l l~  hllil~ p from 
I1~ 11 C L~n| Au0cillion ~ give i r l thd ,  Dly l i l l  
~ l l  will I=l us . I  br¢lt;le ¢M,~I 
$26,7S Imludeg Off ~ _ 
LUNG ASSOCIATION 
C il l TIC ketrrullle111 (g04l I I O 444.4 [ f  
Of 1-1100463~1£11 
WORK FROM home part time, 
step by step training and sup- 
port available, 1-250-842-6822. 
• ~: -~  ~ 
330.;NOTICES • 
CHRISTMAS AUCTION all ,11, 
:~:::;,~::~:~:~:~:.~!~;i~:~:,i;..::::; . brand new merchandise for 
'~ ............ " '  . . . . .  T h a n k  IIIUFI41VAII Xmas gifts at low auction pric- ~"  iY,,' ~, es. Everything must go. Wed, 
Dec. 18/96 at Elks Lodge 7pm 
' :~ ': for All Your (preview 6-7pm). For more in- 
formation call 635-3852 or 638. 
support 0s38 
:~!i:.'.~ ~ <:~;i::. CONFIDENTIAL - Your self im- 
........... ;!,i:.~ :,:~ .~.~ .... at the Polls provement plan will be OUR 
LrrrLE SECRET. More energy, 
~ ,  . . . . . . . . . .  ~,i,:i~;, on Nov. 16, 1996 better health, weight control? 
~ [ i i ~  Free consultation. CDT Health 
& Nutrition. Burns Lake 1-800- 
.& 'i~?iii?:~i~: Ran Vanderlee 69s.~3~9. 
~:~F:,~ .,::;:::7 CRAFT AND bake sale. Dec. 
14th, 1996 at Carpenter Hail. 
:280. E}USlNESS ' 
SERVICES 
In Loving Memory of 
Mishael Sass 
Sept. 3,1906 o Dec. 11, 1982 
God saw you getting tired, 
And a cure was not to be, 
So ha wrapped you in his loving 
arms, 
and whispered "Come with Mel'. 
You suffered much in silence, 
Your spirit did not bend, 
You faced your pain with 
courage, 
Until the very end. 
Your love for us was like an 
ocean, 
vast and forever. 
Dad, I miss you so much. You 
still are 
that FIRST star that shines on 
Christmas Eve. 
Love Always, 
Your daughter Christine Sass 
Yagelnlski . 
,,=A R..- 
280,  Bus INESS 
- SERVICES :- 
DO YOU Need Some R & R? 
Come to Lakeside Retreat for a 
B & B weekend and enjoy being 
pampered. Rainbow trout, 12' 
boat & gourmet meals. "Sweet- 
head Special", family package 
or give yourself a treat. Phone 
1-604-573-4549. Pinantan 
Lake, Kamloops. 
WIHTERCAHP 
DON'T REPLACE that old tub 
or sink-reglaze it! Color chang- 
es and chip repairs available. 
Call 562-8766 or 567-4171. 
DON'T SLIPI Traction treat- 
ment systems for your tub and 
shower. All work guaranteed. 
Call Altima refinishing 638- 
6388. 
TUTORING AVAILABLE for 
elementary, junior high students 
by certified teacher. Call Rita 
635-8181. 
#3312 Sparks St., Terrace B.C. 
10 am -3:30 am. 
HOLISTIC MASSAGE Therapy 
by Michelle Strumeckl Geler. 
At Nirvana Metaphysics and 
Healing Centre. Monday after- 
noon and Wednesday morning. 
One hour ntassage $40.00. Half 
hour $22.00. Phone 635-7776 
for appointments and informa- 
tion. 
THE NORTH West Company. 
Attention Trappers: Brian Fin- 
layson, North West Company 
fur buyer will be at the places 
and times listed below: Smith- 
ers: 3 - 4 pm Smithers shopping 
mall parking lot - Nov. 28, Dec. 
12, Jan: 16. Hazelton: 6-10 pm 
at 28 Inn - Nov. 28, Dec. 12, 
Jan116. 
Absolute Cleaning Services: 
Experienced, bondable maid 
service, references available 
upon request, no job too big or 
too small. Renovation clean up, 
contract rates, daily, weekly or 
monthly, your need is our de- 
sire. Call 635-6647, Dorothv. 
ATTENTION SMALL business- 
es, why pay high accounting 
fees for your bookkeeping 
needs? For confidential, profes- 
sional bookkeeping service. 
Manual or Computer call 635- 
9592. 
COMPANY COMING? Spruce 
up your kitchen and bathroom. 
By repairing. Chips, scratches, 
burns, stains, etc... All work 
guaranteed. Call Altima refinish- 
inq 638-6388. 
N O P-,.T H E P,, N 
LAB 5 I LTD.  
WATER & 
ENVIRONMENTAL  
TESTING 
1-800-990-9522 
Prince Rupert 
TERRACE 
GUTrERMAN 
SPECIAL IZ ING 
in 5" continuous 
aluminum gutters, 
soffit and fascia 
installations. 
FREE ESTIMATES 
SERVING TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
638-7054 
II 
'Round The Clock 
Freshness 
Make Your Chdce From a 
For P rompt  
Snow Remova l  
• Driveways 
• Sidewalks 
• Parking Lots 
Geier Brothers  
Contract ing 
Phone Casey 
638-8124 
or 638-5832 
DISCOVERY TOYS, education- 
al toys, books, and games. Call 
Louise anderson at 635-9495. 
EARN A $500 profit per sale, 
even if you don't like to sell! Call 
toll free 1-604-918-2750 (24 
hrs). 
ESTABEISHED BUSINESS- 4 
years, mobile service company. 
Servicing central and Northern 
B.C. Training, two  vehicles. 
Turn key operation. $95,000 
firm. Can relocate 'anywhere'. 
Excellent return investment. 
Phone 1-800-662-4922. 
FOR SALE: busy downtown lo- 
cation. Nine station salon tan- 
ning bed, very nicely set up. 
Serious inquiries only. Call 638- 
8489. 
FREE COMPUTER Disks. 167 
Business & Financial Reports. 
Copy and market this disk for 
up to $49 each. Includes copy 
of report entitled "How To Make 
$1000,000 in 100 Days." $20 
registration fee (includes S & 
H). To order: SHROY, Site 15A, 
Camp. 113, R.R.#1, Sorrento, 
B.C. VOE 2WO. 
GET ROYALTIES For Life! 
Glentel Inc. has signed re-biller 
agreements with the provincial 
phone companies, offering 
wholesale discounts on residen- 
tial and small business long dis- 
tance usage. This is a very seri- 
ous and lucrative business op- 
portunity that requires minimal 
investment ($32 annual fee.) 
There's no switching; your cus- 
tomers continue to use the 
services of their current tele- 
phone companyl Call a Glentel 
Associate at 1-800-555-1705. 
Serious inquiries onlyl 
INTERNATIONAL HOME bev- 
erage supply company. Sales 
rep's wanted. Small investment 
required and own vehicle. Cus- 
tomer base and training provid- 
ed. Call 635-4305. 
TAKE ADVANTAGE of the low 
interest rates and own a diversi- 
fied, successful, rapid growth, 
contracting business. $125,000 
includes vehicle, almost new 
equipment and attachments, 
tools, customer base etc. Will 
train. Qualified serious inquiries 
only. Reply to File #38, c/o Ter- 
race Standard, 3210 Clinton, 
Terrace SC, VeG 5R2. 
Knox United 
Church 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 a.m. Sunday 
School 
and Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael 
Hare 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635Lg01S 
Emergencies: 638.1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p .m,  
DEC 29TH- 
'JAN 4TH 
Boys & Girls 
10 to 15 years 
847-5101 
E 
CORRECTION 
In Ihis week's Kmart flyer effedive Snturday, December 7th, the lro!loillng errors have 
0(~f fe l : l :  : 
PAGE KI The ladi~ (bristmm sweofer fedured will not be available 
PAGE K22 The Mognovox 4 head VCR feolured will hal be available 
PAGE K36 "[he braided Rugs hatured on this page will hal be ovoihbh 
PAGE K38 The unbeolobh Towel Set and Shower Cudains feolmd are not es illus~ol~. 
PAGE K42 The percenlege off for Ihe Cnlypm Saute Pans and the (~ris~m'l'im hove been 
lromposed. 
We opalogize for any inconvenience Ibis may hove caused. 
Kmart Canada Umited 
~ NIRVANA METAPHYSIC  
& HEAL ING CENTRE 
"MERRY CHRISTMAS AT NIRVAHA" 
Gift Cedificates Ior Readings/Coumes 
Many gift ideas 
Book Readings now le[ the New Year 
Give yourself or someone lse a 
Healing Session 
Phone 635-7776 
3611 Cottonwood in ~0mhill 
q l l  
Return ing  to Work? 
Benefits 
• Training: 
on the job  or school • 
• Job  Search  
° Self Employment  
Call £or an Appointment 
635-7134 Terrace 
1-800-663-6883 
4630 Lazelle Ave. 
Need Help? 
Eligibility 
• Rece lv ingE I  benef i ts?  
F i led for UI benef i t s  
w i th in  the past  3 years? 
• Were  pa id  Matern i ty  or 
Parent ia l  benef i ts  
within the past 5 years? 
Canact~ 
Human Res.urces Development Can.da 
  LDSALUAOE 
GUS NEHRING 
TERRACE, B.C, TEL: (250)6354228 FAX: (250)635-8151 
& Shop"N!'o, .., ? 
Come in and see our wide variely of Ungerie, ~ ' /  
Bridal Gowns, Bridesmaid Dresses, Fhwergirl ¢~t \  ~, 
Dresses, Evening Wear, Business Wear J--'~?~ 
s,.. , .  I ./,~i!~ 
Tm.-lhunlO-6p.m. ffilO-7p.m.SC.10-6p.m. @ I/ i" "i', 
0rhyap~,1 J/J ~' 
#112 - 4710 Lozelle Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: (604) 635-8118 Fax: (604) 635-7896 
The Canadian 
Avalanche Association 
and Atmospheric 
Environment Service 
are cooperatively offering a 
one day training cours e on 
Meteorology for Snow 
Avalanche Professionals. 
The course is offered to 
anyone currently working in 
the Avalanche industry. It 
will be held on December 
16, 1996, at the Terrace 
Inn. The course runs from 8 
a.m. to 5 p.m. The course is 
limited to 35 students and is 
provided free of charge. For 
more information, or to 
Plent iEul  
P reserves  
PRIZE WINNING ANTIPASTO, JAMS AND CHUTNEYS 
Jeff Town Pho.~, 
3675 Walnut Dr. (250) 635 3259 
Terrace B.C. Fax # 
V8G 6G1 (250) 635 Oi 86 
%./  /g~,  Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
(CCI 
PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
3901 Dabble St. 
Claudet te  Sandeck i  635-9434 
Lama Mothlsen 
SqlSoftWorks Inc. 
(604) 635-969# 
(604) 635-6584 {FAX} 
Professional services offered: 
Custom system design end programming 
Dotobese design end Installation 
HQnds-on training programs* 
~.m~lSo~o~ Pn~mf 
'? ...... " od '  ' ~  ......... www. kerm e net 
• email o internet access 
• web pages • training 
J Wide Variety of Baked 
Goods, Soups Chili, reserve a space, Phone 6380877 
i ! "% ~l Business Image Design • Small Volume Publishing 
I Sandwiches and Bagels. ( j )  Computer Tutoring 
I Made Fresh Daily. Enjoy , ~, 
I Y°ur Oh°ice with Our ~ ~ O ~ l ' f  
I Famous Coffee. l , J ' L l  - 
i Two ~coa.ons~b Sere ~ wn~ Y i: I YouBetter Harmony Clo 
II °pEN ='"°u"s A °AYI ~ 638-8608 ~ ~  ~" )zbzt ~~j tz  
I 635-2662 ~f~=:~ FAX 638-8609 ~;~;w ~l~ 
3987 Kerby Street, Terrace, B.C. ~ r  J 4655 Lakelse, Terrace I 
I SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT BIRTHDAY PARTIES- PICNICS- SPECIAL EVENTS '~/I II D I L l  _ = 
I MALL HOURS BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEDDINGS & MEETINGS "~ 
I v,,,,~,^,.,. (. Ti~,*,*~m,,,,.~, Leave the Decorating and Clolvning to Usl ~JF, 
roll 1-250-837-2431 
Terrace's only Iocallv owned full service 
internet provider. 
RGS Internet Services 
4722 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph.: 635-3444 
Fax: 635-9727 emalh sales@kermode.net 
i 
VIC, TOR R HA rwm'# Spas & Pump Supply 
- -  638  8055 ' FREE Wafer Testing 
Finger Food, Door Prizes, and Lots of Dancing. Get Your Tickets Nowl #] - 47,48 LAKELSE, TERRACE 
~ e  Jw~l~l( (Also with locations in Smilhers and Houston) 635-2542 All Proceeds Towards back nine. 
* - I I I  I I 
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- 300, HELP 
WANTED '~':';'~~°;~:';~ ........ ~"  - -  "~.~,~, o . .om. , ,~  ""  °'"'O ""':: :~'~"~* 
A G R O ~ t y  awaits UP TO $1000 a week from * ;  . . . . . . . .  ~ l ~ l l ~ X ~ , ~ o '  o,;:/=~:~:,,~; 
: . : , .~  :; . . ,at: the success-minded self-matt- home. For more Into send a ' .~oo; :~,'c.:~ ; 
voted individual who is accept- S.A.S.E. to GNR En1. Box 
ed into our trainin re ram 80049 Sherwood Park, AB, T8A : •:i::~. ~.' r . -  -. ~ =  uJ"  "~.' - - - - .~-- .~'. - . . .4;#__ ~ '-' =i¢~,.,.2.~. l~r~l~.~~ff,f,.;()lo..o.!o::.; 
For those students ~ithPmgrket . 5T1. ~ ~ X  ~ : r ~ ; 2 ~ ~  o ~'O:e - ~ "~ : ~ " '  0 ~ '0 • ' r :  j:;, : ~ ' '2# . . . . .  " : ' '  O0 "%: " ' '~  :;~" 
ing, hiring and training skills, WANT AMIBITIOUS go-getter 
fast promotions to Branch and for summer work... Full-time ca- :."i: O 0 
division responsibilities are in reer potential. Earnings oppor- 
store. Call 635-3066 for an in- tunity of $250+ per v~eek.-Call ::~:;"~. ~i ;,~'~°~:":'eF/' ~ ~ JL  .,¢.~ ~ • ~ .L . . . .  1 IO° O1:6':~ ;:'0.!;::  
tervlew and ask for Kathy. Kathy 635-3066, ~ ~  "~ -~.i 
CRUISE LINE Jobs, Now hir- i} Ho l zday  Hours  1 L : 
,ng, ,300-900week ly .  Both ~ i!~t~ ~ Q 
skilled/unskilled. Excellent chef reauired. Must have ii!: & Dead lznes  
pay/benefits. Call 24-7 days. Chinese food chef certificate !!!/]L] ~ i ' l lm holidays brings upon us deadlines to meet our pdM schedules of ~ :: :~: 
(504) 429-9225 Ext. 1025C49 from a recognized cooking' : :~II1~ ~ E ~eTerrace Standard and the Weekend .~klve~ser / ; i  '~:i?/:i ~ : 
school and at least ten years I ! :~O\~O'~A i •  ~]  i: 
for permanent part time employ- experience in Chinese food pro- ~:,, :%.:; . . . . . . .  0 in  MONDAY, DEC. 23 TERRACE STANDARD :i;:,~; 
ment at Flight Deck Restaurant' parati0n with at least 2 years as : o i i~  Display, DEADLINE ~ °:~i(; 
Please apply in personl must a head crier/Must have exten- " . . . . .  o" : "': 
have own transportationl siva experience with menu so- ~:'i o o °: IVT' Word & Display Classified 4 p.m. Dec. 19 ;; 
lectlon, food preparation and ;:: ;: ' ~o~:; ~ 
kitchen mane ement andPr sentati°n',.°urchasina c andoor- : o: .... o o.~ ~ '  MONDAY,. DEC. 30 TERRACE STANDARD .;~,i.~io..:., io,~;r ~'e~'s'p o,~s -" 
and national branded camping ~=,o~=,.,,., v, ,~,'~ . . . .  h ,,,h ,,; ;:: :: ;= O1!4 Display, DEADLINE 
outdoor products Car required. Y ...... ".' . . . . . . . .  v, , , .  ::,,,, y,. :i;:: ./p:;,'~ Word & Display Classified NOON. Dec.  23 , :~  
Ant , Iv  in  uur i t inn tn  fil~, nn  ~9 a t mrwaro a resume to Y Ip  un l  -""" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  x ; :o  ° J  lo:~!~ 
- r . . . . .  Restaurant along with e pected ~ SATURDAY, DEC 28  WEEKENDER i; ; ~: ;, Jer ace btanaaro omce. wage at 3234 Kalum St. Ter- i o..  , ' .  " ...~~: 
~f='=.'.--.,-,A,,,,,,-.,~.~,,,.-..e¢ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  race a C V8G 2N4 Display, DEADLINE j lo~i~.~i 
)~ - b4 . . . . . . . . . . .  Looking for CAREERS m Word & Dispay Classified NOON Dec. 20 rJ d i '= i  /:.:~ m~ . . . .  = 
II Child Care? 1~41,4 ' ~Y:O ' ! : °~mi  SATURDAY,JAN 4WEEKENDER 
H . . . . .  H COMMERCIAL FISHING In ~i~:,::,:.:::0"r~&o__.. Display, DEADLINE I ! ~.6:.:,o H Skeena cn,e care support 1,4 Alaska Make u- to $30 000 In 
l~program can help you make the~ 1 . .. " .. K._ ' .•. :i~.:::: ;~)1~ .Word & Display Classified 5 p.m. Dec. 27 I 
. . . .  . . 0 o .  • andH~" avallaloe.mree monms umer po ltlOnSMen/women, uau / ~i V :~  ~]flght ch0¢e for your chdd. For  . _ . " .  _ _ 
l~informati0n o choosing care :6 THE FRONT OFF ICE  CLOSES ~ ~ ~ 4 . H days 1 (504)641-7778 Ext 
>4avaiJableoptions, call >4 0565"K50 " ii)!~ : ° J  J DEC.  24 AT NOON AND REOPENS AT ~;  i)::! 
..~I Coco  at 638,1113.  ~ EXPERmNCEO HEU-fa,ers re : 8 ° ' o!o,J~= mJ  A.M.  DEC.  27. CLOSES 4 P.M. / :  
.1'I A free servi¢e provided by the H quired for exciting '97 program. ;:EI~ / DEC" 31AND REOPENS JAN" 2 AT 8 A'~-dI~ ° d?" 
HPCTetracew°men'sRes°urceCentre"~Sendresumetofi]e$4Oattheand funded by the MlnisW of 1,4 ~ ~ ~ ~  ~j J l t~  ~ '  , ~ ~ ; 0 ;  
H . . . . . . .  H Terrace Standard office, 3210 t~r," - . ~ I ~  ,~ I '  (~  '~~W ,d~l~ e'° 
}~,.,,=v1°~men2;~:~'vvv.,,~ Clinton Street, Terrace B.C. .. 
~ ,= ,,.,~.=,u.,,,~,,,,,=,~,,.,~,. . . .  V8G 5R2. 
• eL .  ,I .. 
ADVISORY PARKS AND RECREATION 
The City of Terrace is seeking volunteer members to sit on its 
Advisory Parks and Recreation Commission. The role of the 
Commission is to review and recommend policies and to advise 
City Council on molters relating to parks and recreation services 
in ihe City. ~ : 
Volunteers are required to make a modest commitment of time to 
altend monlhly meetings: 
Prospective candidates should have an interest in the City's parks 
and recreation services and should have previous volunteer 
experience. Interested individuals should submit a letter detailing 
,'heir past experience, community interests 'and name and 
address to: 
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation 
Lelters hould be received no later than 
4:30 p.m. Thursday, December 12, 1996. 
Excellent Career Opportunity for 
COMMERCIAL ACCOUNT MANAGER 
Northern Savings Credit Union, adynamic, progressive, 
community minded organization, with.four b anches in the 
Northwest, i  seeldng a COMMERC~L ACCOERF MANAGER, 
primarily for its branch operations i  Prince Rupert. 
The successful candidate will possess a minimum of three years 
commerci;d lending experience and a demonstrated bility to 
work within ateam cnvimnment. Theability to manage an
existing diversified portfolio ofaccounts and a sound 
knowledge of lln~ciaJ analysis, as well as business and r ~ [ ~ ~! II : : :  ~ ~.~ il l ' , 
industry isk, is a prerequisite. ~. 
Compensation package is commensurate with xperience, l ~ C ~ a ~ . l ~  ~J l ' l~  
J an ,  19 8 :00am-  4 :00pro  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S75 :, 3201-1WdRK ;:;i:i!i 
Please forward your esume by December 20, 1996 to: LEVEL 3 FIRST AID . . . . . .  . • - . - , ,  . .  . . . . . . . .  .... 
DougYem'wood Jan. 20 - 3 1 8:00am TO 4:00pro ....... $595 i : ;, WANTED: : :  : ~ '  " . . ". ~. .'.;:'.'"":': 'i:."! ;~ 
Manager, llummResources , .,Gl$1rER.OWFORJanu.l .FoblruQry .us.,o ,,. FOI: 9OATIO rii 138-3rd Avenue West Pflnce Rupert, I?C 
vgJ IK8 
F;LX: (250) 627-3601 
NORTHERN 
SAVINGS 
CREDIT  UNION 
OFFICE TECHNOLOGY INSTRUCTOR 
WWH OFFICE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMME 
Wilp Wil_x0'oskwhl Nisgn'o requires an instrudor !o teeth within its Office 
Technology Programme commencing January 6, 1997 and concluding 
June 27,1997. Evening work muy be required. "lbe salary will be com. 
mensurole wilh experience. 
Re Offke Technology Programme is 010 monlh programme designed to 
prepare sludenls {or enlronce-level adminislralive careers in 0 modern 
office selling. Re lO-monlh pregramme is broken into lwo 5-month sea- 
menls: an Office Assislonl Programme end nn Office Technology 
Programme. WWN will offer the firsl five monlh segmenl during lhe win- 
ler of 1997. Depending upon interest, WWH may continue wilh lhe 
second segment in lhe fall of 1997. 
Duties: Provide dired class inslrudion and one-to-one leacher assislonce 
in o full-lime progt0mme dealing with office procedures. 
Qualifications: WWH encourages exceptional opplkonts with lho follow- 
ing quolifi{alions 1o apply for this position: 
• A Universily degree in Business Administration (or rehled discipline); 
• Dired experience working in o modern office selling; 
• Pest-secondary leaching experience 
• Compuler skills in o variety of software applications (Word processing, 
Spreadsheels, Databases, Accounting Programmos, etc.) 
: Well developed interpersonal and communication skills; 
A high level of commilment to educational development and sludenl 
success; 
• Femiliority with Iflsgu'a culture. 
We lhonk all oppliconh for lheir interest; however, only those sehded for 
on inlerview will be cenloded. Phase submil your curriculum viloe, sup- 
porling documentation, and al leosl lwo references to: 
Deanna Nyce, CEO 
Wilp Wilxo'os~hl Nisgu'o 
P.O. Box 219 
New Aiyonsh, B.C. 
VOJ 1AO 
Application Deadline: Thursday, December 19, 1996 
Start Dote: Monday? January 6 r ! 991 
SAVE THE FUSS'. ;HIRE &;TRAIN  THRU US ' !  
O 
TBE 
INLAND 
GROUP INLAND KENWORTH 
FINANCE/CREDIT MANAGER 
Inland Kenworth/Parker Pacific 
Equipment Sales is seeking a Credit 
Manager for our branch located in 
Terrace, B,C, 
Duties include: repor t ing  to the local 
Dea ler  Manager  and the  Genera l  Credi t  
Manager  in Vancouver  admin is ter ing  the 
f inance and accounts  receivable 
portfol io,  p romot ing  internal  f inance and 
insurance sa les  and  genera l  of f ice 
management .  
The successful applicant will have a 
minimum 5 years credit experience, be 
highly self-motivated and have a good 
understanding of the local economy. The 
position offers an excellent salary, 
benefits package and chance for 
advancement. 
Submit resumes in person to John 
Lyle at 3671 Hwy 16 East, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4M2. 
WHMIS 
Fire Suppression 
Chainsaw Safety 
Traffic Control 
Training 
Dangerous Good 
Falling & Bucking 
Splicing 
Hell-Logging 
Receive a 10% discount when 1too PaY I .  full, J 
2 w~,e~ In adwnce. I 
Have ]four heating tested FREE when you take I 
Level I First Aid G Transportation Endorsement I 
end work in Logging or Construction. 
We will be closed Dec. Z3 - Jan 6 
Emergencies call 635-5500 
PHONE: 635-5500 FAX: 635-5524 ....... 
4931 -B KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1 K7 
=====u~=mm= 
Christmas? Hire an "elf", lighten 
the load. Call Lisa for baking, 
housecleaning errands .... and 
enjoy the holidays! Call 635- 
2513. 
HARVESTER PROCESSOR 
and short log truck for hire. 1- 
250-842-5662. 
HARVESTER PROCESSOR, 
cut to length, Lake on Hyundia 
carrier, with operator for hire. 
Fax or phone at 842-5662. 
HOURLY HOUSECLEANING. 
Will try to facilitate your working 
hours. Night shift a possibility. 
Character rers if required. Call 
Jim 638-1517. 
NO TIME for houseworkl~.Start 
the new year with ..Mald 
Service. Phone 635-6197. 
SALES CONSULTANT 
"[he Terrace Standard is currently accepting opplkotions for the position of port time Soles Consultant. This 
position could possibly work into u full lime position. For the successful candidale, we are looking for applic- 
ants who are: 
• Confident, responsible and highly self motivated 
• Able to work without close supervision 
• Able to consistently achieve high performance resulls 
• Prepared to work diligently with a list of esloblished iem while developing o list of undeveloped ionls. 
Job Duties WIll Include: 
• Cuslomer ehlions, sales & service 
• Some layout and design of advertising 
• Creative campaign development 
We Offer: 
• Highly competitive compensation program hosed on produdion (bose salary &/or commissions) 
• A comprehensive benefits pkg. 
• A friendly, cleon working environmenl 
"[his position will be available for early January. All opplicenti0ns must be submilted in person or by fax no 
later than Midnight December 24,1996 Experience is not necessary but would be an 0seer. 
Please apply in v~iting t0: 
PROGRESSIVE THINKERS NEEDED 
in Commercial Lending 
~combU Our client, a rapidly expanding financial institution 
serving a diverse mix of small  and med ium-s ized  
sinesses, is now seeking a highly motivated individual for a 
ercial lending position in Terrace. 
To meet the challenge, you; 
• have a degree in business or science/engineering 
• have some commercial lendingexperlence 
• enjoy making customer service a top priority 
• have proven business development skills 
• are willing to periodically relocate within British Columbia. 
Your understanding of the lending needs of small business will enable 
you to effectively develop and manage a diverse loan portfolio. 
You can CONFIDENTIALLY explore this challenging 
opportLmity by telephoning Godfrey Chowne 
at (604) 689-8016, or by forwarding your complete 
resume to the address below. 
Suite 2160, Oceanic Plaza 
1066 West Hastings Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3X3 
Aff i l iated firms in: • CALGARY • TORONTO • MONTREAL o HALIFAX • USA 
C ] l O \VN E 
I_?, 1,;ATSON 
- -  . . . . . .  i 
MANAGEMENT 
CONSULTANTS 
This Foundation is dedicated to f inancially supporting 
community recreation projects and the improvement of 
sports facilities. 
For information call 635-6948 or write to 
Rick and Paul King Foundation, 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue 
Canada. 
ARE YOU? 
• A woman 19 years or older 
• Receiving Social Assistance 
• Having problems finding/keeping employment 
Northwest Training Centre is looking for applic- 
ants who are commilted to: 
• Enhancing Personal Development Skills 
• Building Employment Preparation Skills 
• Developing Work Experience 
The D.A.W.N. Program begins January 27, 1997. 
Deadline for applications is December 20, 1996. 
For furlher information on applying to this pro- 
gram, please call Lorna Sandhals at 638-8108.  
Mechanical Technologist 
One Year Term 
Joining Alcan's Engineering 
Department in the KItimat 
aluminum smelter. 
The successful candidate will 
have a diploma in the related field 
and be registered, or be eng=ble to 
be registered, as a Technologist 
with the Applied Science 
Technologists and Technicians of 
B,C. You will provide technical 
support for operations and 
maintenance groups in the Anode 
Paste Plant, Investigate 
equipment problems and 
implement solutions, as well as 
evaluate and prepare written 
reports of equipment 
performance. 
You are able to work both 
Independently and as a team 
player and possess excellent 
written and oral communication 
skills• Working knowledge or 
demonstrated ability to learn 
Excel MS Word and TSW 
(MPAC) rs an asset. A minimum 
of 5 years of industrial 
maintenance or engineering 
experience is pre,erred. 
Remuneration will be 
commensurate with your 
experience and qualifications. 
The expected start date is eady In 
1997, 
Alcan invites applications from 
qualified women, men, aboriginal 
peoples, visible minorities and 
persons with disabilities. 
If this position matches your 
qualifications, please submit your 
resume in confidence, attaching 
relevant diplomas and 
cartifications, quoting 
Competition #Rge33 by 
December 23,1996 to: 
Alcan Smelters and 
Chemlcela L.td 
Employment Department 
P.O. Box 1800 
Kltlmat, BC, V8C 2H2 
Fax: (250) 639-8602 
Kitimat, B.C.... A 
friendly 
cosmopolitan 
community of 
11,500 situated on 
B.C. 's scenic 
northwest coast, 
Kitimat is a modem 
self.sufficient small 
city with facilities 
that are envled by 
many larger 
centres. 
The city and 
surrounding area 
afford a life style 
that will appeal to 
outdoor 
enthusiasts 
interested in 
camping, hunting, 
sail and fresh 
water fishing, 
golfing and skiing. 
Two large 
community 
facilities 
incorporate Ice 
rinks, cuffing. 
indoor swimming, 
gymnasium and 
racqusl courts. 
Education futilities 
include six 
elementary 
schools, a 
secondary school 
andlVorthwest 
Community 
College satellite 
campus. There ts 
an excellent 
hospital and 
houslngls 
affordable. 
 ,llllllh,, 
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coz~.~NrZ'.,,r 
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11HBER SALE UCE~ICE 
Pumm~t io Section tO of ~e Forest Act, 
asaisd tmde~ will be n~ived by t~e 
District Manager, North Coast Forest 
0 lw~ 125 Market Raco, Prince Rup~ 
B.C., VSJ 1119, not later than 0scamP' 
17, 1996, at 3:30 p,m. fat the sale of 
~mbe~ e  Ucance ~ ,  autt~tz~g 
8'm harv~t nt timt~ Iocoben in the vidni. 
ty of St~m,,er' P==,,ag¢ .: 
VOLUME: 6~5 m', morn er less , 
TERM: Two Yas~ 
SPECIES: Hw 41%, Ba 54%, Cw 5% 
UPSET PRICE: ~L,~0,56~ 
LOGGING METHOD; Handog 
Ap~ica~ons will be accepted from regis. 
tra~ts in the Small Business Forest 
Enterpc~ Pr0grsm (Catego~ 1and 2). 
Tonder 0panieg WIU be in the dist~l ctfce 
on Decanter 17, 1996, at 3:30 p.m, 
Full details of the Foposed timber eslo 
liconoe and appticeti~ packages may be 
obt~ned from the Distflct Manager, at the 
eddm= given stx~,e, 
Tenders 
JANITORIAL CONTRACT 
Terrace Co-operative association is accept- 
ing tenders for Janitorial Services for the 
main shopping centre. A copy of Janitorial 
maintenance program can be picked up at 
the main office - Monday to Friday 9 am - 5 
pm. Must supply your own Bond. Lowest 
tender not necessarily accepted. 
Tender will close December 21, 1996. 
Send attention to: 
Ed  Berney, General Manager 
Terrace Coop 
4617 Grei~ Ave., Terrace, BC 
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LAND ACT 
Take notice that 114787 Venlurea Ud, of 4548 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace. occupa. 
tion Contractor, intend ta make an application for a Ucence of Occupation of land 
generally situated in part of D.L 4003 & Block A of D.L. 1741, Range 5 Coast 
District. 
(b) Commencing at a post planted S.W. corner Ministry of Transportation & 
Highways Gravel Reserve Boundary thence Southerly 200m; thence easterly 
250m; thence norlhemly 2OOm; and containing 5 ha more or less, 
The purpose for which the land is required is Gravel Pit. 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Senior Land 
Officer, Ministry of Envimnnoent, Lands 
and Perks Lands Division, John N. Rvan. President 
Bag 5000, Smlthers, B,C, VOJ 2 NO s+~m,m,, o+~ ~ 
Telephone; 847-7334 
File No: 6406223 
Dated: 2nd. December. 1996 
Be advised any re3ponses to this advertisement will be considered part of the pub. 
lic record. For information, contact an FOI Advisor SC Lands, Skeena Region, 
847,7334. 
+:: ++,..(,+ .+-.., +, . ,  
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LAND ~CT 
Take notice that 114787 Ventures Ud. of 4548 Lakelse Ave,, Terrace, occupa. 
tlon Contractor, Intend to make an application for a Crown Grant of land generally 
situated over that pad of Block A of D.L 1741, Range 5, Coast Distdct 
(b) Commencing al a post planted at the N,E, comer extending 250m wastedy 
direction along the south boundary of Ministry of Transportation & Highways 
Gravel Reserve Boundary thence Southerly dlreofion for 200 m; thence Easterly 
|o Highway 37 for 250m. and containing 5 ha more or lass 
The purpose for which the land is required Is Industrial Maintenance Yare 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made Io the Senior Land 
Officer, Ministry of Environment, Lands 
and Parka Lands Division. John N, Rvan, President 
Bag 5000, Smtthors, B,C. V0J 2NO s+~.~,,o+.mv, cm= +~<. 
Telephone: 847-7334 
Rle No: 6406206 
Dated: 2nd. December. 1996 
Be advised any responses to this advertisement will be considered part of the pub- 
lic record. For information, contact an FOI Advisor, BC Lands, Sksena Region, 
847,7334, 
fiN THE MATrER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
EDMOND BRIAN HACHEY 
F.O.A+ "BJ.'S SMALL ENGINE" 
NOTICE is hereby g/~an that EDMOND 
BRIAN HACHEY fled an assignment on the 
2t= day of October, 1996, and that the first 
meeting of codlors w81 be hdd De Frldey, the 
131h day of D~embor, 1~6, et the hcor of 
4:00 o'clock in the sitemoan, at thedfce ol 
the Trustee, John S, Beverley & 
Ino, S~e #4,04, 1488 • 4th Avenue, in the 
City of Prince Gauge, in the Pre~,¢e of 
Bnt~ Co,uralS. 
Dated at Pdnoe GeccDe, 8.C. ~s 4th day of 
December, tg~. 
JOHN S. BEVERLEY & 
ASSOCIATES INC, 
IN THE MAI"rER OF THE 
BANKRUPTCY OF 
NICOLE MARIE HACHEY 
NOTICE is hereby ~K, an ~ NICOLE MARIE 
HACHEY 5led an ass i~ on Ibe 2t st day 
ot Ostd~r, 1~6, and U~t the fi~t ~ ot 
a'editom wi8 be hekl an Fdday, Ihe t3th day 
of December, 1996, st ff~e hour of 4:00 #dock 
in the ~on'~on, st thsol~e of ~e Tmsise, 
John 8. Be~dW & Aesodatm Inc., Suite 
1404, 1488 - 4th Avmce, in the City of ~noe 
C.-worge, in the Ptowce ct BdlJ~ C..duml~a. 
Dated et Prime George, B.C. ~ 4th clay of 
Cmcoml~, 1996. 
JOHN S. SEVF.P4.EY & 
ASS0¢IATES I~, 
]he purpose for which the land is required ia hay fatrntng, 
Comments concerning this application 
may be made to the Senior Land Officer, 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parka 
Lands Division. lan George Munsca 
Bag 5000, Smithers, B.C. V0d 2N0 
T01ephone: 847.7334 IS:+~,mmm ot ol~l;omr o+ ,ram I
Rle No: 
Dated: November 25. 1996 
Se advised any responses to this advertisement will be considered part of the pub- 
lie record. For information, contact an FO] Advisor, BC Lands, Skeena Region, 
847.7334. 
NOTICE of 
PUBLIC REVIEW 
Repap British Columbia Inc., Terrace Operation has 
developed a visual landscape p an for the east side of 
"Lakelse Lake (including Ft rrlcrlg and Hatchery Creek). 
This plan identifies harvesting opportunities while 
maintaining the visual integrily of the landscape. 
We will be presenting the process used to develop this 
type of plan and to illustrate the results for the Lakelse 
Lake section of Forest License A16835. We are 
encouraging all people interested in learning about 
this process and providing valuable input into our for- 
est development plan, to join us: 
Date: Wednesday, December 4, 1996 
time: 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. (presentation to start at 7:30 
p.m.) 
Location: Terrace Inn 
If there are any questions please contact Erika 
Nicholson at 638-5700 during normal business 
hours. 
C 
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HIGH GRADE CONTRACTING 
LTD. Operated by 
Randy Vhat of 2645 
3rd Ave., Prince George 
is in no way associated or 
affiliated with 
HIGH GRADE ROAD 
MAINTENANCE Operated by 
Steve Angal of RR1 Burns Lake. 
Fom~ 
TIMBER SALE IJCENCE A53304 
Pursuant o Sectton 16 of the Ferest Act, 
seared tenders will be received by the 
Distdct Manager, North Coast Forest 
Diat~ct. 125 Market Race, Princo Rupert, 
B,C,, V8J 1B9, not later than December 
17, 1996, at 3:30 p,m. for the sale el 
"timber Sate I.Jcence A53305, authorizing 
the ~ of timber located at Rm Island, 
VOLUME', 1900 m', more or less 
TERM: Two Years 
SPECIES: Hw 50%, Ba 34%. Cw 16% 
UPSET PRICE: $44.13/M ~ 
LOGGING METHOD: HandTeg 
Applicati0ns will be accepted fi'om regis- 
trants in the Small Business Forest 
Enterpme Program (Cetegon/1 and 2). 
Teeder o~eg will be In the disb'~ o~ce 
on December 17,1996, at 3:30 p.m, 
Full detals of Iho ptapcoed timber sale 
licence and appticaticn pec~ges may be 
eptaned from the District Manager, at the 
add<ass gwm abwe. 
Fontal 
TIMBER SALE I..¢ENCE A53305 
Pursuant o Section 16 of the Forest Act, 
seated tenders will be resehed by the 
Dislzict Manager, Nodh Coast Forest 
Disbict. t25 Market Place, Pdnoe Rupert+ 
B,C,, VSJ tB9, not later than December 
17, t996, at 3:30 p.m, for the sale of 
limber Safe UcacceA53305, authodzin 9 
the hawest of tJmbec located at Rix Island. 
VOLUME'. 1900 m', more or less 
TERM: TWO Yea~ 
SPECIES: Hw 6P~, Ba 27%, Sp 3%, Cw t% 
UPSET PRICE: $22.27/M' 
LOC-GING METHOD: I.bndlog 
Applications will be accepted Irom regis. 
trants in the Small Business Forest 
Enterprise Program (Categmy I am 2). 
Temller opening will be in the gcatzict africa 
on December 17, t996, at 3:30 p+m+ 
Furl dermis of the ptopcoed timber sale 
lice~e and appticat~+ pecksges mey be 
obtaned from the Dis1~.1 Maneger, et tho 
eddmss ~iven above, 
CI I IM I - "+ 
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NOTICE  OF PUBL IC  HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will 
be held on Tuesday, December 17, 1996, at the 
otfices of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
commencing at 7:30 p.m, to receive representa- 
tion from all persons who deem their interests to 
be affected by the proposed bylaw. 
Thornhill Zoning Amendment 
Bylaw No. 409, 1996 
The purpose of this bylaw is to rezone land 
described as LotA, District Lot 840, Range 5, Coast 
District, Plan 4254 from the Ru2 (Medium Density 
Rural) zone to the Ru3 (High Density Rural) zone. 
The rezoning is required to address a proposal for 
further subdivision. The land subject to rezoning 
is located on Queensway Drive as indicated on 
the sketch below. 
AREA SUBJECT 
TO ZONING 
AMENDMENT~ 
: i ~  DL 840 
_DtB LDtA I 
Plan Plan 
5013 4254 I 2 
Plan4mo1246 
Ouceneway Drive 
1 I""1 4439 2 I 3 
~43g01 Plan 3516 
2 ' 3 '  I 
/ 
/ 
| 
Not to ec~e 
The proposed bylaw may be inspected at the 
offices of the Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine, 
#300 -4545 LazelleAvenue, Terrace, B,C, between 
the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to 
Friday, except statutory holidays. 
Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine 
Phone: 635-7251 
(After December 7: Phone: 615-6100) 
co..u.,,...s... N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s 
ASSOCIAT ION . . . . . . .  _ _ These ads appear in approximately 100 J(~/'J)--~ r-.= tor25words 
BritiJh Columbi= and' Y~'o~' community newspapers in B.C.and YukonlN) ~ / ~ $ 6.00 each 
• ' "=~,.'~'~'-,-and reach more than,,3 million readers:' ] additional word 
AUTO BUSINESS 
O DOWN 4X4's, OPPORTUNITIES 
Supercabs, Crewcabs, MAKE $10,000 PROFIT 
Diesels, Sport Utilities, 
Lease Returns. Flexible within the next 30 days, 
terms, Free delivery. For then $500/wk! No non- 
pre-approval call Mike sense, realistic un- 
Roessler 671-7775, Toll- equalled profit opportuni- 
free 1-800-211-6644, ty. Call 1-604-975-6962 
Toll-free for taped into FREE DELIVERY any- 
where in B.C., cars and and prospectus. 
trucks. Gas, diesel, 4X4 's ,  BUSINESS 
all makes available. PERSONALS 
O.A.C. For pre-approval 
call Don (604)597-2184 or NEED ADVICE? Call one 
1-800-663-7918, DL# of our many Live 
7348, Psychics, They will help 
you with: Love, Money, 
TRUCKS, TRUCKS, Relationships etc. 
Truckslll 4X4's from $3.99/min. 18+24hrs 1- 
$349/month o down. GM, 900-870-1025. 
Ford, Dodge, Reg/extra 
cabs, Diesels, Duallys. CREDIT COUNSELLORS 
You name it, we have it. CONSOLIDATE ONE 
Free delivery (604)461- easy payment. No more 
4072. stress. No equity.security. 
$0 DOWN LEASE or pur- Good or bad credit. 
chase any make or Immediate approval, im- 
model. Car or truck. New mediate relief. National 
or used. Best rates in B.C. Credit Counsellors of 
Will deliver. Call Rick. Canada. 737-8285(VAN) 
(604)341-8489 anytime. 951-1073(SRY) 864- 
Toll-free 1-800-583-7421. 9700(ABBOT) 1-868-777- 
F250 4X4'S EXPLOR- 0747. Licensed & 
ERS, Jeeps, Diesels. All Bonded. 
makes, al models, lease, 
returns, trades. ;+ Down,  EDUCATION 
good financing. Free de- DUBRULLE FRENCH 
livery. For free approval Culinary School profes- 
call Lawrence(Gino) sional training programs. 
Siccia 1-800-993-3673, Classical French Culinary 
327-7752. / Past ry a n d 
BUSINESS Desserts/Breadmaking. 
OPPORTUNITIES Enrolling now for January 
1997. Student 
GOVERNMENT FUNDS, financing/job placement, 
Government assistance 
programs information (604)738-3155, 1-800- 
available. For your new or 667-7288. 
existing business. Take COUNSELLOR TRAIN- 
advantage of the govern- ING Institule of 
ment grants and loans. Vancouver offers corre- 
Call 1-800-505-8866. spondence courses for 
ALERT-  NEED More the Diploma in 
Money? Guaranteed. No Counselling Practise be- 
experience requiredl Very ginning this month. For a 
affordable and lucrative brochure phone Toll-free 
H.B.B. One-time-out-of- 1-800-665•7044. 
pocketl Not MLM. Call 
today - Free into 1-800- A NEW Career? Trained 
938-4102.  apartment/cond0minium 
managers needed - all 
THIS COULD be your areas. We can train you 
destinyl Fastest growing right nowl Free job place- 
pre-paid phone card co. ment assistance, For In- 
Earn unlimited long dis. formation/brochure call 
tance, Pays 6 days wk. 681-5456, 1-800-665- 
No monthly quotas, 1- 
800-672.5883 or 810-731- 8339. 
3707, Fax: 810-726-5551. HELICOPTER LOGGING 
$20/HOUR PART-TIME - Training for men and 
or full-time from home. women in an exciting, 
Not MLM or telemarket- high paying career tn the 
Ing. Free information forest industryl 
S,A,S.E, to: TDY, Suite Comprehensive 5 week 
#199, 14975 Stony Plain ground crew training pro- 
Road, Edmonton, AB, gram. Forlnformation call: 
TSP 4W1. (250)897-1188, 
491" 
EDUCATION 
BE A Successful 
writer...write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study 
course. You get individual 
tuition from professional 
writers on all aspects of 
writin g-romances, short 
stories, radio and TV 
scripts, articles and chil- 
dren's stories. Send today 
for our Free Book. Toll- 
free 1-800-267-1829, Fax: 
1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School, 38 
McArthur Ave., Suite 
2690, Ottawa, ON, KIL 
6R2. 
FOR SALE MISC. 
FREE CATALOGUE from 
Now Electronics. We de- 
liver quality...home the- 
atre audio, video, satellite 
ad computers. Great 
prices and satisfaction 
guaranteed. Visit 
www.nowelectronics.com 
or call 1-800-669-3364. 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
logs into boards, planks, 
beams, Large capacity. 
Best sawmill value any- 
where. Free information 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R.2, 
Kilworthy, Ontario POE 
1GO. 
VIDEO GAMES - We buy, 
sell, new, used games, 
Super -N in tendo ,  
Nintendo, Genesis, 
Saturn, Play-Station, 
3DO, Game-Gear, Game- 
Boy. Free price listl Toll- 
free 1-800-463-7529, A.J, 
Video Games, Saskatoon, 
E & I DISCOUNT Sports, 
369 Victoria St., Prince 
George, B.C. Ph/Fax 
(250)564-4711. Magellan 
2000-GPS our price 
$249., R.C.B.S. Master 
Reloading Kit $369., 
Norinco SKS Rifles $149. 
Gamo Spectra 177 Air 
Rifles Green.blue, Red, 
Grey $139. Homack 
Model 3032, 2 Door Gun 
Safe $325., Homack 
Model 3010 Gun Safe 
$139., Swiss Army 
Sunglasses Black r Red 
Frame Reg. $150. Special 
$75., Tasco 8X21 CareD 
Rubber Armored BinD. 
$49,95,, F,O.B. Pr. 
George + GST BC Res + 
PST. 
LEGAL SERVICES 
CONTESTING WILLS 
and Estates. Major ICBC 
injury claims, Joel A, 
Wener trial lawyer for 28 
years, Call free 1-800- 
665-1138. Contingency 
fees. Simon, Wener & 
Adler. 
PERSONALS 
CLAIRVOYANT PSY- 
CHICSI Master the power 
to choose your future. 
Truthful, accurate an- 
swers by authentic psy- 
chics, Problems solved, 
destiny awaits. 1-900- 
451-3778, 24hrs, 18+ 
$2.99/rnin. I.C.C. 
HEAVENLY PSYCHIC 
Answers. Thousands 
Satisfied Callers, 1-900- 
451-3783, $2.99 per min, 
24 Hrs * 18 Yrs+. 
ADULT VIDEOS. Order 
the best by mail and pay 
ass. Free video offerl 
Free explicit catalogue, 
Discreet. HMC Video, 
4840 Acorn, #1201, 
Montreal, Quebec H4C 
1L6. 
MALE IMPOTENCE easi- 
ly corrected. Overcome all 
impotence problems 
caused by aging, medica. 
tion, surgery, diabetes, 
etc. Get the facts: 
Performance Medical, 
Box 418, Valemount, B.C. 
VOE 2ZO 1-800-663- 
0121. 
CANADA'S MOST Gifted 
Psychics have answers to 
your problems or ques- 
tions about health, love, 
relationships, money, 
lucky numbers, 
$2.99/mtnute. 18+ 24 
hours. 1-900-451-4336. 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-sur- 
gical+ permanent restora- 
tion in 6-8 weeks, Airline 
pilot developed, doctor 
approved, Free informa- 
tion by mail: 1•406-961. 
5570, Ext,249; Fax 1-406- 
961-5577. http://www.vi- 
s ion f reedom.com 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 
ADOPTEES AND Birth 
Parents - Family Finders 
and The Canada-Wide 
National Adoption 
Registry 1-800-871-8477. 
http:Uwww.adopting.org/ff 
cwnr.html. "Reuniting 
Canadian Families from 
Coast to Coast" 1-800- 
871.8477, 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669.9222 ': 
REAL ESTATE . . . . .  " :  
GOT A Campground 
membership, timeshare? 
We'll take itl America's 
largest, oldest resale 
clearinghouse. Resort 
Sales International 1-800- 
423-5967. Timeshare 
rentals needed. Call 24 
hours a day. 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
STEEL BUILDINGS: 
"Cheaper Than Wood". 
Quonset-Straightwall 
quonset, Structural Steel 
Buildings. B.C, Company, 
we won't be undersold• 
Service and satisfaction 
guaranteedl Western 
Steel Buildings 1-800- 
565-9800. 
STEEL BUILDINGS from 
one of B.C.'s largest steel 
companies. Quonsets and 
pre-engineered buildings. 
Erecting and foundation 
services available. Phone: 
Norsteel Building Systems 
Ltd. 1-800-773-3977. 
FUTURE STEEL 
Buildings. Durable, 
Dependable, Pre-engl- 
neered, all-steel struc- 
tures. Custom made to 
suit your needs and re- 
quirements. Factory direct 
affordable prices. Call 1- 
800-668-5111 Ex1.132 for 
free brochure. 
TRAVEL 
WINTER SPECIAL! 
Quality Inn Metrotown- 
Rooms at $45. +taxes. 
Free parking, local calls, 
continental breakfast. I 
Mile from Metrotown 
B.C.'s largest mall. 
(604)433-8255, Toll-free 
1-888-228-2111. 
SINGLES AUSTRALIA 
Tour Mar.10-Apr.6/97. 
Visit Sydney, Avers Rock, 
Alice Springs, Kakadu, 
Darwin, Cairns Great 
Barrier Reef and Fijl. For 
Into on all our singles 
tours call: Going Solo 
Travel Club 1-888-446- 
7656. 
PUERTO VALLARTA. 
Condos, Beachfront 
oceanview, cooking. $400 
CAD/week, 10% Discount 
if we book airfara. 
Uniglobe Kalamalka 
Travel. Serious enquiries 
only, 1-800-661-3354, 
VACATION SPOTS 
KAUAI, HI. Polpu Kai 
Resort 3 Br, 3 ba., I,Jx. 
condo for rent by owner. 
Pool, tennis, golf, beach- 
es. Fr. $90 US/per night, 
525-0202 days. 
Eli 
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Score Board 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
Pea Wee House Division - -  November 24 
Bradford 4 Skeena Cable 
November 25 
Skeena Cable ............... Farwest 
November 30 
Rotary 6 Bradford 
Terrace Men's Indoor Soccer 
Internationals 
Forestry 
Castoffs 
Overwaitea 
Forestry 
1 Castoffs 
November 24 
5 United 2 
5 Ove~aitea 4 
4 Un i ted  0 
December '1 
5 Internationals 3 
5 United 5 
1 Rovers 0 
¢ Ter race  Men's Recreational Hockey 
2 November 30 
December 1 Back Eddie 4 Norm's Auto 
Farwest 5 Bradford 1 December 1 
. . . . .  December 2 Precision Blues 7 White Spot 
Rotary 7 Skeena Cable 4 December 3 
Atom House Division - -  November 29 : White Spot 7 Skeena Hotel 
NI Seasons ......... 10 =: All West := ~ ~ .... 0 . . . .  Precision Blues 8 Norm's Auto 
Ken's Trucking 6 Lazelle Storage December 5 
November 30 All Seasons 6 Back Eddie 
K~nsmen 7 Centennial Uons 2 
All Seasons 15 Copperside 5 
Novice Division - December 1 
Boyle Blazers 7 Tri City MedComm 3 
Ikon Office 4 R40 Construction ¢ 
Long,s Logging 4 Terrace Elks 1 
Bantam Raps - November 29 
Kitimat 2 Terrace 7 
November 30 
Kitimat 4 Terrace 3 
Peewee Raps, November 29 
Terrace 3 KJtimat 3 
November 30  
Terrace 1 KJtimat 8 
Counting the weeks 
Winter has arrived in our area and the Northern Be 
Winter Games won't be far behind. We're no longer 
counting the months until the Games begin. We're 
counting the weeks and soon it will be the days. 
Northern BC Winter Games souvenirs are now on 
sale at Personally Yours in the Skeena Mall and Blue 
Ridge Ventures on Highway 16. They make great 
Christmas gifts. Don't forget the Games raffle. The 
draw is December 15 and you just might end up win- 
ning the Kermodei Bear print, the family ski pass or the 
helicopter ride. Volunteers are selling tickets Wednes- 
day through Friday in the Skeena Mall or get one at the 
Games office. 
A telephone campaign to sign up billets has begun, It 
is being made as easy as possible for you. Volunteers 
will even take a billet registration to your home at a 
convenient time, answer all your questions and wait 
while you fill it in. If the telephone volunteers haven't 
called you yet you can contact the Games office at 638- 
199"/and arrange for a form to be delivered. 
More Games volunteer are also needed. One specific 
area where your help is needed is, security. A security 
volunteer will be involved in traffic and/or crowd con- 
trol. A short training course will be given for all 
security people. 
Slowly but surely the funds necessary to stage the 
Games are coming in. Thanks goes out to ICBC, Pizza 
Hut and Copperside Stores for their financial support. 
Any and all such support is appreciated. Call Diatia at 
the Games office or fund raising director Wayne Braid 
to offer your assistance. You may have a fund raising 
idea of your own. 
For example, the employees of one local business 
were warned that everybody caught wearing green on a 
specific day would be fined with the proceeds to go to 
support he Games. The loonies and toonies collected 
added up to over $150. It was great fun and the money 
will help local athletes ACHIEVE THE DREAM dur- 
ing the Northern BC Winter Games and in the years to 
come ~vith the lasting benefits to our community. 
2 
5 
2 
4 
Terrace Men's Oldtimers Hockey 
Subway 
SRD Blues 
Timbermen 
Northern Okies 
November 30 
5 SRD Blues 4 
December 1 
4 Northern Oakies 3 
December 4 
3 SRD Blues 2 
4 Subway 1 
League Standings 
Men's Old.Timers Hockey 
TEAM GP V/ L 
SRD Blues 19 11 7 
Timbermen 14 8 5 
Northern Okies 18 8 10 
Subway 17 6 11 
TPTS 
1 23 
1 17 
0 16 
0 12 
Did you know that EL Ambulance Service 
transports more than 60g critically III children 
to ILC,'s Children's Hospitars ICU every year? c$~en's Hosp~ 
Men's Rec Leaque 
TEAM GP W L TPTS 
Back Eddie 18 11 4 3 25 
Norm's Auto 18 10 6 2 22 
Precision Blues 17 g 5 3 21 
All Seasons 17 6 9 2 14 
Skeena Sharks 17 6 9 2 14 
White Spot 17 3 12 2 8 
CACTUS FLO~VEP~ DAI~CE STUDIO 
NEW YEAI $ EVE 
DIHHER & D.A.HCE 
~USIC  BY "I,IORTHERI~ COI~FOt~T" 
Cocktails 7 pm 
Dinner 7:30 pm 
• Party Favours 
• Great Music 
• Awesome Food j~  
• Late Snacks 
• Great Party 
Tickets Available at 
Keenleyside Insurance 635-5232 
or 
Cactus flower Dance Studio 638-1996 
$30.00 each 
FREE RIDES HOME! 
Tip #1 
Warming Up Before Heading 
Down Your Favorite Run. 
Another great season is fast approaching and once again this season the 
Shames Mountain Skier Development Centre willhave helpful weekly ski tips. 
Here's a few tips for warming up before ~heading down your favorite fun. 
Muscles must be warmed up and stretched to make them elastic so they can 
perform their best without causing injury. With your skis on, begin by hop- 
ping back and forth lifting your skis off the snoe. Now slide one ~,ki back at 
a time to stretch the calf muscles. To stretch your hamstrings reach down to 
the snow. It is important when stretches each morning to help prevent injuries 
and enjoy a full winter of skiing. 
Shames Mountain Office: 635-3773 
4545 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
MOUNTAIN IB ozvz~o. ,morr  
IP c=~u= 
Marilal Aids • Lingerie • Body Wear • Oils • Candles • Books - 
Mail Order Catalogues 
Hours Of Operation 
Man. - Sat.. 12 noon- 9:00 p.m. Closed Sundays 
#2-3237 Kalum St. Ph: (250)638-i 070 
Terrace, B.C. Fax: (250) 638-102 I 
V8G 2N4 Toll Free: 1-888-635-I070 
Prices so good, We're 
causing a stampede 
See our Great Selection "~r"~- -~ 
of Mens, Ladies & Boys 
shirtson sale 
NOW FOR CHRISTMAS 
~~~ " Also in stock are boots, belts, jeans, hats, jewelery, 
• tack and much morel 
If we don't have what you want. there's still time 
to order the right size and colour for Christmas. 
Tuesday - Saturday 10 am. 6 pm 
NORTHEI~,H HORSE SUPPLY LTD. 
3083 River D rive, Terrace 
Ph. 6:38-7"252 
Fax 638-7253 
Your Gateway to the 
World' ~ ' i~  
www.yellowhead16.net 
Aaran Computer Solutions 
Your Solution People 
Your DIGITAL gateway to the INTERNET/ 
Offering a full range of Internet access. 
Flexible access plans available. 
Don ' t  miss out, be part of  our December Internet Launch, 
in Terrace and Kit imat! 
Come in and see our Christmas Computer Specials 
• No  Sign up  Fees in  December  
• December  Access  Free 
• In ternet  T ra in ing  
• Web S i te  Des ign  
• Web Site Host ing  ..~o.0 
• Free  Persona l  Web Page  w i th  a l l  Accounts  O~.~,kOpemtlon, Centor ''~ ':INTEI:INET/... ........... ":"R~mt 
• Computer  Sales And  Service 
speed Satellite 
4613-A Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1P9 
Office 635-7606 Fax 635-7642 
